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The theoretical

Indiana University

tradition

of medieval nusic has, since its inception, imTo some, this statement is a contradiction in terns, since node, as a theoretical construct, is
whatever the theorists say it is, by definition.
But the organization of
Gregorian chant into distinct tonal systems is ol-der than modal theory, and the
description of those systens is best achieved by analytic inferences based on
the nelodies themselves. fn the twentieth century, modes have been described
as aggregates of formuLas; but that only begs the question, for the fornulas
too are products of tonal- systems in need of explanation.
The medieval theoretical tradition can aetually help those seeking a more
empirical basis for moda1, analysis. Theorists fron the Musica enchiriadis to
Ugolino of orvieto make various pract.icaL comnents, an,l t-hre--Ti-rr ti* p*cedent for the analytic approach to node that I propose. That approach invcl,ves
the partitioning of melodies into discrete partial ranges, which forn the basic
building blocks of the mode. These constituent ranges do not depend on the octave. fifth, and fourth of the HeLlenistic traditjon, but on enpirical observaTheir advantage is their inclusiveness and generality, which permit an
tion.
exhaustive account of nodal structure even when it is not reaLized stereotypically.
f conclude, along with John of Afflighen, that node is not a datun of
analysis, but its result; not the mere identification
of a piecets scale and
fina1, but a conplex interpretative statement about its uelodic structure.
peded the understanding of the modes of Gregorian chant.

The Laudesi Confratemities

in Florence, ca. 7270-1494

Blake Wilson, fndiana University

A.M.-12:00

AMS Sessions:
Fifteenth-Century Studies

Edward Nowacki,

This paper is based on research carried out in !'lorentine archives, dealing with confraternity documents of the years between ea. 1270 and L494.
Primary docunents will be presented in support of a discussion of the most
salient features of laudesi organization and activity:
the nature and function
of lauda-singing w-llTii- the vari.ous types of confraternity
servj-ce
(responsorial performance, direction of the singing to the company altar and
painting, proeessing and singing), and the weekly qc-gg]g during which the
choral refrains of the laude were taught by appointed instructors.
Confraternity account books also yield inportant infornation about the rise of
professional lauda-singing, the shift to polyphonic performance, rhe changing
role of instruments, the nunerous FLorentine singers anri their conditions of
service, and the nusic manuscripts (including a detailed account of the
materials and seruices purchased in their preparation, and the confraternal.
context of the Florentine laudar& I-Fn BR 18, olim MagL,II.l.722).
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through thenatic statenents on final and dominant with tonal answers, but also
to construct the body of tire piece as a serj-es of points of initation like
those of Renaissance motet style but based on a single theme! to vary successive points of imitation either by swapping starting notes anong the voices or
by varying the order of entry of the voices; to nove away fron the original
node in the body of the piece through thenatic statenents on notes other than
finaL or doninant; and to bring back the theme at the end of the fugue in the
original node and, if possible, in stretto.
This paper will denonstrate the
origins of this history in the writings of Adriano Banchieri, suggest ties with
the Bologna academies and north-rtalian violin composers of the nature Baroque,
show that Bertali is alnost certainly the author (placing the date of the work
most likely in the 1650s or'60s) while Carissimi alnost eertainly had nothing
to do with the nanuscript that bears his nane, and discuss the treatisers seninal role in the evolution of German fugal theory, Bertalits work forns nothing
less than the rrnissing linkrr between earlier techniques of penading initation
in Renaissance motet style and mature Baroque fugue.

the

ThetleclineoftheconfraternitiesduringMedici.rule.wastinkedto
One
covert pol-itical maneuvering of whi.ch they.w"er,e justifi'b.lyr-"":l::::d'^.
or two
(€
nemDer
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Antonio
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organist
Medici document reveals
laudesi confraternities) reporting to his Medici patrons on the neetangs ofa
confraternitw.

Tropes and the Survival of Pre-Gregorian Chant Traditions

Alejandro Enrique Planchart, University of California,

Santa Barbara

Tropes and sequences have been considered additions to the classical
Gregorian repertory that represent a new stage in the development of musicalstyle: therrnew musicrr of the ninth and tenth centuries. There can be 1itt1e
doubt that the sequences are, by and 1arge, the rnew musicr of their tine.
This has been shown by Richard Crocker in a number of studies. Tropes, however, present a different picture, and no clear explanation has been proposed
for their relatively
short 1ife.
Jn contrast to the sequences--which
proli.ferated untiL the late fourteenth century, and were widely sung until the
Tridentine reforms--the trope repertory became stagnant by the end of the
eleventh century. Its later evclution took two forms: 1. Proper tropes djsappeared with the exception of a few introit
tropes.
2. A few Kyrie verses
remained in use, and a sma11 number of other ordinary tropes were composed in a
new manner influenced by the style of the sequence.
In previous studies I have noted that the earliest repertories of proper
tropes--and some ordinary tropes as weil--reflect
1oca1 traditions, particular1y in terns of their text.
Tn the case of a relatively large repertory of
tropes that can be shown io be of Italian origin, not only the text, but the
melodic style of the tropes can be shown to be closely related to the style not
of Gregorian chant, but rather of Beneventan and Roman chant. New concordances
have been found between non-Gregorian genres such as the Beneventan ingressae
and the Italian antiphonae ante evangelium and a nunber of tropes.
The paper exanines these cases in detail and proposes para11el instances
concerning the relationship between French and Aquitanian tropes and Gallican
chant. ft concludes with a possible explanation of the relatively rapid denise
of the trope repertory, particularly proper tropes, in the late eleventh and
early twelfth centuries.
AMS

Nichelnann Contra C.P.E. Bach:

Tssues of Hamonic Theory in the Empfindsqmer Stil
Thonas Christensen, University of Pennsyl,vania
One of the nost fascinating documents of the nid-eighteenth eentury Berlin
Musikkreise is the treatise Die Melodie nach ihren l,iesen sowohl al,s nach ihren
Eigenschaften (1755) written by the conposer Christoph Nichelnann (1713-1,162),
Although largely forgotten today, Nichelnannrs book played an important role in
his day by chal-lenging nunerous tenets of the reigning galant style. Despite
its tit1e, Nichelmannrs text has less to do with nelody than with harmony. The
author reveals hinself to be a disciple of Rameau, arguing that any effective
nelody is rooted in harnony. Although he understood Rameaurs theory inperfectLy, his work is nonetheless significant
as the first overt acceptance and
analytic application of Rameaurs fundanental bass by any Gernan nusic theorist.
In his anaLysis of contemporary hamonic practice, Nichelnann takes a conservative stance. He derogatorily labels as rrmonodischrr nusic characteristic
of the galant and enpfindsan styles, which he criticizes as having excessive
melodic elaboration, irregular phrasing, repetitious rhythns, and a dearth of
hamonic and contrapuntaL variety.
As exanples he quotes--and anaLyzes with
the fundanental bass--a vast number of nusical excerpts from his contenporaries, including Hasse, Graun, Quantz, and especially C.P.E. Bach. In
contrast to the rrnonodischrt style, Nichelnann advocates what he cal1s the
rrpolyodischrr sty1e, which employs a simpler nelody supported by a richer, more
logical harnonic and nodulatory p1an. Nichelmann cites with particular approval excerpts from Raneau and J.S. Bach. To drive his point hone, Nichelmann
rewrites nost of the rrnonodischrr excerpts he quotes (including several Oden of
C.P.E. ) into trpolyodischtt settings
A
As can be imagined, C.P.E. Bach did not take kindly to such criticism.
lengthy anonymous panphlet which strongly refutes Nichel-mannrs charges can now
be definitively
established as the work of C.P.E.. The ensuing polemic continued for several years, culninating with the publication of part I1 of
C.P.E.ts Versuch (1762), several chapters of which can be read as a direct
rebuttal to Nichelmann. Tn addition to highlighting specifie theoretical- is-

Session: Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century Theory
Benito Rivera, Indiana Uniwersity, Ghair
The First Modern Theory of Fugue
Pau1.

Walker, Charlottesville,

Virginia

A group of concordant manuscripts in Vienna, Krensmiinster, and East Berlin
variously ascribed to Giacomo Carissimi and Antonio Bertali outline a plan for
the teaching of fugue that contains nost of the characteristics now assigned to
rrtextbook fugue.rr For the first time in music history, a student was taught
not only to write an exposition in which the mode was clearly established

l
I
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The Comon Sense School and the Science of Music in Eighteenth-CenturY
Scotland: A Look at John Holdents Essay Towards a Rational systen of Music

Leslie E11en Brown, Louisiana State University
of the several factors whieh shaped the progress of music theory in scotland during the second haLf of the eighteenth century, certainly John Lockers
empirical methodology is of ovemhelning import. Indeed it is to Locke rhar
one nust look in identifying the origins of the nethodical study of the senses
and, in turn, their roLe in the perception of beauty. Yet to consider the
scientific investigation of music in terms of enpiricisn only is to ignore the
significanee of common sense on all branches of intellectual activity in
Scotland--and ultimately Britain--during this age.
The nost important source of Scottish nusic theory from the second half of
the eighteenth century--John Holdents Essay Towa_rds a Rational Systen of Music
(1770)--reflects the inpact of the Comnon Sense School of philosophy on the
Holdenrs treatise owes a debt not onLy to
study of the science of nusic.
Lockers dependence on experience as the najor source of knowledge but to the
French theoretical writings of the early part of the century as wel1. Nonethe1ess, those tenets which are purely original to the discipline of theory may be
linked to the function of intuition in the intelLectualizing process of nusic,
and specifieally to notions of connon sense. Hol-den closely fo1-lows the thinking of the noral phil"osopher Thomas Reid (1710-1796) when considering the sorts
of evidence of conmon sense as apparent in the perception of nusic: specifica1ly, Reidr s rrevidence of sense, rr ttevidence of menory, tt and rrevidence of the
necessary reLations of thingsrr (An fnquiry in to the Hunan Mind' on the Principles of Comon Sense,1,764). Thus, Holdenrs treatise strikes a balance between
drawing then into a state of conPatibility.
the senses and the intellect,
Moreover, because of the attention afforded to comon sense, the roLe of reason
in the investigation of British theory is restored to an equal, if not superior, position.
Joseph Aniot and Enlightennent Discussion of the
Origins of Pythagorean Tuning

Jin Levy, Yale University
A true pioneer in the history of ethnonusicology, the 18th-century Erench
Jesuit Joseph Aniot was the first European to write authoritatively and conprehensively on Chinese music. Af,iot was not onl"y a talented nusician; the faniliarity he acquired during his years in Beijing with Chinese music treatises was
unprecedented for a foreigner. His work had an imediate and lasting influence
which is readily pereeived in subsequent scholarship on Chinese nusic.
Aniotrs principaL work on Chinese nusic, the M6moire sur l-a nusique des
Chinois, tant anciens que modemes, was published in Paris in 1l-19 and was
g numbEi oi other, shorter writings were also printed;
reprinted in 1-0.
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much, however, renains unpublished, including an extended supplenent to the
M6noire in which he presented new naterial and responded to his critics in

France.

This paper focuses on Amiot's role in the controversy over the origins of
Pythagorean tuning in ancient cultures, a debate instigated by a faul"ty description in Jean-Philippe Rameaurs code de nusique of ancient chinese tuning
based on Amiotrs early manuscript tiiiliElTo*s.
other lgth-century authors

who subsequently argued for He11enic, Egyptian, or Chinese origins of
Pythagorean tuning included Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Denis Diderot, Joseph Roussier, Benjanin de Laborde, and corneluis de pauw; all of these based. thei.r discussions of chinese music systens on Amiotrs l,t6rpjr.. Analysis of authors supporting the view that Pythagorean tuning d.en-iEIJror chi-na ultinately shows
that these writers were heavily influenced by an intellectual clinate favoring
experimentation with chinese philosophical and aesthetic systens, whereas those
opposing this view tended to adhere to a more mathematical node of reasoning.
Session: Verdi and Rossiai
A. Ilepokoski, Oberlin Col1ege, Chair

AMS

James

Rossini, Verdi, and the Pri.nciple of Concurrent Articulation
in Active Movements
Scott L. Balthazar, Uoiversity of Virginia
rnterrelationships
between music ard text in early nineteenth-century
ltalian opera involve forn at least as often as meaning. past studies have exanined fornal para11e1s ranging from correspondences among the dramatic,
poetic' and musical articul-ations that subdivide entire scenes to similarities
between the syntactic and periodic structures of poetic stanzas and nusical
lyric forns within individual cantabile novenenrs.
An equally inportant
of nusic and rexr that has received
"oi]iiiT-ion
Little attention occurs in the
active transitional novenents of lyric numbers.
These include 1) the niddle movenents (tempi di mezzo) of all types of scenes;
2) the opening movenenrs (tenpi d,attacio]--6?-?iETl-and other Lnsenbles whenever they consist prinarily of dialogue; and 3) the transitional dialogues that
end nost tempi dtattacco and some slow movenents. rn these active sections
poetic divisions--created
by closed, truncated
lines--and
nusical
articulations--created
by thematic and textural- contr.ast or cadences-habitually coincide wi.th divisions between relatively static phases of dranratic
act ion.
such correspondences occur regularl-y from Rossinirs rtalian operas through
those of Verdirs niddle period.
However, as early as Ernani verdi and his
librettists
began ro nodify this approach in cerrain
the sake of
""6iElJo,
continuity and nonentum by introducing texts that present
the action more continuously' by ignoring sone of the dranatic and poetic articulations, by enphasizing 1oca1- changes of mood and characterization within the larger dranatic
plateaus' and by underscoring single nonents of dranatic intensity along with
sectional divisions.
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The Comon Sense School and the Science of Music in Eighteenth-CenturY
Scotland: A Look at John Holdents Essay Towards a Rational systen of Music

Leslie E11en Brown, Louisiana State University
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Joseph Aniot and Enlightennent Discussion of the
Origins of Pythagorean Tuning

Jin Levy, Yale University
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reprinted in 1-0.
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much, however, renains unpublished, including an extended supplenent to the
M6noire in which he presented new naterial and responded to his critics in

France.
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Session: Verdi and Rossiai
A. Ilepokoski, Oberlin Col1ege, Chair
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C. Holmes, University of California'

Iruine

sent fron
on september 2, .'a62. the eve of his departure for Russia' Verdi Verdi arOnce
de1-qe4jg9'
La
forza
6core
ol
the
Busetto a few correctio.t'to
to correct
rived in St. petersburg for rehearsats oi-ifi6--lEiii-6E-T6i-tinued
and revise until only a few days before the first perfomance on Novenber 10'
The general nature of Verdi's last minute changes in Forza has long been
Thanks to the
known, for he discusses them in his letters to his publisher.
composerts habit of destroying music he replaced, it has been assumed that
Verdi's first thoughts were 1ost. This is not the case, however, for all of
the hitherto unknown music for Forza has been recovered.
The musical materials co.rGc-ted with the st. Petersburg Eorza are in the
Kirov Library in Leningrad. Among them is the newly found uusic, which appears
in various places: on pages in the singerst parts and prompterrs books, and on
sheets pasted inside the back cover of the orchestral score, In the nid 1960s
Guglielno Barblan described some of Verdirs revisions in Leonorars aria rrPace,
pacerr in print, but ignored other more extensive changes.
The original ending to Leonorars aria in Act IV will be nentioned, and two
major revisions effected during the rehearsals of Forza will be discussed. The
first is Don Carlors cabaletta, "Eg1i d salvo,rr tro=il-Tit TII, the original version of which was discarded and replaced in mid October. The second is Don 41varo's cabaletta, ItStincontri 1a morte,rr which closes Act III.
This added
cabaletta was first nentioned by Verdi only seven days before the operars
premiere.

Simon Boccanegra

I.Ij-LZ

A Generic/Genetic Analysis of the Council Chanber

Scene

Harold Powers, Princeton University
In the central finale of the revised Simon Boccanegra of 1881, nost of the
text and music for a passage jn which th;-E;;;;;;;;;tes
her abduction and
escape was retained from the 1857 original; the rest of the 1881 finale was new
in varying degrees. In the 1857 finale the narrative had followed the slow
concertato; in the 1881 finale the narrative precedes a new slow sgigs:lgle,
thus changing its musico-dranatic function, Tn the concluding novement of the
new finale, moreover, the poetic thene of the old stretta sunives, but the new
conclusion is a dynamic action movement rather tE-a-mtatic
nusical tableau
vivant.
----3o much one sees fron a rrgeneric analysisfi of the two score6. A rrgenetic
analysis'r based on letters and draft scenarios shows the order in which sections of the o1d finale were discarded fron the plan and the order in which the
parts of the new finale cane into place. Tn doing so, it shows that the Later
finale, novel as jt is, is not a repudiation of traditional four-movement central finale design, as used for the last tine by Verdi in the 1857 Sinon Boccanegra, but merely a nodification of it.
The Council Chamber Scene,- in fact'
-in Verdian interior
has musico-dramatic prototypes
Drototvne3 in
irlcrior
finqloc going
oaino all
a]' the way
finaLes
back to Luisa Mi11er (1849), finales that are much more obviously derived fron
conventional four-movenent nodels, as can also be seen in libretto drafts and
correspondence.
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Session: l{usic ia Social Contqts

Uaynard Solonon, Ne York City, Ghair

Musical-Rhetorical- Prosopopoeia and the Anination of the
Dead in Seventeenth-Century German Funeral Music
Gregory S. Johnston, University of British

Colunbia

Funeral music accounts for nore than half of the occasional nusic written
in Gernany in the 17th century yet as a genre has received critical attention
from relatively few scholars. Acknowledging this gap in our understanding of
Baroque nusic, Giinther Graulich renarks in the preface to the Stuttgarter
Schiitz-Ausgabe of the Musikalische Exequien that lan investigation of the genre
itself and its musico-rhetorieal content would uncover nuch of interest.rr
The present paper is an examination of prosopopoeia, a rhetorical trope
whereby abstractions or inanimate objects are invested with hunan qualities or
abilities.
Rhetorical personification of the deceased was frequently enployed
in Baroque funeral oratory in the Lutheran Church, and' as this Paper will
demonstrate, it was likewise used extensivel-y and to good effect by comPosers
of Baroque funeral music.
The paper will first provide the contemporary cultural and theoretical
background--both literary and nusical--to rhetoricaL personification, generall-y
and in its funerary context. Although passing reference will be made to the
widespread practice of animating the dead in German funeral nusic, the Paper
will focus .prim1ri,1y,on two works in which the deceased assumed physieal dinensions: Heinrich Schijtz's Musikalische Exequien (1635) and Michael Wiedemannts
funeral nusic for Baron Sigisnund Heinrich of Bibran and Modlau (1693). The
intention of this paper is to shed sone light on rhetorical considerations in
the conposition of Protestant funeral music, to show that conposers of funeralmusic availed themselves of the rhetorical devices of funerary oratory, and to
demonstrate the shared rhetorical aims of funeral Busic and sermonic oratory.
Beethoven and Musical Econonics

Julia V. Moore, Syracuse University
During the last decade of his 1ife, Beethoven chose his conpositional
projects according to the size of the fees they would eam, and he devoted a
great deal of tine to the sale of his works. The large works conposed during
the 1820's--the Missa Sol.emis, the Ninth Symphony, and the last five string
quartets--were all sold twice, once to a publisher and once as a subscription
or commission, and the noninal fees obtained for then were many times higher
than the fees he had earned in earlier years. After the Missa Solemis, those
large works which progressed past the sketching stage had beei-!?e-soiA-for unusually high fees.
Beethovenis financial situation had been deteriorating for two decades.
As demonstrated by a consumer price index for Vienna during this period, hyperinflation caused a fortyfold reduction in the purchasing power of Beethovenrs
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vears' Beethoven had struggled
incone between 1795 and 1816' Throughout these
tu"n in 181'5 he assuned
tit-itg stttd"-ti'

to naintain a lower .idd1"t:;;t""
"ti
unlike most vien;;;"-;he ieath oi-tti" Itott'tt'
-oJt"'''ot'for
responsibility for bis ;";;*
bec11 the lega1
atptta""t"'
suruiving
lre concemed to acnese, Beethoven had to
intensely
was
guardian of his neph* fi"i;;;,'""a-tittt'i?er
his own death' Until" the
cumulate savings to provide for his ttpttt* tlttt
conposed'
1820ts, nusrcal economies usual'ly did not influence what Beethoven
Efoica
although there were several signi.ficant exceptions, most notably.the
Symphony, which were in Part eon-ceited with a;iew to financial considerations'
The Nazi Seizure of the Berlin Philhamonic:
Pamel.a

A Reassessment

M. Potter, Yale Universaty

In 1934 the Berlin Philhamonic came under the jurisdiction of the Nazl
governnent, but the reasons for its capitulation have never been fully understood. Unlike state supported nusical organazations, the Berlin Philhamonic
had been a prjvate corporation since its establishnent in 1882, a status which
gave it more strength to resist Nazi pressures. In 1933-34, the Philhamonic
was the object of severe criticr'-sm for its refusal to dismiss its Jewish nenbers and for artistic director i,lilhe1n Furtvangler's public objectlons to the
Nazist judgnent of artists on the basis of race, This paper will demonstrate,
with the aid of government docuoents, that the capitulation of the Berlin Philbarnonic was less the result of an ideological change of heart than the cu1mination of a decade-1ong struggle for suryiva1.
From 1922 to 1934, the orchestra appealed repeatedly to branches of the
government to take control of rts organazation in order to alleviate the financial hardships wrought by the econonic turnoil of the 1920s, but with no success. Tt was only after the Nazi seizure of power that the new govemment was
willing to take over tbe Philharmonic, well aware of the orchestrats publicity
value for the new regime. The Nazis nanaged to buy all the menbersr shares
only after assuring Furtwdngler that his overall control of the orchestra would
remain unaffected, but ttre Philharnonicts metanorphosis into a rrReichsorchesterrrled ultimately to its reorganization, Furtwiinglerrs resignation, and
the Nazrs' rnterference in artistic matters. After a decade of appeals to the
governnent, the Philbarmonic had secured the protection it wanted' but at the
price of its Jewish per:sonnel and artistic independence.
Teaching Anericans Music: Viewpoints of the Enig16 Conposer,
ca. 1935-1955

Al

al P. Le.sen, York University

Many composers wbo found haven fron Hitlerrs Europe in America becane active as teachers and, as such, came to play a crucj.a1 role in the shaping of
American nusic and nLusical 1ife.
For those such as Hindenith, Krenek, Toch and Schoenberg it was a keen
se.5e of the past, seen as traditlon or hlstory, that became the context for
rhe development c,f specific teaching viewpoints and methods. These four composers reacted ir' an often outspoken nanner to the contenporary American social
and ecucational- milieu, pointing to what they thought night harm the growth of
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a healthy_ musical culture.
They were critical
not only of general trends but
also of specific shortconings in the nuslcal training and already forned habits
of their students.
The reverence for tradition of Hindenjth and Schoenberg produced an emphasis on pracLical nusicianship as well as broad noral and ethical- considerations.
Toch advocated a return to the deep sources of nusical tradition, as
exenplified in basic formative processes lather than specific nodel-s (Schcenberg) or objectified materials (Hindemith). Krenek, for his part, argued lhat
the progressive eompositional idion of twelve-tone music had its nearest
dastant
counterpart not in the imnediate past but j,n Lhe historically
repertories of chant and modal polyphony. While Schoenberg's approach, rooted
in the idea of tradition, resisted systenatrzataon, Krenekrs extrapolation from
history lent itself to the developnent of a nethod of teaching better suited,
perhaps, to Anerican conditions.
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The Venetiansr sensitivity to syntax nade it possible to adumbrate characteristic Petrarchan tensions between slmtax and prosody! to reflect a hierarchy
of verbal articulations3 and to offer nusical interpretations of syntactic
anbiguities. ltris paper will identify particular kinds of syntactic challenges
posed by Petrarchrs lyrics--displaced work order, interrupted predicates, dualfunctioning s)mtactic units, and so forth--and demonstrate the customary ways
they were treated by Venetian composers using variable parsing of text suPported by motivic and coloristic techniques. An anal-ysis of these s)mtactic
Comproblems will be clarified through the spositioni of Venetian literati.
parison of earlier related settings will show, finally, that Venetian comPosers
added to the nadrigal an ability not only to match, but also to interpret forma1 features of poetic language.

A.H. - 12:OO P.il.

Sirteenth Century
AilS Session: l'he Italia
Jaes llaar, Uaiwersity of North Carolina, Chapel Eill'

Chair

An lconographical Echo of the Unwritten Tradition
in a Verdelot Madrigal

H. Colin 51im, University of California,

Tnine

The subject of my paper is a musician in an anon]mous North ftalian
portrait, painted not later than the 1540s. It depicts a richly dressed young
wonan seated center in three-quarter length. Her right hand partly obscures an
open partbook of nanuscript music on a table also holding a lilq da -braccio,
its bow lying across the strings.
Through her fingers is seen the cantus to a setting a4 by philippe Verdelot of an anonynous strambotto (printed in 1537, but found earlier in a
Florentine manuscript). The conjunction in the painting of this poetic form
and the lira raises questions about performance in light of Nino Pirrottars
theory of an unwritten practise in the quattrocento--including improvised
strambotti to the lira da braccio--and in light of the large nunbers of settEg-s or gtrambotti-i;;ro-;;l;Ts
from rhe 1490s and in plints beginning in

Music and the Connedia delltarte
Martha Farahat, Lhiversity of Chicago

production
of th"
Massimo Troianots description
"9**S91u_g=41..!g
organized by Orlando di Lasso for the wedding festivities
of Duke tlilliam of
Bavaria with Renata of Lorraine in 1568 has been recognized by both
nusicologists and scholars of Ital-ian theater as the nost conplete account
known of an actual comggg.igjgll:g:jg performance. Specifie nention of music
and one lute
to rua.igals serving as lll31nggii
in that account i" Gltea

1505.

seren ade

Verdelotrs strambotto, albeit a late manifestation of the genre, sti11
bears traces of musical procedures found in certain late written-down exanples
of stranbotto conposition, a repertoire which Willian Prizer shows reflects the
unwritten tradition posited by Pirrotta,
Painter or patron surely chose the
lira and verdelotrs strambotto setting for their special relevance to each
other as well as to their subject. The lira underscores its link to the older
inprovised s-trambotto tradition ard alsJ-Fuggests, at least synbolically, a
node of performance appropriate for verdelotrs madrigal and sultable for the
she certainly

.

Until now the assunption has been that either this was all tbe nusic actua11y performed, or that nothing nore could be known about the nusic.
Scholars have largely overlooked Lassors 1581 publication, the Libro de Vi1lane11e, Moresche ed altre canzoni as a source, though these pieces are dedicated to the Duke of Bavaria, and though in the preface Lasso voices his regret
that these songs were not published in hi.s youth when they were written, rather
than in rrthese grave tires.tr
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Of high station,
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belonged to that perhaps snall group of
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of
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women (excluding courtesans) before nid-century who could lrcantare a1 libro
ogni noteto e canzone, per rasone di canto figurato.fl
My paper ineludes a re_
eordeC perfornance of the strambotto.
The Tnterpretation of petrarchan Syntax
in the Venetian Madrigal of the Mid-Cinquecento

Careful study of these pieces shows correlations between many of the songs
the 1581 publication and the charaeters and situations in Troianors account
the p1ay. Examination of this correspondence will expand our understanding
the role of music jn commedia dellrarte perfornances as well as cont{ibute
our assessment of other publications as potential theater nusic.
he nuovo

mi

racol

o!:

New

Light on the Aria di Elorenza

John Walter Hi11, University of Illinoi.s

Martha Feldnan, University of Southern California

A nid*seventeenth-century Florentine poetry manuscript, alnost exclusively
monodies and musical stage vorks, contains a
religious text, unreported in musical scholarship, that is a very close parody,
or vice versa, of the entire text of the finale of the fanous 1589 intemedj
O che nuovo miracolo!, which,
tJ-ililili
for La.pellegrina;
accordirg
Kirkendale's extensjve study, is the source for the popular chordal-bass pattem known as the Aria di Fiorenza and by other names. Fowever, the religious
epithalamj.un, whjch has notable distext makes ro."
"iii6-Tf,li-JlE-1589

The Venetian nadrigal of the 1540s, typified by willaertrs Musica nova and
Rorers first books, achieved an unprecedLnted flexibility
in TG-etti"g
of
lyric verse. This style embodied the ciceronian rhetoricll ideal of varietas
urged in contenporary venetian literary
theory, which mandated coiITIiTIi
shifting stylistic
qualities.
Applied to the complex discursive syntax of
Petrarch, variation enabled composers to attain a new 1evel of sophistication
in ttreir musical reading of language.
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The Venetiansr sensitivity to syntax nade it possible to adumbrate characteristic Petrarchan tensions between slmtax and prosody! to reflect a hierarchy
of verbal articulations3 and to offer nusical interpretations of syntactic
anbiguities. ltris paper will identify particular kinds of syntactic challenges
posed by Petrarchrs lyrics--displaced work order, interrupted predicates, dualfunctioning s)mtactic units, and so forth--and demonstrate the customary ways
they were treated by Venetian composers using variable parsing of text suPported by motivic and coloristic techniques. An anal-ysis of these s)mtactic
Comproblems will be clarified through the spositioni of Venetian literati.
parison of earlier related settings will show, finally, that Venetian comPosers
added to the nadrigal an ability not only to match, but also to interpret forma1 features of poetic language.
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The newly recovered text
continuity of meaning and inappropriate metaphors'
ir'tist Lccording to the
or
describes the rrretumrr of the virgin at tht ";i"tt;
Eclogue' as presented
traditional religious interPretatiot ot vttgi"t;"--rotttft
Furthe-more' when the
specifically in Jacopo Sannazarors PS-!e:f-- V'itei"it' CavJeritr
are separated
interleaved segments of rrrl Ba1lo deI sig.
J"i Cavalieri'rr the resulting
from those of the rtRisposta del s. rtiriot
not
strophic texts of the sec.lar version have rhyme-schene anonal-ies that afe
present in the religious text.
I^lhen reconstituted into eouplete stanzas, the two principle poems of the
religious text resemble the kind of strophic 1g4g poptlar during the later
(Cavalieri incorporated th.-TEit from one of these laude
sixteenth century.
ioto his Rappresentatione di anima, et di corpo.) Cavalierirs music, too, can
be perceived as a contrapuntal e*pruion of trc sinple homophooic models quite
similar to suniving 1?ude, It is proposed that the seeular song that provided
the musical material for both the lauda and Cavalieri's ba11o is Sian fiuni e
lon1i, an anonymous late strarlbotto-]--This song, .ho". r-Eli'3 ard-iiEi-l6rlT
seem already to have passed into oral tradition before 1589, seens to be the
earliest known source of the Aria di Fiorenza. If so, then not only speechlike singing, but also tt'i" iiilEiTlll-iiZ-popular
chordal-bass pattern was
revived as part of tbe rediscovery of native Italian oral nusical culture after
a period dominated by Northem written polyphony.
Al{S Session: Rmeau, Ilaodel, and Gluek
B11en Hanis, Ilniwersity of Ghicago, Chair

Recj-tative Drafts and Revisions in the Composing Scores
of Jean-Philippe Rameau
Thomas

Green, Brandeis University

The few composing scores of Jean-Philippe Rameau known to suruive provide
a fascinating and infornative glimpse of the composer at work. These scores
contaj-n rejeeted drafts and revisions that indicate the train of thought of the
composer as he grappled with problens of nusj.cal invention, forn, logic and
aesthetics. In the words of Charles Malherbe, whose plans to publish Rameaurs
rejected drafts were rrever realized, the study of Raneauis conposing scores allows us to witness the genius of Raneau 'rin the fire of conception or the fever
of giving birth.!!
Thi-s paper will exanine recitative drafts and revisions found in the composing scores of five works: the actes de bal1et Daphnis et Eg15' Mirthis, Le
stt"tt
i.tori d'A"t.6e anct z6pbyre, u"a @.--ie
erments of his
ree hN R"ne€r tra.si-orms his first tho"ghts, oft€ruetiTilttg
original design but refining or breathing new life into then or fitting them
into a new no1d. At times, textual considerations would seen to be uppermosl:
jn Rameau's nind, as he alters the netrical structure to suggest a more natural
style of delivery, raises or lowers the pitch of the vocal line for dranati.c
effect, or lingers over or embellishes a particular sy11ab1e in order to emphasjze its importance. Elsewhere, musical organization would seen to be the composer:ts principal concern, as he improves the shape or structure of the vocal
1ine, introduces sequence or regular phrasing, fashions a nore ingenious or
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elegant counterpoint, or adopts a new tonal p1an. Although sone of his changes
are purely ornamentai, involving, fot example, the exchange of one fornulaic
progression for another, others are highly imaginative. 0ccasionally Rameau
alters the text itself, both for phonetic reasons and to provide a nore satisfactory framework for his nusical setting.
Although Raneauts theoretical works provide insight into tbe rationale behind some of his compositiona1 decisions, his conposing scores provide nore
tangible evidence of the workings of his musical nind as he responded to the
stunulus of a poetic text.
The Cannons Manuscri.pts:
New Scores

for the Music of Hayn, Pepusch, Roseingrave and Ilandel
Graydon Beeks, Ponona College

Between 7716 and 1720 a nunber of young composers wrote works specifically
for the private nusical establishnent of Janes Brydges, fron April 1719 Fi.rst
The Duke's
Duke of Chandos. Only those by Handel were eventually made public.
music library and its catalogue disappeared after his death in 1744, and not
until the twentieth century were two manuscripts fron the collection tentalive1y identified and the library catalogue published.
Fina11y, in 1981 nearly one-third of the printed and manuscript nusic surfaced at a sale of items from Stoneleigh Abbey in Wamickshire. The manuscripts were acquired by the British Library and the private collectors Gerald
Coke and Richard McNutt. They do not include the anticipated early sourees for
Handelrs Acis and ca1at*, The Orqtorium (later Esther) or any of his earLy
k;;;;-T;
ha'e be6i--li-the collection in 1720.
Londo. op6i?Il-ITTl.FiFlch-;
They do include previously unknown anthens by Nicola Francesco Haym and John
Christopher Pepusch, and sinilar cantatas by Pepusch and Thonas Roseingrave.
They also include early and sonewhat pozzTing sources for Handel's Chandos
Anthems, and demonstrate tbe existence of a hitherto unsuspected earlier version of Anthem VII, My Song shall be A11way. Fina1ly, they allow the recovery
from other sources of two previously unidentified instrumental works by Handel.
This paper briefly exanines the history of the collection and atteBpts to
the
some of the quest ions which renain unanswered, including
clarify
whereabouts of the rest of the collection, the przzle of the supposed Cannons
nanuscript which \dil1iam H. Cmings described in 1915, and the contradictory
evidence for dating the Stoneleigh Abbey Chandos Anthen copies. Finally, it
attempts to assess the significance of the newly-discovered works by Hayn,
Pepusch, Roseingrave and Handel.
Handel and the Art of Biography in England
Mary Ann Parker-Ha1e, University of Toronto

Because the Reverend John Mainwaringrs Memoirs of the Life of the late
.
Frederic Handel (1760) stands as the il;;-;;;;A;e
bt.g*phy
single composer, we in the musical world tend to inagine that it exists in "fsone
Tn fact, it should be seen as part of a dynamic
kind of splendid isolation.
f-iterary movenent in eighteenth-century England. An introduction to the disGeorge
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noouiraculous cure at Aachen that suruives more or less intact in most ot our
ern blographaes.
arilotgt
Mainwaringrs book is the prinary focus of this study' other
eighteenth-century accounts are considered, especrally the lengthy Handel section in sir John Hawkinsr General History of ihe Science and Practiee of Muslc
(7776), the I'Sketch of the Life of Handelrr vhich prefaces Dr. Ct"arles Bumey's
Account of the Musical Performances in llestminster Abbev and the Pantheon in
Cgmqremoration of Haodel (1785) and the Reverend William Coxers Anecdotes of
George Frederick Handel and John Christopher Snith (1799). Jn an age when unew terror ro death. Majnwaring energes not only as an especially astute and honest chronicler, but also as
a forerunner in the field of critical analysis.

Schenkerian Analysis of Modem Jazz:

Questions about Methodology
Steve Larson, Tenple University

While many accept Schenkerian analysis of tonal nusic, scholars have questioned its application to jazzi (1) Can a nethod of analysis developed for the
study of composed music be applied to improvised music? (2) Can features of
Jazz harmony (ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths) not appearing in the nusic
Schenker analyzed by accounted for by Schenkerian analysis? (3) Can Schenkerian
analysis take into account the nature of improvisation? and (4) Can music based
on popular songs have the complex structures shown in Schenkerian analyses?
My presentation answers rrYesfl to all of these questions (with some
qualification concerning the nature of jazz dissonance treatnent).
Furthermore, an examination of assumptions suggested by these questions leads to a
discussion of the importance of inprovisation in the content and origin of
Schenker's theorjes, the need to evaluate an analytic method by its application
rather than by its intent, the nelodic origin and function of dissonance in
common-practice harnony and in jazz, the indistinct nature of the 1j.ne separating inprovisation
and conposition, and the nutually supporting roles of
sinplicity and complexity in both popular nusic and art music.
My presentation cites writings on inprovisation by C. P. E. Bach, Heinrich
Schenker, and contenporary scholars. Furthermore, I offer an analysis of my own
complete transcription of a taped interview with a leading moden-jazz pianist:
the late Bill Evans. h4ri1e Evanst discussion--which includes an explanation
and demonstration of what he ca11ed rtfundanental structurert-*is persuasive, the
real adva.tages of Schenkerian analysis appear when the technique is applied to
an excerpt of Evansrplaying.
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The trsweet Songtt in DenoJoonte: A Gluck Borrowing fron Handel
John H. Roberts, University of Pennsylvania

Although Gluck frequently reused portions of his own works, he seens to
have borrowed fron other conposers only occasionally.
His adaptation of an
aria by Bertoni was discovered as early as 'J.777, and he also appropriated two
synphonies by his mentor Samnartini. Now a fourth exanple can be added to the
list:
(prague, 1752) and later
tbe aria 'rogni amante,'r conposed for Issipile
revised for Lu_-!13ggg3g_!-_Ii:o (Nap1es, 1752J-;-Fe
a11iimpero," is closely
modeled on t-li6--;l;i;T--I;--IIE
overture to Handel's Arianna (L734). Gluct
presumably got to know this enduring favorite during frTi-TGit to Engl-and in
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l,Jhen rrOgni amanterr was heard in the London pasticcio g.*9lgggg9 of 1755,
.
its relationship to d4a1na was widely recognized. WilliamTaE6i--OUo referred
to it as I'a sweet SoilFf-?"po.ted to the poet Cray that the aria was supposed
to be rra very old one of Scarlattisrr and accused Handel of plagiarism. Burney,
on the other hand' described it as an imitation of the Arianna minuet trintended
to flatter Handelrs adnirers.rl
tt has often been said that Handel influenced G1,uck only in a general way
and not until long after their English encounter. This new borrowing suggests
that that view needs to be reassessed, especiall-y since Gluck hinself told
Michael Kel1y he had studied andtrendeavoured to imitatettHandel throughout his
1ife.
At the sane time, conparative anal-ysis of Gluck's aria and Handelrs
ninuet throws into relief some of the stylistic differences between these two
great composers.
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How Many l,Jays Can

Barry Kernfeld, The
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You Say rrBop Pianistrr?

New Grove

Dictionary of Jazz

In editing a reference work on jazz, tbe author has accunulated and categorized a collection of nagging doubts about widely accepted approaches to
biography and assessment, Principal concems are:
1. Proportion anong and within artjcles.
The rigorous appli.cation of
nethodologies developed in the Grove tradition pronises to be one of the dictionaryts great strengths. But the tradition stresses continuity, a quality
which for sone jazz musictans seens uni.nLportant. As an extreme case, a
playerrs achievenents on a single day may overshadow work over Cecades. How
(the
does one weigh a career doninated by a sirrgle significant affiliation
baritone saxophonist Harry Canteyts ljfe with Duke Ellington) against a career
(the trumpeter 41 Porcjno with countless big bands) ?
of changing activities
The discussion focuses on Russell Procope, who had many significant affiliations as an alto saxophonist, but later energeC as a more significanr:
clarinetist.
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noouiraculous cure at Aachen that suruives more or less intact in most ot our
ern blographaes.
arilotgt
Mainwaringrs book is the prinary focus of this study' other
eighteenth-century accounts are considered, especrally the lengthy Handel section in sir John Hawkinsr General History of ihe Science and Practiee of Muslc
(7776), the I'Sketch of the Life of Handelrr vhich prefaces Dr. Ct"arles Bumey's
Account of the Musical Performances in llestminster Abbev and the Pantheon in
Cgmqremoration of Haodel (1785) and the Reverend William Coxers Anecdotes of
George Frederick Handel and John Christopher Snith (1799). Jn an age when unew terror ro death. Majnwaring energes not only as an especially astute and honest chronicler, but also as
a forerunner in the field of critical analysis.

Schenkerian Analysis of Modem Jazz:

Questions about Methodology
Steve Larson, Tenple University

While many accept Schenkerian analysis of tonal nusic, scholars have questioned its application to jazzi (1) Can a nethod of analysis developed for the
study of composed music be applied to improvised music? (2) Can features of
Jazz harmony (ninths, elevenths, and thirteenths) not appearing in the nusic
Schenker analyzed by accounted for by Schenkerian analysis? (3) Can Schenkerian
analysis take into account the nature of improvisation? and (4) Can music based
on popular songs have the complex structures shown in Schenkerian analyses?
My presentation answers rrYesfl to all of these questions (with some
qualification concerning the nature of jazz dissonance treatnent).
Furthermore, an examination of assumptions suggested by these questions leads to a
discussion of the importance of inprovisation in the content and origin of
Schenker's theorjes, the need to evaluate an analytic method by its application
rather than by its intent, the nelodic origin and function of dissonance in
common-practice harnony and in jazz, the indistinct nature of the 1j.ne separating inprovisation
and conposition, and the nutually supporting roles of
sinplicity and complexity in both popular nusic and art music.
My presentation cites writings on inprovisation by C. P. E. Bach, Heinrich
Schenker, and contenporary scholars. Furthermore, I offer an analysis of my own
complete transcription of a taped interview with a leading moden-jazz pianist:
the late Bill Evans. h4ri1e Evanst discussion--which includes an explanation
and demonstration of what he ca11ed rtfundanental structurert-*is persuasive, the
real adva.tages of Schenkerian analysis appear when the technique is applied to
an excerpt of Evansrplaying.
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The trsweet Songtt in DenoJoonte: A Gluck Borrowing fron Handel
John H. Roberts, University of Pennsylvania

Although Gluck frequently reused portions of his own works, he seens to
have borrowed fron other conposers only occasionally.
His adaptation of an
aria by Bertoni was discovered as early as 'J.777, and he also appropriated two
synphonies by his mentor Samnartini. Now a fourth exanple can be added to the
list:
(prague, 1752) and later
tbe aria 'rogni amante,'r conposed for Issipile
revised for Lu_-!13ggg3g_!-_Ii:o (Nap1es, 1752J-;-Fe
a11iimpero," is closely
modeled on t-li6--;l;i;T--I;--IIE
overture to Handel's Arianna (L734). Gluct
presumably got to know this enduring favorite during frTi-TGit to Engl-and in
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l,Jhen rrOgni amanterr was heard in the London pasticcio g.*9lgggg9 of 1755,
.
its relationship to d4a1na was widely recognized. WilliamTaE6i--OUo referred
to it as I'a sweet SoilFf-?"po.ted to the poet Cray that the aria was supposed
to be rra very old one of Scarlattisrr and accused Handel of plagiarism. Burney,
on the other hand' described it as an imitation of the Arianna minuet trintended
to flatter Handelrs adnirers.rl
tt has often been said that Handel influenced G1,uck only in a general way
and not until long after their English encounter. This new borrowing suggests
that that view needs to be reassessed, especiall-y since Gluck hinself told
Michael Kel1y he had studied andtrendeavoured to imitatettHandel throughout his
1ife.
At the sane time, conparative anal-ysis of Gluck's aria and Handelrs
ninuet throws into relief some of the stylistic differences between these two
great composers.
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2. Description and analysis of closely related styles. Difficulries sten
not from a Grove tradition, but froo the failure of jaiz literature to develope
a methodology for differentiating
among close rela-tionships in a neaningful
whieh
way. Problems ioclude (a) the ide"ntificltion of imitatio. urd i.fLt..ce,
shifts a discussion away from its subject (initators of Louis Arnstrongi John
Coltraners'influence
on the saxophonist Art Pepper; the legacies of tenor
suophonists Coleman Hawkins and Lester Young); (b) ttre description of shared
stylistic
procedures, which necessitates an unacceptable anount of repetition
(recorded example: the bop pianist Barry Harris); (c) the identification of
characteristic personal formulas, which may lead to an emphasis on repeated
cliehes rather than on unique contributions; (d) the transcription and analysis
of great so1os, which depends upon a notational system that cannot adequately
deal with the nost important characteristics of jazz, nanely tinbre and rhythn.
The Late and Lesser-Known Gershwin
Steven E. Gilbert,

California State University, Fresno

fn the two years between l"_:Cl_33g__Eg:f. and the end of his 1ife, George
Gershwin returned to writing songs. Together these late songs comprise a
styl,istic unit, :.n which the so-ca11ed popular or show song was taken to new
artistic heights. l^Iith the exception of trBy Strauss,rr these songs were written
for films:
Sha11 We Dgncg, A Damsel in Dist-ess (both 1937 and starring Fred
Astajre), a"a
umous scores for The Shockinq
Misg Pilgrim tt@
(1964) were culled from c"org"'?-ii"r:
scripts and notes by fra Gershwin and, for the first of these, Kay Swift.
A large proportion of the late songs are recognized standards. Others,
though no less worthy, are less widely remembered. Stil1 others, written for
the above productions but not used, are hardly known at all. Despite the freedom with wbich popular songs have generally been perforned, these late songs
have detailed acconpaniments provided by the composer: by and 1arge, the song
you see in print is fu11y represented in Gershwints manuscript.
This study provides a glimpse into the renarkable world of George Gershwints last work. ft surveys the salient stylistic
and technical features
common to the late songs generally--an
enhanced, Schillinger-influenced
harmonic and rhythnic vocabulary, unorthodox period 1.engths, accompaninent figures that are integral to the song--while introducing the listener to those
that are less well known. Inclusion of representative manuscripts provides additional and invaluable insight.
iihich Porgv?
Charles Hamm, Dartmouth Co1-1ege

Wayne

and

Shjrley, Music Division, Library of Congress

Various revivals of George Gershwin's go=gX_alg_!Sg:, including Cheryl
Crawfordrs of L942-44 and the g1oba11y-acclaimed DavislBreen production of
1952-56, have taken liberties with the composerrs score, and nost recordings
have been even nore eccentrt'c. Two productions and recordings of 1976, by the
Cleveland Orchestra and the Houston Grand Opera, established a new tradition of
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presenting Porgy rras Gershwin wrote it and intended it to be played,t'and most
subsequent productions have continued this practice.
But Gershwin himself, intimately involved in the original Theatre Guild
production in 1935, participated in decisions to make substantial changes
(chiefly cuts) in the ttconpletetr piano-voca1 score--which was in the hands of
the publisher some months before first rehearsals and performances. Several
sources only recently cone to light, including the conductorrs score and natching orchestral parts of the Theatre Guild production (now housed in Yale's
Beinecke Library), enable u6 to reconstruct Porgy as it first took to the
On the other hand, naterials in the Llbrary of Congress--sketches, an ear]-y libretto, a rrshort scorerr--make it pcssible for us to see the opera in the
making, and give evidence of how the conposer rroriginally conceivedt' Porgy.
Thus we have Porgy as Gershwin first wrote it down; in a slightly altered
published version;-iTn the considerably shortened and othemise changed form in
which it was first perforned; and in adaptations made after his death.
This session will discuss the naterials available for reconstructing each
of these stages, with enphasis on those recently drscovered, and will confront
the issue of which Porgy and Bess should be staged today.

AilS Session: llusicology md its Canons
Dmiel Nemsn, Itniversity of llashington, Ghair

Introduction to the Session
Katberine Bergeron, Come1l University
Philip Bohlman, University of Chicago
The canon--to borrow not a tem, but a usage, fron literature--has traditionally been regarded by musicologists fron many Perspectives. Though generally understood as the body of works deemed worhty of critical attention, the
nusicological canon--1ike its literary counterpart--can extend further to envalues that constitute
brace other whole conplexes of social and institutional
Are musicologists'
the very notion of music itself, as well as its criticism.
as Joseph Kerman has suggested, really less confortable using the word rrcanonrl
in this sense? Do canons have fundamentally different fieanings in musicology
fron those in literature, or in history, for that natter?
This panel addresses sone of the canons that have affected the developnent
of musicology as a t'disciplinerr--that is, as a field that inposes order upon'
or controls, the reception of music, writings about nusic, or even those cultural phenonena we consider to be music. The papers evaluate nusicol-ogy not
only as a branch of scholarship interested in canonical works of music, but
also as an institution responsible for forming and challenging ideas about the
canon. The view of nusicology that emerges is one of diverse canons' which
only together constitute the discipline itself.

fhe Canons in the Musicological Toolkit
Don M,

Randel, Cornell University
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The Idea of a Core Repertory

Although students of music in the tr{estern acadeny maJ. not often have used
the word ilcanontr in the sense that students of litemture use it, students of
nusic have been at least equally in the thra11 of what students of literature
nean by i.t.
h]e have spoken of The Repertory or The Standard Reperrory with
every bit as much revelence and conviction as ever aoyone spoke of Ttre Great
Books. And our degree programs and course listings show it.
The forces that have defined and naintained this canoa--of which, to be
sure, the historical extent and the center of gravity have shifted with time-Tepresent sone of the most fundanental tools of nusicology.
This paper attenpts to evaluate such too1s, The first is nusical notation, in association
rrthe
with the belief that notation gives access to
work itself,r'independent of
interpretive fashion. Second is the traditional approaeh to Busical genres,
rrformsrr
including what we often call
instead.
And third is the fmily of
genres of nusical scholarship. These include critical editions, narrative histories, musical analysis (highly dependent on notation), and then our standard
bibliographic aids--dictionaries,
indexes of periodical literature,
and the
rest.
Our tools--both intellectual
and practical--enable us to do certain
kinds of work on certain kinds of subjects. Hence, we do those kinds of work
on those kinds of subjects. tf we are not careful, we al1ow ourselves and our
students to suppose that other kinds of work and other kinds of subjects either
do not exist or do not much matter.
History, Tradition, and the Gregorian

Canon

Richard Crawford, University of Michigan
MusicaL genres result from many factors:
standard occasions and media for
perfornance, conventions of nusical forn and sty1e, the impact of rrclassicrr
works, and pressure fron commercial concems among them. Once a genre is created the inpulse is strong to nake more pieces of that kind. Soth in Europe
and America composers have traditionally
been encouraged to work witbin established genres--from simple ones, like songs, to conplex ones, like operas-creating repertories larger than any performer could comnand or any listener
would want to hear. I'he nunber of pieces in any musical genre far exceeds the
nunber of pieces consistently perfomed.
A rrcore repertoryrr is that group of pieces wi-thin a genre that can be
shown by some objective measure to be favorites.
In the belief that choosing
and examining a core repertory can illuminate some rrusical genres in useful
ways, my paper concentrates on these two methodological issues. Fi.rst, I describe two slightly different selection nethods that T have enployed in studies
of American psalmody (1698-1810), and in studies ot jazz standards on record
(1977-1942). Then f draw exanples fron psalnody and jazz standards, showing
how the examination of a cross-section can provide a useful perspective on a
whole genre. Questions to be discussed include the popularity, the nusical rnfluence and rrrepresentative-nessrr of a given genre, as well as the process of
canon-formation within genres.

Katherine Bergeron, Cornell University
To assert that the repertory of Gregorian chant has enjoyed canonical
status may well be to state the obvious. inith the force of two venerable institutions to support it--Ho1y Mother Church and the Scholarly Acad.emy--this
music has been at the very heart of the discipline of nusicoLogy: both as a
sacred tradition detemined (quite 1itera11y) by canon law: and as scholarly
tradition founded on, among other things, the inportant paleographic studies of
the Benedictine monks of Solesmes.
This paper considers the relationship between the different institutions
that have shaped our notion of the Gregorian canon--a relationship not always
entirely clear--fron the particular perspective of Solesmes scholarship. Tn
the Mol!-la9!r:!e of 1904, for instance, which announced the publ"ication of a
new Vatican edition based upon the researches of the Solesnes nonks, the institutions
appear to merge. For it is not just a nusical repertory, but
scholarship--specifically,
historical scholarship--that is Itcanonizedrrin the
act. Don Mocquereau explains (a bit gloatingly) in 1921 that the Church,rras
Mistress and Guardian of the Arts,rr restored these precious melodies to their
rightful place of honor because their authenticity had been proven--in his
words, rrauthenticity that was not canonical, but historical.rr
Fron such an undeniable position of authority it seens he could afford to nininize the importance of Church 1aw. But his comment also suggests that those institutions
consecrated to naking history, so to speak, exist always in a delicate balance
with those in the business of writing it.

Ethnomusicologyrs Challenge to the Canon,
Ttre Canonrs Challenge to Ethnomusicology

Philip V. Bohlman, University of Chicago
Jaap Kunstrs introduction

of the tem rrethno-nusicology,rr in the early

1950s, and the adoption of trethnonusicology'r by a scholarly society soon thereafter, signified far more than a convenience a new label affixed to the previously disparate fields devoted to folk, tribal, and non-Western musics. the
tern enbodied intead a najor reformulation and reversal of the fundamental relation between |tourn nusic and the nusic of I'the other.rr Whereas scholars in
comparative nusicology and fo1.klore had earlier treated the objects of their
studies as belonging to other cultures, thus placing distance betveen other nu-

sical repertory and their own, ethnomusieologists sought to draw themselves
closer to non-Western and folk musics, insisting on the hermeneutic potential
of these repertories and even enbracing some genres as part of their personal
musical experiences. The ensuing theoretjcal realignnent, with its widespread
incorporation of anthropological
methods, preferred to identify another
repertoire as the music of rrthe otherrr--the canon of Western art nusic--thereby
stripping it of a presuned prinacy and removing the linitations
it had placed
on musicology.

This historiographic
paper examines the development of nodern ethnomusicological thought during the 1950s by l,ooking at its confrontation with
two sets of canons, those derived from a Inlestern musical heritage and those
revealed during the ethnographic encounter, which increasingly
became
axiomatic to broaCening ethnomusicology's canons. fbe paper posits that the
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This historiographic
paper examines the development of nodern ethnomusicological thought during the 1950s by l,ooking at its confrontation with
two sets of canons, those derived from a Inlestern musical heritage and those
revealed during the ethnographic encounter, which increasingly
became
axiomatic to broaCening ethnomusicology's canons. fbe paper posits that the
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disci-p1inary self-examination particular to ethnomusicology has resulted fron
an ongoing mediation between these two sets of canons-*-hether to encourage
rapprochement or to support a belief that understanding any single canon is
possible only upon knowing others.
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The People United Hill Never Be Defeared
by Frederick Rzewski; Barry Hannigan, Bucknell University, piano

Rzewski's work is a massive set of thirty-six
variations (55t) on a
chilean folksong of the sane title.
fhe piece was conceived as both a rprotest
songrr and as concert nusic.
r wil"L discuss the origins and structure of the
piece before perforning the first twenty-four variations.

O{S/A}iS

FRIDAY, 16 OCnCBER 10:30 a.n. - 12:00 p.n.
C.bncert lirsic in aoil of O1d Louisiana

Preseatation:

The Birth of Opera in America: New orLeans and the French operatic Tradition

Elise K. Kirk, The Catholie University of Anerica
While the East Coast is generally considered to be the cradle of modem
1ife, it was in the southwest that one of the nost elegant
and lyrical art forms developed in Anerica--French opera. During the early
nineteenth century, New Orleans saw 1iterally hundreds of operas by manv of
Francers most popular composers, such as Gr6try, Dezlde, Dalayrac, ltdnut- ana
Boieldieu. These operas were produced at a tine when English comic opera was
the nainstay of American theatrical life in the East.
This paper explores earLy operatie history in New Orleans with speeial emphasis on the French repertoire perfomed at the spectacle de 1a Rue St. pierre
fron the tine of its constructlon in 1792 to its pernanent elosing in 1g10. rt
focuses on the French operatic tradition as it was initiated,
interpreted.,
shaped and perceived by singers, production staff and espeeially by the
audiences of the tine, whose intense passion for opera was renarkable in a
provincial eity of 12,000 citizens.
How did these operas--so popular in paris
and other European cities--adapt to their environnent in the New worLd? who
produced them and sang in then? what forces in American cuLtural history gave
then birth and nurtured then well into the nineteenth century?
rn conclusion' thi6 paper acknowledges that the French operatic tradition
in New orLeans was a vital- mirror of the cultivated tastes of an inportant
genre of Americais first settlers--the noble French fanily.
with its wealth
and eultural leanings, this fanilyrs nusical life provides the hi-storian with
an i&portant tool for understanding a little-explored
subject--the stualy of
early Americars rich and variegated musical relationship with France.
American cultural

Cabildo by Any Marcy Beach

Leslie Petteys, University of Missouri. Kansas City
The one-act opera, Cabildo, conposed by Any Marcy Beach, is set in New Orleansr historic building of the same name, whieh now houses the Louisiana state
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Museun. Historically accurate in many regards, the libretto opens and closes
in the present day setting of the Museun with a fl-ash back to events in 1814
when the Cabildo sened as the govemorrs aansion. The plot focuses on the imprisonment and mysterious escape of the smuggler, Pierre Lafitte, just before
his participation in the Battle of New orleans.
A strong movenent arose in the United states during the early twentieth
century calling for the production of opera in the vemacuLar and urging American conposers to use texts by Anerican authors, derived from their countryrs
According to a 1915 intewiew, Beach supported these
history and foLklore.
goaLs but, ir was not until 1932, at the age of 65, that she conPosed cabildo,
Beach selected Nan
.r op"t" meeting these requirements. For her librettist
Bagby stephens, a native of Atlanta, Georgia, who was a published author,
playwright and composer, and drew nost of her subject material from Southern
history and culture.
rrl,Jhen
Beach derived sone of cabildors musical naterial from her own song,
Soul is Joined to sou1," op-l-T7l- rn addition, Stephens, who collected Negro
spirituals, has supplied Beach with several Creole songs. Conceived as a chmber opera suitable for amateur groups, Beach scored the opera to be acconPanied
Musically, the opera has several recurring
by a piano, violin and ce11o trio.
notives heard in conjunction with specific a character or textual reference.
Paris on the Prairies: Glinpses of Musical Life
in Louisiana Plantation SocietY
Robert F. Schmalz, University of Southwestern Louisiana

nix that narked the settlement of lands bordering the
of scholars from several disciplines.
Wilh regard to the nusic of this region, interest has for sone tine centered
upon that singular body of folk tunes and lyrics comnonly associated with the
term rrcajun. rl
Not al1 of those individuals naking a new life in this area were the
sinple, hard working Acadians of the Evangeline legend, however. The unsettled
political cl-imate of the late eighteenth century sened to assure that all of
the old world rrestatestr would find representation in the growing tide of inEven in the best of tines French aristoclatic houses traditionally
igration.
bestowed property and dignities upon the first-born male, thereby forcing the
cadets of such fanilies to seek their fortunes by more active enterPrise.
This, eoupled with the fact of the French Revol-ution, assured that nany of
these individuals wouLd find their way to Loulsiana'
The influx of French aristocrats and Sanro Doningo refugees conbined with
the established Acadian farmers to Produce the seeds of a thriving plantation
Unsociety along the banks of the Teche in the early nineteenth century'
limitei oppoitunities, in turn' attracted a significant.number of Englishand professional people from New England and the Middle Atspeaking pittt"tu
lantic states, thereby assuring an Anglo-American flavor in a cultural clinate
imbued with old world rrsensibilite.'l
The nusical activities associated with this society have proven to be as
diversity' focusing
varied as its roots. fhis paper will exmine that musical
upon the bustling social liie and resort atnosphere that eamed the Teche conin the nineteenth
the sobriquet "!9-3s4!jgligrr
munity of st. Martinville
The unique cultural

Bayou Teehe has pronpted the interest

century.
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Gonputer*Assisted IDatruction

The British are Coming: fdeas from Abroad for the
Use of Technology in Music Instruction

Charles Lord, University of Kentucky

lihil"e the USA and Japan are clearly the leaders in the developnent of
nusic technology, it is the British who are coming up with perhaps the most exc:'.ting and challenging ideas of how to use the equipnent in creative and
motivating ways.
This paper, the result of personal study at Reading University in the
BritishrrSilicon
Val1ey,rr will begin with an oveniew of the British system of
music instruction,
then proceed to an assessment of the current situation
regarding their uses of nicrotechnology and the directions in whieh trends are
developing. fncluded wiLl be both approaches similar to those in Anerican
music instruction, i.e., dri11 and practice and tutorial methods, but al-so, and
more significantLy, ways of including conputer nusic systems in a nore openended fornat with a conpositional and inprovisational orientati-on at all levels
of instruction, fron primary upwards.
This presentation will include demonstrations of some of the concepts discussed on a reasonably priced Yanaha music computer systtem.
An Expert Systen for Harnonie Analysis Using Lisp aad Prolog

i{i11ian B. Stacy, University of

Wyoming

Much has been made recently of the use of artificial
intelligence (AI) for
various programming appl-ications, although 1itt1e has been discussed in terms
of nusieal applications. The present paper shows how one can go about using AI
languages such as Lisp and Prolog to develop an expert system for nusical applications using simple hamonic analysis as an example.
The paper begins by exploring typical AT applications with regard to their
suitability
for use in musical conputing. Declarative rather than procedural
languages are generally used in Af programning. 0f these, the most comnon,
Lisp and Prolog, are compared with procedural- languages such as BASIC and Pascal as to their suitability
for use in AI applications.
Various topics connected with building expert systems, including knowledge engineering, naturallanguage interfacing, and construction of an inference engine, are considered.
An expert systen for simple harmonic analysis written in Turbo Prolog, a compiler inplenentation for llS-DOS conputers, wilL be discuesed and demonstrated.
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The Ns Orleans Jazz Eeritages Roots, Origins' and Gontexts
The Creole Origins of Jazz

Thonas Eiehrer, Xavier University of Louisiana

characteristics of
Recent exploration of the demographic and liguistic
19th-Century New Orleans provide a sharper picture of the social origins of
This paper seeks to
earTy jazz musicians than heretofore available.
denonstrate that jazz derived essentially fron the nusical cul-ture of the
Franco-phone creol-e people, the najority of whom were West Indian descendants.
The point is to re-exanine the popuLar notion that earLy jazz represents a fustion of Anglo-American and African nusical traditions, by showing that the
musicians themselves had l-itt1e direct contact with either. The origin of jazz
will be found, it is argued, in the evolution of Creole society' itself a proto do with mainstream America' but closely
duct of developnents having little
tied to events in France and the Caribbean.
The training and aesthetic of early nusicians were profoundly classical'
romantic. and fornal-. The context of their work was a highly stratified'
caste-like system, closed to accretions from outside: intinate, cerenonial,
sophisticated, and highly urban. The people who make eatly iazz were products
of a culture quite removed from the dominant pattern of North America. They
created a medium that could only be explained by reference to the special conditions that prevailed in the old Creole city before the first World llarCHS
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Living 1\rentieth-CeDtury CorPosers
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Sanskrit libretto is actual Hindu scripture that Gandhi had nenorized. With
its performing forces of strings, woodwinds, and classically trained singers,
this work nay be viewed as Glassrs first real opera--Einsteinrs score calls for
In the opera on Gandhi,
tbe Philip Glass Ensemble plus chorus and violin.
though each act is through-composed, each separate scene is a chaconne. The
melody of the final tenor so1o, sinply an aseending phrygian sca1e, is thenatically linked to the Knee Play intemezzi of Einstein.
E1len Taaffe Zwilich and Her Synptlglyjli

of Philip Glass

Leslie Lassetter, City University of

New York

Einstein on the Beach
This study explores Philip Glass's recent trilogy:
(1g76), a theatrical collaboration with Robert Wilson3 Satyagraha (1980), an
apotheosis of Mahatma Gandhi; and Akhnaten (1984), a chronicle of an ancient
A detailed discussion of the nusic and dranatic
Egyptian heretic-pharaoh.
styl-e of Satyagraha follows a general introduction to the entire trilogy.
Itu.i6l11], Class is known as one of the founders of ninimal nusic' As
such, his operas envelope the listener in long webs of sound based on gradually
changing ostinato pattems, slow-noving and static
evolving ,td ittti".tely
modal harmonies' and driving notor rhythms. Dranatically' the conposer draws
from diverse artistic novem;nts: The Kathakali dance-drana of southern India;
precedents dating back to
performance art' a recent genre with historical
i(andinsky's rrThe Ye11ow sotitd" (t9t2, Der B1a9e Rejter Alnarla9).; and avantgarde thlatre, specifically that of the l"ltbou Mines Troupe and Robert Wil-sonrs
ItTheatre of Images.rl
Satyagraha neans rttruth-force'r and refers to Gandhi's use of nonviolence
weapor. The opera is. set. in South Africa where this saintu" ,l6llTliZT
fron 1893 to 1914. The
fought against racial discrinination
politician

Three Movenents for Orchestra

Craig B, Parker, Kansas State University
April 1939) is one of the
E11en Taaffe Zwilich (born Miami, Florida,30
foremost figures in American music today. Dubbed rrone of the finest conposers
of her generationrt by Richard Dyer (Boston Globe), her nusic has attracted considerable attention since the early 1970ts. Since that tine, she has gamered
numerous honors and awards, Her fane was agsured when she becane the first
School (1975) and the
woman to earn the DMA in conposition fron The Juilliard
first wonan to win the Pulitzer Prize in Music (1983, for her Synphony /11:
Three Movements for Orchestra). Almost al1 of her works of the past decade
ffihavebeenplayedwide1ybymajorchanberandor_
chestral organizations.
Zwilichrs solidly crafted nusic conbines vibrant rhythms, soaring nelodic
1ines, a conservative harnonic language (tinged with pungent dissonances), and
Use of germ ce11s and coneloquent manipulation of instrumental sonorities.
Zwilichrs
tinuous variation are important compositional devices for her.
belief that rrnusic is a very intense form of hunan conmunicationtr is readily
eonfirmed by the immediate appeal of her creations to both laynen and profess
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ionals

.

This paper sumarizes Zwilichrs career, paying special attention to the
effect that winning the Pulitzer Prize had on her subsequent development. Her
prize-winning Synphony /11 is examined, as a paradigm of her compositional proeedures. This paper is based in part on interuiews with Zwilich conducted by
the author in April, 1987.
The Choral Conpositions of Thea Musgrave

Catherine Roma, University of Cincinnati
Throughout her 1ife, Thea Musgrave has consistently turned her attention
to choraL music. Whereas premieres and other significant performances are
noted in nusic journals, no one has undertaken an examination of the developnent of her eonpositional style as seen in the choral works.
The developnent of Musgravets choral styl,e over the last thirty years mirrors her conpositional style in the instrumental- and operatic works, for which
I sha11 deal with
she is better known. Through discussion and illustration,
compositional techniques, text treatment, and the overall- dranatic and fornal
shape of representative exanples of Musgrave's choral works spanning the thirty
year period 1953-1983.
After a brief biography of Musgrave and a sunnary of her development as a
composer, I sha11 consider in detail characteristic features of her nelodic
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writi.ng, choral textures and techrriques, and text setting, and sha11 inllustrate how her harnonic language noves fron clear tonal structures to a nore
chromatically-based style in the course of the period 1953-1983. Her earliest
choral works, rrFour Madrigals'r (1953) and Cantata for a Sumerrs Day (1954),
Though her style shows a gradual novenent
feature diatonic and tonal writing.
towards serial techniques in works for other nedia, this approach is never deOut of her short-lived serial period evolves
veloped in any choral setting.
the free chromatic style seen in trMemento Creatorisrt (1967)' where' although
harmony is not functional, there is a degree of tonal expectation. Later developnents in Musgravets choral styl-e include a featute used throughout her orchestral works--the application of the concerto principle--and the use of additive compositional devices. These are seen in Rorate Coeli (7917) and The Last
I\silisht (1981).
The Sol-o Concerti of Donald Erb
John G. Suess, Case Westem Reserye University

Donald Erb has becone one of the prenier contemporary conposers on the
American scene. Born in Ohio, this one-time Jazz trtmperLer, has retumed to
Cleveland to becone head of the Composition Department at fhe Cleveland Institute of Music. Although he has written a great variety of olchestral' chasber, and solo nusic, his seven solo concerti, written over a span of almost 20
years (1966-1984), provide a faseinating perspective of his style and unique
approach to this musical genre.

Not only has he written a solo concerto for such usual instrunents as the
violonce11o, clarinet, and trunpet, he chose to write for more unusual j-nstIunents as solo percussionist, trombone, contrabassoon' and for.keyboards. His
concerto for keyboards is for a soloist to perform on the piano, electric
piano, and celeste, that is, for three keyboards circled around the perfolner.
It is of no surprise that the result is a sound spectrun far beyond the traditional expectations of a concerto.
Erbrs concerti explore virtually every conceivable sound of the solo instrument and nany inconceivable sonorities, such as the last movenent of the
trombone concerto where the soloist nust devel-op circular breathing in order to
The
replicate the Northern Australian aboriginal instrunent, the didjeridu.
nusic of Erb enphasizes great variety of sonorities and textures' and an
harmonic enphasis upon a fundanental- tone and its partiaLs.
Structurally, the concerti fo1low simple Patterns of sections utilizing
sinple nelodic pattems upon which enolnous sonority structures are generated.
These sound gestures fo1low growth patterns to a sequence of clinaxes which
Erb has conbined the traditionaL encreate a true sense of musieal direction.
and naintained the
phasis of soloistic virtuosity with orchestral virtuosity,
cLear balance between the soloist and orchestra. To this his ereative powers
His music is for the hunan
have given us a kaleidoscope of nusical sonorities.
ear to grasp and apPreciate.
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The Anonymous Music Treatise of L279: Why St. Emeran?
Jeremy Yudkin, Boston University
The nusic treatise by the author known as the Anonymous of St. Enmeran is
a central document of Notre Dane theory, fndeed it is nore than that. Tt is
the longest and most conprehensive nusic treatise written up to its time and
the most unusual in its structure and design. It is a prosimetrun in the tradition of The Consolation of Philosophy, a closely-reasoned diatribe, a series
upon a didactic poem. rt is
of qra"stio@comnentary
both a defense of auctoritas (Johannes de Garlandia) and a vicious polenic
against tho"e (""p"cTETfi-IEi6ertus) who would forge a new nensural doctrine.
Tbo theories of authorship have gained currency in recent years. One is
by assunption: The author writes in defence of Johannes de Garlandia' who was
a teacher at the University of Paris around the niddle of t.he thirteenth
century. He attacks Lambertus, who may al-so have been French. Therefore he
The other is based on provenance: The manuwas a Parisian music theorist.
script cones fron St. Emmeram. The author has always been referred to as rrThe
Anonymous of St. Emeram.rr Therefore he was a Bavarian music theorist.
For the last two years the present writer has been engaged in the production of a new critical edition of this important work, which is to be published
shortly. Several conclusions have been reached in the course of this research,
which will be reported here as follows:
1) Paleographic study reveals the manuscript to be of French origin.
2) The manuscript may be traced back through the library catalogues of the
Abbey of St. Enmeran to a period early in the fourteenth century. (Evidence is
adduced to show how it reached Bavaria from Paris.)
3) The form and content of the treatise refl-ect the influence of the
scholarly nilieu of the University of Paris.
4) The authorrs teacher, whose name is given in the nanuscript, is shown
to have been active in the second half of the thirteenth century in the adninistrative affairs of the capitulun of the Cathedral of Notre Dane.
The liontpellier Codex and Its fnplicati.ons
for the Chronology of the T'hirteenth-Century Motet
Mary E. Wolinski' Brandeis University
The arrangenent of repertoi-re by fascicle in the Montpellier Codex has for
a long tine guided our understanding of the developnert of the thirteentbcentury motet. The groupings of pieces by language, number of voices and
rhythmic practices has supported the belief that these traits narked stages j.n
the notetrs evolutior.
There is evidence, however, that the nodels copyasts
worked from were not themselves arranged by genre, and that the organization
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created by the scribes of the Codex does not reflect the order of reception.
Paleographic exanination indicates that the entire manuscript was produced as a
single document, and not, as previously believed, in three distinct layers,
each twenty years apart.
These findings also have significance for dating developments in the notation of music. Franconian notation is used in several fascicles and, if the
judgment of art historians is correct and the illunination
was done in the
third quarter of the century, it appears that Franco's theories belong to the
middle of the century, rather than to the end, as most recently proposed. The
the coexistence of the systems of Franco,
Montpellier manuscript illustrates
that the
Lanbertus and Johannes de Garl-andia, and presents the possibility
motet flowered in a multiplicity of forms and notations relati.vely early in its
hi.s t o ry,
Codex

lvrea" Bib1.

Cap.

Karl Josef Kiigle,

A French Source rrMade in ltal-ytl
New

York University

The origins of fvrea, Biblioteca capitolare, ns.115, have hitherto eluded
no hypothesis has convincingly explained the
nusicological
scholarship:
presence of this major ars nova source in northwestem lta1y. A conprehensive
re-examination of the manuscript provides information allowing us to form a
fairly precise picture of the genesis of codex 115; this can be supported by
archival naterials leading to an identification of the scribes. Moreover, such
findings permit us to reconsider questions conceming the dissemination and
transmission of ars nova polyphony.
tenporarily aided by
The product of a single compilerrs ongoing activity'
a second hand, fvrea is a Savoyard nanuscript with a repertory shaped by the
needs of a cathedral and strongly influenced by the ecclesiastic
liturgical
ties were
milieu typical of northern Fratce. While cultural and political
strong between France and French-speaking Savoy' the installation of Savoyard
Piednont region resulted fron
bishops and canons in the ftalian-speaking
Savoyard expansionisn during the fourteenth century. Materials housed in the
Archivio diocesano docunent the presence of Savoyard clerics in Ivrea and
permit the identifj-cation of a group connected with codex 11.5 and present at
fvrea from about 1359 to 1395. The principal scribe of manuscript 115' an
episcopal notary and later cantor at fvrea cathedral, belonged to this group of
Savoyarcls and Frenchmen with ties to the diocese and university of Orleans' inclucling the royal collegiate church St. Aignan, while the secondary scribe
served as successor to the notarial office fron the nid-1380s on.
the dating of codex 115 can be
Based on these two scribes'biographies,
re-assessed, and questions regarding the function of the nanuscript and the
transmission of its repertory re-evaluated. Manuscript 1'15 energes as a late
and peripheral redaction of a central repertory copied in northwestern Italy by
Savoyard clerics educated j.n France.
Machaut and the Wild Beast
Kurt Markstrou' University of Toronto

The fourteenth-cerrtury trrotet, like its thirteenth-century counterPart, is
a complex nusical/poetj-c form that was intended rifor the learned and those who
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seek after the subtleties of the arts.'r The isorbythnic structure of the nusjc
and the multiple layering of the texts invite numerous musical and literary in-

The
terpretations which reflect de Grocheo's seeking trafter the subtleties.rr
superinposed texts of the motet often contained allegorical the topi.cal
references which provide an inportant neans for determining composition dates
for many works, Although study of the great }fachaut manuscripts has revealed
that the najority of the composerrs motets are early works, only a few have
been assigned dates. By investigating possible references to the Hundred Years
War in the motet texts of Machaut, I sha11 propose dates for four Latin notets.
A political allegory connected with the Battle of h6cy (1346) is superinposed
upon H. H. Eggebrecbt's theological interPretation of notet no' 9 C livoris
rn the a11egory, th"e "fera pessima" (wild beast) or thE--lE"oil
feritas.
iE-prerenting pride and envy, becones the motivatjon behind Lucifer's rebellj-on
against God and Edward IIIts rebellion against Phillippe VI. Although notets
nos. Zl-23 have been recognised as late works because of their omission fron
the earliest Machaut nanuscript and their references to war, more specific
dates can be assigned. Motet no. 11 Pl-ange, regni resPublica nay be connected
with the calling of the Estates General and the struggle for power in France in
1357-1358 following the defeat at Poitiers, while notets no. 21 Veni' Creator
spiritr:s and no. 23 lnviolata genitrix may be connected with the seige of
Rheims during the winter of 1359-1360.

AMS Session: l'lotet and Spiritual Madrigal
llartin Picker, Rutgers Uniwersity, Ne Bromick, Ghair

The Motets of Busnois and Josqui.n: fnfluenee and Initatio
Mary Natvig, Eastnan School of Music

fn response to Howard Mayer Brownrs "Enulation, Competition, and Honage:
in the Renaissancet' (JAMS 1982) a few
lnitation
and Theories of Initation
recent studies have investigated the influence of rhetorical imitatio on the
Although Brown conconpositional process of the 15th and 16th eenturies.
centrates on the sixteenth-century chanson, Leeman Perkins (Jl'l 1984) ProPoses
that initatio is also at work in the fifteenth-century LtHomil-e arm5 Masses of
Busrofi-EiZ-bckeghen. Paula Higgins, in her recent article on Antoine Busnols
(JAMS 1986) joins with Brown in calling for further exploration of the technique in order to understand more ful1y the nusic of this period.
An investigation of the possible stylistic connections between the notets
of Busnois and Josquin demonstrated a more direct relationship in the case of
two works. Both Busnois's In hydraulis and Josquinrs fllibata dei virgo nutrix
are based on sinilar (yet unusual in this period), three note, structural
Although the two veneration notets (the texts probably both written
ostinati.
by the conposers thenselves) seen on the surface to be unrelated textually,
there are certain sub-textua1, rhetorical correlations such as the invocation
of classical and mythological Greek figures. Melsuration and initation techniques as well suggest that Busnoisrs fn hydraulis seryed as the rhetorical
nodel for Josquinrs Illibata dei virgo.
inWhile Edgar A. Sparks (JAMS 1953) mentions in passing the stylistic
fluence of Busnois on Josquin and Higgins notes the short melodic borrowing
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fron Josquinrs LrHome arn6 Mass in Busnoists In hydraulis, to ny knowledge
this paper is the first to explore the relationship between the two conposers'
motets in light of the recent evidence supporting the use of rhetorical initatio as part of the compositional process.
Illibata

dei vi

o nutrix and Josquinrs Ronan Style

Richard Sherr, Snith College
fn nost published discussions of Josquints works, the acrostic notet IlLibata dei virgo nutrix is classified as trearlyrr because of its rtBurgund.iiin
and rrNetherLandishrr characteristics, although at the same time a stylistic
disjunction between its first and second parts has also been noted. This paper
proposes a revision of the date of the work based on the propositi-on that the
musicaL styles of particular centers were inportant in the developnent of
Josquint s nusical language.
For approxinately twenty years (ca. 1459-1480), Josquin worked in Mil"an,
where, as Rifkin and others have demonstrated, there existed a 1ocal notet tradition affecting not only the liturgical
use of motets, but (perhaps nore importantLy) their musjcal construction.
In the 1480rs, Josquin left Milan and
eventualLy moved to Rone. This paper wil-l attenpt to show that Rone in the
1480rs and 90rs had its own distinctive musical- tradition, and that Illibata,
a
motet not confoming to Milanese style, yet too sophisticated to have been a
(and perhaps not coincidentally preserved in a
product of Josquinrs imaturity
Roman manuscript of the 1490's), illustrates
both his acceptance of that tradition and his unwilli.ngness to give up entirely the nusical language he had
employed in Mi1an.
The North Italian

Spiritual Madrigal:

Origins and Context

David Nutter, University of California,

Davis

This paper addresses issues concerning the early history

the madri

a1e

irituale

in Verona.

and function of

:

In 1563--the year of the close of the Council of Trent--Girolano Scotto
issued at Venice the first coll-ection of spiritual madrigals by north ftalian
(Musica spiritual,e.
composers
Libro primo di canzon et nadrigali a cinque
voci, RISM 1563? ).
Containing works by Nasco, Courtois, Willaert, Ruffo,
Maistre Jhan, Grisostino da Verona, and one anonynous work, this anthology of
spiritual nadrigal-s was assenbled by Giovanni De1 Bene, archpriest from 1547 to
his death in 1559 of the parish church of Santo Stefano in Verona. A disciple
of the one of the foremost advocates of church reforn j-n the early stages of
the Counter Refornation, Gian Matteo Giberti (1495-1543), De1 Bene was diversely engaged in pronoting the ideals of his mentor. His activities suggest that
he was the nost visible advocate of a program that, through nusie, art, and
literature, sought to external,ize tbe artistic and educational- ideals and goals
(art as paideia) of the reforn movenent.
But De1 Bene was not alone in pronoting a fusion of new religious poetry
and the madrigal in Verona, Though the Musica spirituale is the first anthol-
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ogy to contain exanples of the new genre, primacy of chronology appears to
belong to the unpublished spiritual nadrigals of a composer whose nane is to be
found in no lexicon, Agostino Bonzanino. Born in Verona about 1518, Bonzanino
was a founding nember of the Accadenia Filarnonica of Verona and, from 1553 to
his death in 1560, its maestro de1l,a nusica, Three of his madrigals were published in an anthol,ogy i"red ail.; his death (Giardino de nadrigali, RISM
L57g+), but the remainder of Bonzanino's nusic smrnres ir:wto
iJrconplete set
of nanuscript partbooks (I-VEaf, las.227), and in the acadenyrs collection of
voice and lute concerti (I-VEaf, Ms.223).
In this paper I sha1l seek to
reassess the earl-y chronology of the spiritual nadrigal in the light of Bonzaninors works, and to elucidate the internal function of the spiritual
nadrigal at the Accadenia Filarnonica,
Willian Byrd, Gradualia, and the Counter-Refornation in England
Philip Brett, University of California,

Berkeley

The effect of Byrdrs religion on his life and music has been convj.ncingly
re-interpreted
by Joseph Kernan in The Masses and Motets of I,Ji11iaR Byrd
(1981), ft was not until the 1580s that signs of conflict between the conposerts Roman Catholic convictions and the officjal state religior begin to appear in his nusie--in songs likerrWhy do I use ny paper, ink and pen?,rr and in
the dramatic nusical treatment of biblical texts concemed with the Captivity
and the Second Coning in the motet publications of 1589 and 1591. The composerrs later years were largely devoted to the ful.fil1nent of a grand liturgica1 plan in nusic that, conpared with the earlier motets, reflected a new
spirit of contemplation and resignation.
This interpretation of Byrd's religious life fits renLarkably well with the
thesis about Elizabethan Catholics developed by John Bossy in The English Catlol-ic connunity, 1570-1850 (L976). But since its publication, Bossyrs theorjes
this paper takes a fresh look
have been challenged by a number of historians.
at Byrd's liturgical works, especially the two books entitled Gradualia (1605
and 1607), in the light of the new revjsjonjst theories ot EIlZIlEiFen and
Jacobean Catholicisn.
It reports a number of discoveries that have come to
light during the editing of Graduali.a for the new col.lected edition, discoveries that point to a surprising faniliarity
on Byrdts part vith contenporary ltalian developments in the liturgy and its chant. It explains by
reference to contemporary graduals the odd cut-and-paste technique enployed by
Byrd in setting the fu11 range of Marian Masses. And it attempts a revised
view of the nature of religious observance among the Catbolic conrnunity in the
light of further study of the origins of the texts Byrd set.
AHS Session: lJagner md Schenlcer
Patrick McCreless, Uniwersity of Texas, Austin, Ctrair
'rA1 1 es was i st, endet lrl
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fron Josquinrs LrHome arn6 Mass in Busnoists In hydraulis, to ny knowledge
this paper is the first to explore the relationship between the two conposers'
motets in light of the recent evidence supporting the use of rhetorical initatio as part of the compositional process.
Illibata

dei vi

o nutrix and Josquinrs Ronan Style

Richard Sherr, Snith College
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(and perhaps not coincidentally preserved in a
product of Josquinrs imaturity
Roman manuscript of the 1490's), illustrates
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The North Italian

Spiritual Madrigal:

Origins and Context

David Nutter, University of California,

Davis

This paper addresses issues concerning the early history

the madri

a1e

irituale

in Verona.

and function of

:
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(Musica spiritual,e.
composers
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voci, RISM 1563? ).
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Willian Byrd, Gradualia, and the Counter-Refornation in England
Philip Brett, University of California,

Berkeley
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Erdars prophecy in Scene 4 of trlagnerrs Das Rheingold is a key passage in
the Ring: musically, it recalls the creatio ex nihilo of the cycLers opening,
while textually it forecasts the concluding scene of cosmic destruction. Yet
nany critics have found this pivotal episode a source of great perplexity, a
gross exenplifieation of the sort of drmatic inconsistency in which the Ring
a1leged1y abounds. Robert Gutnan even clains that Erdats Weltuntergang
proptrecyrris Left over fron an earlier draft and has no.elatioiil'$--i6-TlE
revised Ring. rl
Adnittedly, I,iagner tinkered with this passage many times during the varlous stages of composition. The availability of his sketches and drafts in the
Nationalarchiv der Richard-Wagner-Stiftung in Bayreuth al1ows us to anaLyze
these alterations in nore detail, than was fornerly possible.
This paper will trace the genesis of the Erda scene fron its literary
origins though prose and verse drafts to the composition of the nusic (including rejected passages found only in the Gesantentwurf), and will employ these
findings as a basis for analyzing the final poetic-nusical setting.
Wagnerrs
sketches will be exanined for the 1ight they can shed upon the gradual evolution of the l^leltuntergg3g inagery, the nusical reJ-ationship between the
Rheingold prelFde and tlre Erda scene, and the perennial question of fornaL/tona1 structure.
The questions surrounding Erdars prophecy may never by fu11y resolved, but
a careful consideration of the docunentary sources can at Least suggest l-inits
within whicb a convi.ncing dramatic/musical anaLysis night fa11.
The Musical Genesis of Wagnerrs Parsifal-

William Kindernan, University of Victoria
In addition to sketches and drafts for the text, and a preliminary draft
and orehestral draft for the musical setting preceding the autograph score,
l,lagner nade many ear1.y musical sketches for Parsifal on loose leaves of nusic
paper. 'l'he favorable transuission of
work, in conbination
"ou.cEE--EEl-this
with the renarkably specific infornation
about trlagnerts eonpositional activities provided in Cosina Wagnerrs diaries, enables us to reconstruct the musical genesis of Parsifal in unusual detail.
This study wj11 examine each of the stages of Wagnerrs conpositional process, with special attention given to a specific passage, the Transfornation
Musjc of Act I. A11 of the reseazch findings are based on recent work eonducted at the hragner-Archiv at Bayreuth. The first section of the paper considers the manuscript sources of the early nusical sketches for Parsifal, and
provirles a source reconstruction for nany of the ntanuscrjpts,
b"ut
"hTiE-TZiE
preseroed as fragments of larger sketchleaves. These reconstructions
provide a
new and nore secure basis for study of the conpositional genesis of many parts
of Parsifal.
fr the second section of the paper, Wagnerrs early sketchesr conposTlT6i-?iaft and orchestral draft provide the basis for an examination of the
genesis of the Transformation Music in its first version, dating from 18771878. Tbe final version of this passage proves to date from 1881, on the other
hand, and represents the last part of the score eomposed by Wagner. This new
and surprising fact energes fron the eviderrce of Wagnerts orchestral draft and
autograph score. It will be shown that in this case, the revelation of the
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genesis of the nusic proves to have substantial relevance for analysis of the
finished workSchenker contra !tragner

William Pastill"e, St. Johnrs Co11ege, Annapolis
schenkerrs 1ow regard for l,Jagner is known even to those who have onry a
passing acquaintance with schenkerrs work. But the reasons for this dislike-scattered as they are through schenkerrs published writings over alnost three
decades--have never been adequately examined. This papei shows that some of
schenkerts criticisns of trlagner are essentiall-y the sane as those nade in the
1880s by Friedrich Nietzsche. unlike Nietzsche, however, schenker was able to
pinpoint what he considered to be hragner's technical failings, and he reached
the conclusion that wagnerrs effect on music history had been disastrous.
Schenker and Nietzsche shared three views about l,lagner: first,
that his
aesthetic sensibilities were prinarily theatrical (not dranatic), and he strove
continually both to pander to and to manipulate t-IE masses by any expedient
neans3 second, that he was actually a nusical niniaturist,
not the architect of
massive tonal structures he so ardently l-onged to be; and third, that he had
the arrogance and cunning to create from his very deficiencies a safe haven-the so-ca11ed rrmusic drana.r'
Going beyond Nietzsche, schenker detemined that lJagnerrs most serious musical shortconing was an inability to fit together different linear progressions' and therefore to unify any but the tlniest passages of nusic; that I^iagnerts nusical practices are not nore complex, but in fact nuch sinpler, than
those enployed by greater composers; and finally,
that the nisunderstandings
eaused by misplaced admiration for wagner and his music precipitated a crisis
fron which music has not yet recovered.
The Music of Heinrich Schenker

Patrick Miller,

University of Hartford

Heinrich Schenker is regarded as one of the outstanding theorists of l^Iestern nusic. He is remembered today for his brilliant
analytical works and dis*
tinguished scholarly editions.
Born in Galicia on June 19, 1868, schenker displayed his nusicaL talent at
an early age. rn the late 1880rs, schenker settled in vienna where he studied
hamony and counterpoint with Anton Bruckner at the consenatory. schenker becane proninent in Vienna as a pianist, critic,
and composer.
schenkerrs activities as a composer were an important part of his early
nusical developnent. Hls compositions were published by Doblinger, weinberger,
simrock, and Breitkopf & Haertel, and his nusic appeared on ihe recitals of
Eugen drAlbert and Ferruccio Busoni, Brahms encouraged his compositional efforts, and Schoenberg orchestrated his Syrische Taenze.
Drawing upon publications, manuscripti, ana corespondence in the Heinrich
schenker/oswald Jonas Menorial collection at the university of california at
Riverside and other archives, this paper is an introduction to schenkerrs nusic
and focuses on the published works. A discussion of historical docmentation
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oveniew of the
concerning conposition and publication precedes a stylistic
The paper concludes with a commentary on extant unpubl-ished manunusic.
script s .
The nusic of Schenker has been a heretofore unexplored area of this
of
The nusic reveals not only an assinilation
renowned nusicianrs life.
features within the tonal tradition fron Bach to Brahns, but the
stylistic
woiks also display a discerning musical mind that would later investigate that
tradition fron a theoretical point of view.
Al{S Session: PhilosoPhy, Literary Theory' ancl tilsic
Daid Rosen, University of I{isconsir, }ladison' Cbair

Playing with Signs: Prolegonena to a Seniotics of Cl'assic

regulate an interpretation
meaning.

tr

of

fn this paper f will discuss sone of the literature on intention in Literary theory and philosophy, and the use of preliminary drafts and sketches for
the understanding of f-iterary texts and nusic. Examples from the sketches of
Haydn and Seethoven wili- show the difficulties
of denonstrating intention.
Rather than considering it as sonething which determines meaning, or, on the
other hand, avoiding it, we should regard an authorts intention as sonething
whose relevance is contingent on the nature of a given historical or analytical
inquiry.

Musrc

This paper elaborates a nethodology for a seniotics of classic nusic
(1770-1800). !,]ith the aid of a concept of reference akin to Leonard Ratnerrs
rrtopic,tt a reading of the surface of Classic music as historically and socioculturally specific is fjrst developed. fhen, pursuing the ontological status
of topical signs, i,t is shown that the end product of their deconstruction is a
reLational construct (abstractly fornulated after Saussure), not a substantial
one. The precarious tensions that exist between the two Constructs are then
discussed, invoking a notion of semiosis to mediate a rrthick descriptionrr
naterial is the first
(after Ryle) of Classic nusic. The main illustrative
sixteen bars of Mozartts rPraguet Symphony K504. The paper argues that the
topical discourse, while signifying Mozartian drana at
historically-specific
its most sophisticated, needs to be supplemented by intra-musical diseourse
(after Schenker) which enables a pursuit of the passagers node of signification
The anal-ysis thus elevates to the status
beyond its apparent referentiality.
and
uneasy conpromise between tstructuralistr
of principle the traditionally
rreferentialistr
views of Classic nusic.
Sketch Studies, and Literary Theory

Thonas trJhe1an, Brandeis

35

is a neasure of our fear of the trproliferation

Time, Space, and Structure
An Essay on Phenonenologieal Aralysis

V. Kofi Agawu, Kingrs College, London

Intention,

Friday afternoon
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Philip Gossett wrote in his articl-e on the sketches for Beethovenrs
Pastoral Synphony that the sketchbooks contained evidence of Beethovenrs
rrdemonstrable intentions.rr
He also believed use of a conposerrs intentions to
be exenpt fron the intentional fallacy--Monroe Beardsley and l,fi1liam Wimsattrs
contention that an authorts intention should not forn the basis for a criticisn
of their work.
There is no consensus among literary theorists on this issue. E.D. llirsch
and p.D. Juhl have argued, in different works with very different philosophical
starting points, that the authorrs intentions offer the best basis for understanding the meaning of a work, or even that our interpretations must' ]-ogical1y speaking, be based on the authorrs intentions. An extrene opposite to these
views is that of Michel Foucault, who has written that the use of intention to

Richard Justin, St. Louis, Missouri

Phenonenology, once considered an esoteric approach to phiLosophical
speculation, has begun to influence both music history and theory. The application of phenonenological methodology to musical thought has raised a num(1) is phenonenological analysis anything nore
ber of questions:
a
rrpoetryrr of individual response? (2) Is it so compl-ex that one nust than
spend
years studying the trcanonrr of phenonenological-existentialist literature before
one can understand its propositions?
(3) fs phenomenology a philosophy or
sinply a nethodology?
A discussion of aspects of three seores--the e-flat ninor prelude fron
Book I of the Well-Tenpered Cl-avier; Brahmsr op. 119, no. 23 and Debussy's
ondine, fron Prel"u-6ll-Eo6[--Tf]Tfil-be
used. ro demonstrare: (1) basic techniques involved in trdoing phenonenology,tt (2) categories of questions appropriate
to phenonenological treatnent, and (3) ways phenonenological analysis can contribute to and enrich our interpretation of the results of other kinds of historical" and/or theoreticaL research.
My particular approach to the nusical exanples wi11 lead to a discussion
of tine, space, and structural projection as experienced. These aspects are
presented as potential foundations for more technical analysis and historical
generalization. rt will be discovered that phenonenological praetice is nultitiered. The analysis of the experiencing of a work automatically involves the
consideration of questions eoncerning nusical perception in general. rt is
this concentration on the way we perceive or rrconstituterr a work that reveaLs
the inportant influence of phenonenology on nuch current literary criticisn and
theory.
Toward a Reconciliation of Music and Seience

Robin E. VJalLace, University of Wisconsin, Madison

The Geman I'life philosophers,rr from Dilthey through Gadamer, form the
basis of contenporary rrhermeneuticrt tbeories of f-iterary interpretation.
Although their writings have not been applied systenatically to music by Englishspeaking wrlters, thej-r bias against the use of scientific nethods in artistic
criticisn
has 1ed to nucb confusion botb in this country and in Europe.
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a
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Toward a Reconciliation of Music and Seience

Robin E. VJalLace, University of Wisconsin, Madison

The Geman I'life philosophers,rr from Dilthey through Gadamer, form the
basis of contenporary rrhermeneuticrt tbeories of f-iterary interpretation.
Although their writings have not been applied systenatically to music by Englishspeaking wrlters, thej-r bias against the use of scientific nethods in artistic
criticisn
has 1ed to nucb confusion botb in this country and in Europe.
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antiGadamerrs interpretation of science, however, is based on a positivistic,
netaphysical construct which nost philosophers of seience agree was already obsol-ete at the tine he wrote. Modem scientific theory, as rePresented by the
writings of Michael Polanyi, tends to emphasize the role played by intuition in
discovery, and thus to posit a irhemeneutic circlerr between the
scientific
level- of arbitrary inspiration and that of systeDatic exPerimentation and testand theory are
of this stance for music criticisn
The inplication
ing.
of subjective experience as
On the one hand, it affirns the validity
trofold.
a guide to musical neaning. At the sane time, it provides a nodel for the incoiporation of informational content into an interPretive construct which is
Less than conpletely inpersonal, and thus provides suPPort for those Ronantic
writers who found nusic to be a significant vehicle for ideas despite--indeed
because of--the unspecified nature of musical expression. A correct undermethod, then, cou1"d serve as the ba6is for a restanding of scientific
interpretation of musical aesthetics whieh emphasizes nusicrs lole as a means
of connunication rather than its position as an autonomous, non-denotative art.
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SATTTRDAY, 17 OGTOBER,
1O:OO a.n.
Preaentation/Perfomance: Louis iloreau C€ttachalh-A Nineteenth-CeDtury
Nd OrleaDs pianist-Coryoser

Gottschalk and the Spectacular Venacular:

A Legacy

Judith Shatin A11en, University of Virginia
The cultivated
and vernacul-ar musical traditions,
to use H. wiley
Hitchcockts useful distinction,
have warred violently and incessantly in the
history of American nusic. European cultural inperiaiisn as well as the clash
of aestheti-c orientation within American society contributed. to the fray. Arbiters of taste such as John swight and rheodore Thonas nade an appreciable inpact on the American public, and ultimately a codification of Euiopean, especial]"y German repertoire, prevailed.
Joseph Horowitz, in his insightful b;ok
I]nderstanding Toscanini, asrutely anaLyzes the cultural- inplications of these

developnents.
Louis Moreau Gottschalk, New orleans-bom, but educated in paris, suffered

from these conflicting currents, while developing as a master nanipulator of
what r wish to call the spectacur-ar vernacuLar. This was a glittering analgam
of European virtuosity interwoven with folk music of the Anericas, often embellished in the nanner of operatic transcriptions.
rn addition, he was the
creator of sal,on nusic that was both popular and populist.
His virtuosic
feats' suggestive of circus perfomance, and his involvement with such concert
genres as the Itmonsterrt concert and Berlioz-inspired
festivals,
embody
nineteenth-century popular style in al1 of its Ronantic effulgence.
Here r will consider Gottschalk's music and performance genres as they
reflect the New orleans influenees of his youth, and as they contribute to the
vernacular stxain in Anerican music. virtuosic flanboyance as conpositional
virtue was and is suspect in many quarters, and at times Gottsehalk hinself
decried the demands of his pubLic. Nonetheless, the heroic virtuosity
of
Gottschalk and his contenporaries, as well as his inclusion of ethnic nusic,
nesmerized a tremendous public,
The role of ethnic music and spectacl_e forns part of the dynanic
nanifested in the late twentieth-century Anerican revolt against the cultivated
tradition.
These elenents have found their way into eontemporary American musical expression, despite the rejection of virtuosity
fo; its own enticing
sake. Although Gottschalk left no innediate disciples, the legacy of his ap:
trNight
proach, f ound in such works as
in the Tropics, rr nTlr" Union,n rrT'lee
Banjo'rr and rrBamboula,rr marks a telling point in the developnent of American
vernacular music.
Louis Moreau Gottschal,kts Notes of a pianist Reconsidered
Marshall Bialosky, Cal_ifornia State University, Doninquez Hill,s
This paper seeks to re-assess Gottschalkrs book and aLso the place he
holds in American musical history.
rt will examine certain aspects of hi-s life
and music and attenpt to compare the situations he encount..ud ir his concert
life with conditions today.
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the voce neste (Bovicelli), and the transitional- role played by the practice of
soloistic performance of part music.
Louis Moreau Gottschalk: rrl.a Nuit des Tropiquesrl
Ibo-Piano Arrangement by John Kirkpatrick

Anton stadlerrs Musick Plan:
A View of Eighteenth Century Musical Life and Training

Pianists: Bonalyn Bricker-Smith, Tim Strong
Bona1yn

and rhythms is reflected
Gottschalkrs affinity for Latin American tempos
I'Night in the Tropics'rt An
in many of his works, not the least of which is
of influences, his nusic is a worthy contribution to the development of
".aLg",
American nusic.
Composed in 1858-59 while Gottschalk was in the Caribbean' 'rl,a Nuit des
Tropiques,tt or Synphony No. 1 for orchestTa, was first perforned in Havana'
rebiuary 17, 1860, the conposer conducting. The first U'S' performance' a twopiano s-etting by John Kitkpatrick, took place on Decenber 22' 1948' The work
was first peiformed orchesirally in the U.S. on May 5' 1955' by the Colmbia
University Synphony condueted by Howard Shanet.
ttla Nuit des Tropiquestr consists of two novenents' Andante and Al19gr9
moderato. one of his nore elaborate works, Gottschalk created a lush nusical
po.t*lT of sentinental charn and dynamic rhythms. John Kirkpatrick wrote that
ihis work rdemonstrates what a good piece he [Gottschalk] coul-d write when he
inpresses one as perhaps the on1-y tine he real-Ly tried--the
wanted to--jt
poetic atnosphere throughout is admirably realized--the line has surprising expansion.

rl

Ct{S

Panela L. Poulin, State University of New York College, Cortl-and

Bricker-Smith' Central Washington University

Pregentation:

The European Concert Tratlitio!

Tn the Fa1l of 1799, Anton Stadler (1753-1812), Viennese clarinet virtuoso
and close friend of Mozart, was invited to respond to sixteen questions, the
answers to which would sene as the basis for a nusic school in Hungary' on the
estate of Count Georg Festetics at Keszthely am Plattensee. On July 19' 1800'
Stadler conpleted the 50 page doeument, which he entitled th" yg$ri.-:13".
in the K.K. Hof Kappelle Orchestra and frequent
As principal clarinetist
guest artist on programs both in Vienna and throughout Europe, Stadler witJt was
nessed and participated in some of the finest performances of the tine.
for this artist and his basset clarinet that Mozart wrote his Concerto, K. 622
and Quintet, K. 581.
Although contemporary scholars have added nuch to our knowl-edge of
has been known about the
eighteenth-century instruments, up until now little
and the details requisite to his
actual preparation of the instrunentalist
craft such as the care and maintenance of instruments, tool-s for reedmaking,
etc, Stadler also addresses the number of classes, roons, and teachers needed
for nusic instruction at a music school; the years and levels of instruction;
recomnended instrumental methods; the nain styles of church, chmber and
theater (opera) music and the greatest Masters of each; the size and composition of a chanber orchestra; nusic literature of which the students should be
knowledgeable; a f-isting of treatises and other works for a library; and the
Stadler also includes amusing asides about
nature of nusic aesthetics.
Itponpous musicianstr and the capricious nature of the Viennese audience.

Vocal Perfomance Practice in Early Baroque Italy as a lleans
of Understanding Changes in Conpositional Style

Performance Practice--Accentuation in the Late Eighteenth Century

Robert Greenlee, Bowdoin College

In Italy, the transition fron late Renaissance to early Baroque styles was
To understand this
effected in Large part by the vocal perfornance practice'
perfomance pt""t;"" is io know not only how to perforn a given work fron this
period but .i"o to gain insights into how it was composed' Thus the purpose of
is to explain how the transition in nusical style around 1600
ihi" p."""rtrtion
can be taught through the perfornance practice.
of inprovised enbellishment on eonposiThe siudy focuses o. ih" irfl.nce
tion, noting both those aspects of its practice that became part of the style
reaction by sone composers' As significant as
and ihose that caused tug"tit"
"
theenbellishmentsthenselvesaretheirneansofexecution.Thethroat
articulation described by Maffei, Zacconi, and othets facilitated the embell-ishnent speed that eventually became part of the written tradition--through
the introdution of shorter note values--and that helped to bring about new aPproaches to the treatment of dissonance. The rubato used in embel-lishment. as
explained by Bovicelli and Serveri, is found in conposed form in the mtrsic of
Monteverdi. Also discussed are portamento (Durante), sprezzai-tra (Caccini)'

Donald L. Trott'

Rogers State College

This presentation has been extracted fron a continuing study of perfornance practices in the late eighteenth century, nost notably, netric accentuation. This study produced a DMA document titled Patterns of Accentuation
in the Classical Stvle as SuDDorted bv Primarv Sources and as Illustrated in
The primary topic concerns the importhe Late Masses of Ftm3_!g!gp!_!gl!!.
tance and effect of eighteenth-century accentuation on performance as discussed
by the leading theorists of the day, most notably, Leopold Mozatl, Johann Kirnberger, Johann Adam Hi11er, and Daniel Gottlieb Turk. The purpose of the CMS
presentation is to urge todayts perfomers to 1et the knowledge gai.ned fron
Ifusician should
eighteenth-century treatises guide their nusical instincts.
release inherited twenti.eth-century practices and strive to approach early
nusic as if they were perforners of the period. The application of accertuation is often l-eft out of twentieth-century performances of eighteenth-century
Many of the perfornaace paratreters such as
works and needs attention.
(especially staccato; dots and wedges), rrnornal touchrr or rror-articulation
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practical information to potential users of such systems as well as technical
infornation to programmers and researchers.
1. The nature of existing commercial applications for nicroconputers and
synthesizers, that is, conplete nusical desktop publi-shing systems that
cost under $10,000. This wil-1 incl-ude a discussion of both the astounding
capabilities of these systems as well as some of their confounding nusical

dinary sty1e" playing, rhythnic form, messa di voce' and eighteenth-century
These
Lff directly related a"d affected by accentuation'
tenpo rubato
conjunction with the concePt of quantitas inlrinsgc?- are of prime
parareters in "i"
irpott"r"u in this study. Exanples from Franz Joseph Haydn's Heilignqsse-rn a
p..forrur"" by the University of Oklahona Graduate Choral-e and professional orchestra illustrate this perfornance Practice style'

shortconings,

2. The metbods necessary to use such software as pedagogical or editorial
too1s. Why should students encounter such software and under what circumstances? Do such programs encourage the end of high-quai-ity, hand-written
nusical calligraphy?
How can such software facilitate
editorial pro-

CUsPresentation:CoEPutersforl'lusiciaosill{igherEducation
A Conparison of Synthesized and Acoustic Sound Sources
in Teaching Aural Training

^^^^^^t

3. What will the future hold for such systens? Among other topics for
future development, a report will be given on currert research in this
area at the University of Arizona.

Ken Ba1es, University of Nebraska' Onaha

were divided
l\'o classes totaling sixty-one (n=61) first-senester students
g1 (n=15)' and E2
into four randon groupJ desilnatea 61 (n=13), C2 (n=18),
(n=15). Groups Ci and E1 were given a Pre-test based on the content of a
Groups C2 and E2 were not Pre-tested.
first-semester course in aural skill-s.
Groups C1 and C2 (the control groups) were taught using a piano as stimulus in
the class for a senester, while groups E1 and E2 (the experinental groups)
received al-1 instruction from a Yanaha DX-7 synthesizer. ALl efforts were made
in the two groups, incl'uding
to ninimize the difference in instruction
nonitored practice time outside cLass and aLternation of instructors for the
two groups. At tbe end of the senester' all subjects were given a post-test
with the piano as the sound source. The total mean scole on the post-test for
the control goup was 77"/., whLle that for the experinental group was 80'29%'
with t=1.3 at .05 1evel of confidence and a 95% confidence interval with bounds
of plus or minus 6.35%, tine difference between the experinental and control
gtotp" i" between +9.34 and -3.36. In short' whatever differences nay exist
nust be sna11. These resuLts suggest that there is no signifieant difference
It is
between sound sources when used as stimuli in courses in aural training'
further suggested that practice with one sound source as compared to another is
a nore significant factor than the timbre of the sound'

Faculty Developnent of Educational Software:
How the University Can Encourage It
Marilyn Taft Thomas, Carnegie-Mellon University
The developnent of educational- software requires two obvious types of exknowledge of the subject area in which the software is to be used and
knowledge of conputer programing. The design of a successful progran requires

pertise:

the itintegrationrr of specific knowledge with prograroing expertise, a process
Since all faculty nay not possess the level of
interest and,/or the depth of knowledge needed to develop educational software,
how night the university identify those who do and encourage them to move forward with such a project?
The problems inherent in doing so are numerous: the time required to develop software is enornous, the expertise needed is considerable; the equipnent
may not be at hand! professional colleagues may not respect such work, or worse
yet, nay hate and resent computers; and noney nay not be readily available to
pay for this type of research. Then, why do it?
A list of incentives for software developnent will- be presented. We will
look at these possibilities
and exmine ways in which the university can use
then to notivate capable faculty into developing software.
The biggest problen faeing faculty who wish to develop software is tine.
Several solutions to this problem wj-1l be exmined. Other problens to be addressed incl-ude: finding appropriate personnel to support faculty in developing software; naking machines available and easily accessible; encouraging
other faculty to support such work: making grants available for software developnent3 and establishing a healthy computing environnent.

know as software engineering.

The New Qui11: DesktoP Publ-ishing for Musicians

J. Tinothy Kolosick, University of Arizona
ItDesktop publishingtt is a relatively new area of computer software deve10ment which piovides 1L*-cost methods for producing publ-ishable verbal and
graphic naterials using computers, optical scanners' graphics software' and
Sevetai devel-opers have recognized the potential of such softiuse, prirt..".
i. mu.sical composition, especially in comnerciaL music and jingle writing.
"u.e
Their products can save tine and effort in musical score PTeparation" printing
Automatic
of individual
Parts, and editi.ng of existing conpositions'
transposition, MIDI keyboard. entry, and realistjc playback are but a few of the
exciting features found in certain prograBs'
Thi" p"p., will deal with three principal issues regarding desktop publishing appiications for musicians. The presentation will provide general,
I
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g1 (n=15)' and E2
into four randon groupJ desilnatea 61 (n=13), C2 (n=18),
(n=15). Groups Ci and E1 were given a Pre-test based on the content of a
Groups C2 and E2 were not Pre-tested.
first-semester course in aural skill-s.
Groups C1 and C2 (the control groups) were taught using a piano as stimulus in
the class for a senester, while groups E1 and E2 (the experinental groups)
received al-1 instruction from a Yanaha DX-7 synthesizer. ALl efforts were made
in the two groups, incl'uding
to ninimize the difference in instruction
nonitored practice time outside cLass and aLternation of instructors for the
two groups. At tbe end of the senester' all subjects were given a post-test
with the piano as the sound source. The total mean scole on the post-test for
the control goup was 77"/., whLle that for the experinental group was 80'29%'
with t=1.3 at .05 1evel of confidence and a 95% confidence interval with bounds
of plus or minus 6.35%, tine difference between the experinental and control
gtotp" i" between +9.34 and -3.36. In short' whatever differences nay exist
nust be sna11. These resuLts suggest that there is no signifieant difference
It is
between sound sources when used as stimuli in courses in aural training'
further suggested that practice with one sound source as compared to another is
a nore significant factor than the timbre of the sound'

Faculty Developnent of Educational Software:
How the University Can Encourage It
Marilyn Taft Thomas, Carnegie-Mellon University
The developnent of educational- software requires two obvious types of exknowledge of the subject area in which the software is to be used and
knowledge of conputer programing. The design of a successful progran requires

pertise:

the itintegrationrr of specific knowledge with prograroing expertise, a process
Since all faculty nay not possess the level of
interest and,/or the depth of knowledge needed to develop educational software,
how night the university identify those who do and encourage them to move forward with such a project?
The problems inherent in doing so are numerous: the time required to develop software is enornous, the expertise needed is considerable; the equipnent
may not be at hand! professional colleagues may not respect such work, or worse
yet, nay hate and resent computers; and noney nay not be readily available to
pay for this type of research. Then, why do it?
A list of incentives for software developnent will- be presented. We will
look at these possibilities
and exmine ways in which the university can use
then to notivate capable faculty into developing software.
The biggest problen faeing faculty who wish to develop software is tine.
Several solutions to this problem wj-1l be exmined. Other problens to be addressed incl-ude: finding appropriate personnel to support faculty in developing software; naking machines available and easily accessible; encouraging
other faculty to support such work: making grants available for software developnent3 and establishing a healthy computing environnent.

know as software engineering.

The New Qui11: DesktoP Publ-ishing for Musicians

J. Tinothy Kolosick, University of Arizona
ItDesktop publishingtt is a relatively new area of computer software deve10ment which piovides 1L*-cost methods for producing publ-ishable verbal and
graphic naterials using computers, optical scanners' graphics software' and
Sevetai devel-opers have recognized the potential of such softiuse, prirt..".
i. mu.sical composition, especially in comnerciaL music and jingle writing.
"u.e
Their products can save tine and effort in musical score PTeparation" printing
Automatic
of individual
Parts, and editi.ng of existing conpositions'
transposition, MIDI keyboard. entry, and realistjc playback are but a few of the
exciting features found in certain prograBs'
Thi" p"p., will deal with three principal issues regarding desktop publishing appiications for musicians. The presentation will provide general,
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With the concomitant increase in nusic conputer-assisted instruction (CAI)
software for microcomputers and microcomputer processor speed' nenory and
storage capacity, it is currently feasible to consider inplementing large-scale
curriculum nanagenent software on nicroconputer networks' This Presentation
will provide an overview of a cooperative research projeet designed to manage
CAf environments in music on Apple microcomputer systems'
The design of an ideal CAI nanagement system was envisioned as providing a
pedagogieally-unbiasedcurriculummanagenentsystenfromwhichonecouldtailor
between various nusic CAI software to meet the needs of particu1ar
i.teir"tio."
music instruction applications. A standardized set of software protocol6 would
be defined so that standalone CAI software prograns which follow these
protocols could be progranmed by a CAI nanagenent system along comnon instruciional dimensions. ThL systen in design woul-d also offer the instructor the
capability of building nenus of music CAI software preset along any of the protracking of student perfornance' and
grannabfe dinension!, statistical
lventually intelligent sequencing between various programmed Presets based on a
criterion-referenced evaluation scheme.
ThethreeparticipatinginstitutionsarelllinoisstateUniversity'University of Nebraska at LincJln, and the Meadows School of the Arts (SMU). Portions of the cAI managenent system fesearch has received support fron Temporal
Acuity Products and App1e, Ioc. The management software has been implemented
through its various pha"." o. different hardware eonfigurations which include
Apple II nicrocomputers and a variety of networking systems'
The presentaiion will discuss an overall design philosophy for the nanagement of music CAI materials, ilLustrate various attenPts at inplenenting CAf
managenent systems, and review some of the problems that have been encountered
in attempting to reach the systen design goals'

9:OO A.t{. - 12:O0 p.t{.

Studies in Baroque l{usic
llaiversity. Ns Bnnssick, Chair

Singing about Singing, or

The Power of Music, Sixty years After

Margaret Murata, University of California,

Tnine

A sna11 number of Ttalian cantatas (eleven to date) conposed ca. 1640-1670
take as their subject the composing and singing of popular songs and chanber
cantatas. The nost well known, as the only one published, is Cestirs
rrAspettate, adesso io canto.rr Among the others are eompositions by Tenaglia,
Caproli and Venantj.o Leopardi. As a genre these cantatas present a satiric
view of what night be termed rrthe receptionrr of both anateur and professional
singing. The texts cover the range of nusic-making fron invention (of lovestruek serenades, of a variety of affects) to execution (reading c1efs, beating
tine, ornamentation), to function (pleasure now or...1ater*).
The nusical settings provide a sna11 catalogue of the kinds of expression that were available
ca. 1660, but more importantly, they express views about nusical expression in
general-. The state of this question--what i.s being expressed and by whon.and
why--has clearly changed over the sixty years since the llorentine Camerata,
and is not yet the relatively codified approach of the eighteenth century. The
distaneing offered by the use of satire to treat the question of nusical expression reveals a position sonewhere between the trBaroquett practice of
delineating only subjective states connon to the repertory of rhetoric and the
eighteenth-century creation of what Dahlhaus has ca1led rrthe aesthetic appearance of subjectivity.tt
* (Pleasure for listeners, and also for the perfomers: one Modenese ms. has
what could be the candidate for the earliest pomographic cantata.)
The Teatro Grimani di San Giovanni Grisostono:
The Interaction of Family fnterests and Opera in Venice

Harrjs Sheridan Saunders, Jr., Harvard University
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The interaction of civic and family tr.aditions with personal anbitions
motivated the Grinani brothers, Giovanni Carlo and Vincenzo, to ope. the Teatro
San Giovanni Grisostomo, the largest and most magnificent Venetian opera house
of their day, initiating a chain of events that resulted in important stylistic
changes in Late seventeenth-century Venetian opera. The mere size and grandeur
of this theater developed concomittant literary prestige and musical distinetion, providing an important model. for otber theaters.
Political factors influenced the transformation of opera in the early
1690rs. The Grimani were in a tenuous position after Vincenzo was banished for
undertaking diplonatic missions on behalf of foreign states during the Nine
Years [,Iar. The brothers used their sources of patronage to raise fanil.y
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prestige by establishing connections with an incipient peninsular netwotk of
nen of-letiers interested in literary reforn. By commissioning his acadenic
proteges Giovanni Carlo transformed the libretto style of the Teatro San
Giovanni Grisostono from one that enulated the themes and magnificence of antiquity to one that initated the specific formal criteria of cl'assical drama'
The earlier style, illustrated by Vincenzors own works and those of seicento
was superseded by the reforn styl'e of nen of high social
career librettists,
status.
During the same years that the libretto style was transformed at this
theater, Carlo Francesco Pol1aro1o established a house style narked by a wide
range of orchestral sonorities; he was stimulated by the transferal of oboists
from Turin, another inpact of the Ni.e Years War. Earlier, the nusical style
of the operas at this theater did not differ fron that of operas at other
venetian theaters. For a brief period after 1706 the vicissitudes of the h'ar
of spanish Succession enabled the Grimanj. to distinguish their theater by connissioni-ng newcomers to the Venetian operatic scene, including Alessandro Scarlatti and George Frideric Handel.
Marcellors Music: Repertory vs' Reputation
Eleanor Selfridge-Fie1d, center for computer-Assisted Research in Humanities
Like nost composers of Bachrs generation, Benedetto Marcello was a
pro1ifie conposer, A thenatic catalogue of his nusic' now in press, lists a1most 500 secular vocal works. nore than 100 instrunental works, and somewhat
fewer than 100 sacred vocal works. His secular cantatas, none of whieh were
published in his lifetime, constitute more than half of the repertory' Unlike
nost composers of the same generation, Marcello (a lawyer and magistrate by
profession) was imersed in the intellectual life of Arcadia' Extra-musical
Arcadian values found direct expression in MarcelLots leamed Prefaces to the
50 psalms of Davi.d, published in eight folios between L724 and L726. The nusic
itself stressed sinplicity of mediun and texture, in deference to the Perceived
values of antiquity.
The patterns of dissemination of Marcellors Psalms versus his cantatas are
extrenel.y revealing of d:'-fferences in nusical taste and values over much of
Europe in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and early twentieth centuries. The
Psalns, were clearly designed for a broad public and were meticulously produced. Source studies of nore than 1,000 nanuscript copies of Marcellots
secular vocal nusic have established that there are very few autograPhs in this
repertory and that many copies intemediate in the transmission process have
disappeared. Specific details of provenance and date suggest that a large number of Marcellots secular vocal works were nade in the wake of the dissenination of the Psalns.
lihile respect for Marcellors nusic was alnost universal" the bases for it
were highly varjecl and sometines contradictory. Sone commentators, alleging to
praise the music, were actually praising Marcellors leamed writings on music.
The Germans professed to esteem its I'melody't, the English its rrharnonytr' and
the Italians and French its rtcounterpoint.tr This extensive respect resulted in
the gradual rtdecompositionrt of the rePertory in the nineteenth century. The
need for a complete reassessment of Marcellors music' based on a reljable inventory of his works, is eminently c1ear.
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The Myth of the English Decl-anatory St.y1e

Katherine T. Rohrer, Columbia University
Advances in linguistic

research have made it possible to reconstruct to
extent the rhythms, as well as the accentual pattems, of seventeenthcentury English speech. But this ability--which renders the o1d, intuitive
(and usually faulty) methods of tracing rrspeech inflectionstt in musical settings of English texts obsolete--1eads to a nasty surprise when applied to the
declanatory ayre of ca.1620-1660. The hallowed notion of a strong link between
the nusical rhythns of the new declanatory style and the linguistic rhythms of
the specific texts to which it was applied proves to be largely i11usory, The
new nusical rhythns, derived from faniliar sixteenth-century patterns, do initate certain English speech rhythms; but conposers used then as stereotypical
fornulas, often with conplete disregard for the rhythn of the text to which
they were set. l{icholas Lanierts famous piece of |trecitative nusickrr Hero and
Leander uses a single rhythmic fornula on a nind-nunbing twenty nine occasions,
fewer than half of which involve a linguistic rhythm appropriate to it.
John
Wilson and Robert Ramsey produced sinilar mismatches between music and word,
and George Jeffries seens to have surrendered conpletely to the lure of the
rhythmic cliche in his declanatory-sty1e efforts.
Henry Lawes, whon Milton
praised for his rrjust note and accent,rr frequently fe11 prey to the rhythnic
poverty of the style, but his superior artistic ability surfaces in a song such
as Sleep soft, you cold clay cinders, which demonstrates a genuine rather than
counterfeit sensitivity to the sound, structure, and neaning of its text.
some

AUS Session: lfusic in the Theater, 1790-1850
U. Elizabeth C. Bartlet, Duke University, Chair

Viennese Music in Transition:
A Memorandum of Leopold II on Opera and Bal1et, 1791
John A. Rice, University of California,

Berkeley

(1790-L792) took litt1e

Tt is widely believed that Leopold II
interest in
musical patronage during his short reign in Vienna. But a little-known document in Viennars Haus-, Hof-, und Staatsarchiv reveals clearly that Leopold
presided over a radical reshaping of Viennese musical theater.
Partly as a
result of Leopoldrs patronage, ba1let and opera seria, genres that had interested few Viennese conposers during the 1780s, began to flourish,
Leopold established an Italian ba11et troupe in the Burgtheater in 1791, and brought to
Vienna two of ftalyts leading singers of opera seria to form the core of an
opera seria troupe.
fn an extended memorandum to his court nusic director, dated 27 JtIy 1791,"
Leopold lays out a timetable for the debut of hjs new ba11et and opera seria
troupes. He instructs his music director to dismiss several singers and to
hire several others! but he reserues for h:imself the task of finding a priqo
for the opera seria troupe. Leopold specifies by title the two operas
m
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with which the seria troupe is to nake its debut in Novenber 1791. He defines
the
the duties of his two KaPellneister SaLieri and lJeig1, and authorizes
suggesting
mentioned'
Mozart
is
Nowhere
music'
ballet
of
a
composer
of
hiring
that Leopold had no place for Mozart in his nusical Plans.
A close examination of LeoPoldrs nemorandum and its historical context
and the efwill clarify both the Enperorrs role as patron of musical theater
period of transmisfect of his Patronage on Viennese nusic during an inportant
s ion.
Prelude to Bayreuth? The Theory and Practice of tbe Geman

ltusic Festival'

1810-1848:

Glenn Stanley' Colunbia University
on
Discussions of Wagnerrs cultural politics have tended to concentrate I
of Bayreuth in imperial and fascist -Germany'
the developnent and itilt.t".
the ninewould like to move fron Bayreuth backwards into the first half of basis for
developed the theoretical
!itgttr
century' during *ii.h
l.".th
Die Kunst
Bayreuth that iirst fourid expression in mid-century writings such as
Zukunft
der
Kunstwerk
Das
and
Revolution
di"
urd
;:=-E;-T;;E€-a
before 1850 provided Wagner
praffials
activities
with an Urfom of his !'estspieLe. Consisting of concert and socialdavs- the most prestigious festivals attracted musicians and
lasting several days,
the
guests from al1 oret Ge*any, "t,J t".u covered by the general as ile11 as
nusical press.
in an
1n
The festivals flourishecl after the liberation fron Napoleonic France The
environnent conducive to grand tlanifestatiots of cultural nationalism'
p'articuiarly the religious music' was considered a
music of the festivals'
the inculsupretre product of German culttte and' therefore' a potent agent in Geman nuAlthough festivals did not vanish from
oi a Gernan identity.
"uiior
sicallj'feafterls5o,therevolutionoflS48markstheendoftheirhalcyon
a
r1ays. for it destroyed the perhaps unrealistic notion that nusic could exert to
But tbis was a lesson that I^lagner refused
po"iait. force r'n iullic fife.
accept'andtheimpulseshereceivedfromthefestjvalshelpedshapehisimage
of Bay.euth as a nusical institution of cultural politics'

The liorld of the Stage and the si:aging of t'5e World:
Opera ancl Production Practices in Early Nineteenth-Centory Paris
.Tanet Johnson, University of Southern California

that a
In the half-century before 1828, vhen French Ronantics proposed
values in
,u". li iir. ri". "" ""4* be enshrined on l4ount Parnassus, production
past
tbeaters across Europe?ere revolutioaized by a quest for the historical
literature
and the exoti.c 1oca1e' This quest was inspired in Paris by travel of France
like Taylor and l,orljerts Voyages pittoresques.' an illustrated history
lithogseen through the eyes of--ft;G;;;h";il-;;lquarians'
-archaeologists'
boulevard
both
for
worked
of
the
raphars, ni..l "o^u
"u^"" """ttgtaphers 'lho
The
theaters like Talyor's Panor:ama-ilamatique and the royal lyric theaters'was to
tjnre and place sucb accounts Senerated
of
hejghtenecl
",rn""iot"t""s
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traflsforn the cosmology of ttre stage, and hence the way operas were conposed,
revised, and performed, as Aristotelian notions of unity and representational
the generic d5cors and downstage line they inplied gave way to the
r"if""'""a
use of space compelled by a specific scenic
t"r1i"t .ti-?ii-ot"ti"
i"""n.frtl""f
ttimagerr of
'.rirlromuta.
Because Production Practices are thus themselves an
ones, th;y nay inforn our understanding of musical and poetic
i..p."iai.""f
issues raised in the modern era of the
illuminate interpretative
,.-'""
""a s opera. rr
rrproducerr
Musicologists have long lacked not only sources but a muse with the
authority to pronounce on the conventions of early nineteenth-century theatre.
Tlre present paper draws on an unknown body of iconographical and documentary
evidence fron the archives of the Th6Atre Royal ltalien, which affords a rare
The sources include
pi"arr" of the naterial realitj'es of the stage world'
detailed inventories of and itemized bil-1s for the sets' proPerties, lighting'
and
and costumes buil-t for ltalian operas mounted between 1801 and 1830,Paris
gor"rrr.ra decisions setting forth seenographic principles in force in
intil the conpletion of the palais Garnier in L874. Their neaning will be exhistory literafosed with the help of methodologies developed in the theater
nise et sctte at the Parjs op6ra (1821-1873):
sp66taEllat ETTects in the works of lleyerbeer

Ttre

Rebecca S. Wilberg, Brighan Young University

The suceess of the four grands op6ras of Giacomo Meyerbeer was due in part
aspect of nineteenth-century French
to the spectacular nise en sA;;:--;-;TI;1.
grand op6ra. fhe t-Isual sptendor of the genre has been described by conGif6?-ary c.itics as unequal-led in display, but no one revealed hop this was
as to nake Paris the
achieved. Tnasnuch as these works were so influential
center of European opera, it is essentjal to exanine the visual conPonent as
well as the nusic and the libretto.
The Salle de 1a rue Le Peletier, which housed the Paris Op6ra fron 1821 to
1873, eould provide for the technical requirements of the genre thlough its
vast resources in theatrical nachinery, lighting and sheer quantity of production area. The Op6ra was the center of Parisian theatrical developnents during
this period, including the first use of gas lighting in 1822 in Aladln ou 1a
lanpe meneil-Leuse.

Exanilatiomf
nusical iconography, theatrical journals' music crit ic ism,
contenporary anal-ysis, stagecraft manuals, architectural designs, maquettes,
costune designs, and livrets sc6n]qggg at the Bibli othdque Nat ionale.
Bibliothdque Historique de tJ vitte de Paris, Bibliothdque de L'op6ra, and
other Parisian libraries and arct,ives 1eads to the possibility of reconstructing some of the nost significant elements in operatie staging.
This paper will focus on four scenes fron tbe works of Meyerbeer, one from
each of his four grands op5ras. Slides will illustrate various aspects of each
French grand op6ra is a uniquely visual genre,
of the scenes. f*t**aty,
the recreation of the mise en"sscane is crucial to understanding the aesthetic
of the work.
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The
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Reflections of Oral Tradition in Moravian Liturgical
Alice M. Ca1dwe11, New york University

Music

The Gernan-speaking l'foravian church of the late eighteenth and earr"y
ninteenth centuries contributed a unique body of l,iturgical conposition called
Liturgis-che 9es4nge, nusical sertings for rexts which alpeared in print in 1791
and 1823. An investigation into the development of thi" g"rr" reveals it to
have roots in oral traditions of congregatitnal singing rJaching back to the
tine of the churchrs founding in L72j. Methods of historical muJicology, sup_
plemented by a soeio-curtural perspeetive, reveal a process of change fron
oral
to written tradition.
The chorale-based type of Moravian liturgy was sung entirely to tradi_
tional Protestant chora1e ner,odies. These liiurgies grJw directiy fron the
Moravian singgtunde' an inprovisatory singing-trour thal required participants
to sing many hymn-stanzas fron nemory. Historical documentation shows that
decline in the l-eve1 of nenorization (caused by social and econonic changes)a
1ed to the institution
of printed f-iturgy books. A second category of'rfreert
liturgies alternated newly-composed nateiial for chorus and soloists with congregational chorales. Free liturgies incorporatecl other non-written traditions
of singing, incLuding Anglican chant and oral1y-transnitted. nelodies, as the
ineonpl,etely-notated sources clearly d.emonstrate.
First-hand historlcal docunentation, together with evidence from the nusical sources. shows that the Moravian Liturgische Gesdnge reflect a process ot
crystallization
fron oral to written iif,zlrlon.
Evm afte, the conpositionargenre became fimly established, vestiges of oral tradition renained in the
fragmentary notation of the liturgies.
The history of Moravian riturgical
nusic' fron the improvisatory singstunde of the early eighteenth century to the
flowering of liturgical
corposTrrii-??ter
1791, provi-des a documenred case
study of the process by which an oraL tradition in nusic becomes written.
Antebellun Hynnodic Reforn: Motivations and Historical

rmplications

Michael Broyles, University of Maryland

scholars today regard the work of early nineteenth-century church musie
reformers in Amerjca as having far reaching consequences in American nusical
developments, Assessing these consequences has been problematic, however,
partly because the notives and goals of these reforners and their historical
position have not been properly understood.
r will argue that the reformerrs motivations had 1ittle to do with nationa1isn, with regionalism, or even with aesthetic taste, but rather arose fron
the changing nature of religion in the early nineteenth century; and that in
spite of cries for reforn' eighteenth-ceniury hynnody was consistent with
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century puritanism, and hymodic reforn became
necessary only when religion changed; I will suggest, in other words that Bill_
ings was as consistant with his times as Mason was with his.
T will further argue that in order to understand these changes in religion
we nust understand the nature of even more fundanental changes in Anerican
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hr'-ssociety, and that for this purPose musicologists need to draw upon recenL
Nage1, hrhitney cross, stow Persons'
toricat research (by such scholars as Paul political
and social inpact of the
and Robert Wiebe) into the
tl"i-1"n"""",
Calri.isn to revivalisn, and of the rrrevolution in choicesr! (Wiebe)
li]i.-ir"r
thrt oc"t.t.d in early nineteenth-century America'
]f the attitudes of the reformers about their work are.viewed in relatiqn
society, then
to the significant social upheavals that characterized antebellunpreference
for
a
nodels,
European
of
the
use
choices--e.g.
ii"ir
"ay1i"tic
tunes and rrscientificrr harnony, a restrained emotional
tJr sinplified!)
Their work fal,1s nore broadly
"lrpi"
on a considerably different light.
qruiity__trto"
jrao ai" nainstream of antebellun society and reflects nore strongly various
".go,.'."ofthatsocietythanpreviouslyacknowledged.Thisinterpretation
nusicology ro contribute substantively in the dialogue with other
,i!o.lfo""
historical disciPlines.

Opera on the Road:
The Anerican Adventures of the Pyne and Harrison ComPany, 1855-1856

Katherine K. Preston' Citv University of

New York

In 1g54 the English singers Louisa and susan Pyne and I^Ii11ian Harrison
forned a company to Perform English opera in London' Later that year the
troupe crossed ihe atl-antic, their eyes on the lucrative Anerican theatrical
and musical market. The eonpany nade numerous tours of the united states.
covering a geographic area bounded by New Orleans to the south' St' Louis to
the west, and Mottreal and Boston to the north. They returned to London in
1857 after three highly successful years of perforning'
The Pyne and Harrison Conpany was hardly unique' Irench, Italian' and
English opera cotpanies had been perforning in the United States since the nidtAzOs, ani by the 1850s were--al-ong with other itinerant perforners--a rather
landscape' OPera trouPes
common part of the Anerican musical and theatrical
ranged in sjze from trcompaniesrtof two or three sr'ngers to trouPes of eighty or
one hundred; the Pyne and Hartisor conpany, however, was nedium-sized' and inTheir rePertory concluded principal singers, chorus, and orchestra director.
op"r" (by Balfe and Wallace) and translations of French
sjsted tt nngiish
"ori"
(Auber), Ger-mar (Weber),
and ttalian (Be11ini, Donizetti' Rossini' and Verdi)
opera.

A detailed look at one of the company's trips--a six-nonth jaunt during
1855-L856--provides a great deal of infornation about the place of such a
troupe (and of opera) ln Anerican nusical cul-ture during the 1850s' This
Paper was written using programs' newspaPers, periodi-ca1s, Prints and photographs, and a na.rscripJ jot*rf
account of the trip kept by Anthony Reiff' the
companyrs orchestra director.
A Paradigm of Folktune Presenation and Change Within the
Oral Tradltion of a Southern Appalachian Conmunity, 1916-1986

J. Marshall Bevi1, Houston,

Texas

Rural Madison county, North Carolina typifies a mountain comunity in
which the long residence of its principal families and their frequent mergers
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through marriage are paral-1e1ed by, and contribute to, the preservation and
popularity of their songs. The present inquiry was undertaken to validate
These were: 1) that in
three hypotheses concerning folktune centonization.
sone regions the tendency toward change and loss is still countered by the penchant for preservation; 2) that this presenation is primarily a conmunal act
resulting from and reciprocall-y assuring the sustained popularity of a melody
anong singers; and 3) that preservation, which rel"ies on awareness of scalar
and tune contour norms, has been aided within individual conmunities by close
fanilial and residential ties. The repertory surveyed includes tunes collected
by Cecil sharp (1916-1918), the author of the current study (1986), and others
during the intenening years. Ninety-two melodies from six sets. or families,
served as controls and tests in 2,010 nicroconputer-assisted conparisons. Illustrations include nusical examples, select test results, video displ-ays of
computer-generated contour graphs, and isoglosses. The last deviee. which is
shows separated and overl-apping geoborrowed from descriptive linguistics,
graphic areas within which particular types of nelodie behavior have oecurred.
Both the analytical procedure and the supportive computer software were developed by the present investigator in connection with his doctoral disserlation.
AllS Session: l{asters of the Early I\rentieth Century

llalter Frisch, Golunbia llniversity,

Chair

s61a gart6k and the Concept of Nation and Vol-k in Hungary

Judit L. Frigyesi, University of Pennsylvania
When, in 1905, B61a Bart6k started to collect peasant nusic, this act was
a surprising and unexpected turnaround on the part of the ardent Hungarian
patriot.
At that time, and throughout much of the first half of the 20th
century, the official politics as weLl as public opinion were stil-l saturated
with feudal ideas about nation and Volk, in spite of the fact that the feudal
systen of Estates had been abolished in the nid-nineteenth century. In this
ideology, the expression Ithistorical
Hungarian nationrr meant Hungarian
nobility.
Unlike other countries such as Germany, in Hungary peasant folklore
was not bel-ieved to be the onLy or the nost perfect enbodinent of the rrgenuine
Hungarian spirit.rr
Even at the turn of the century, the niddle and Lesser
nobility, or the rrgentry,rr as they were often ea11ed, were considered to be the
core of the nation, whereas peasants (the former serfs) had no status as a historical class. Consequently, national nusic was expecled to spring fron the
popular nusic of the gentry, as Bart6k had hinself believed at the beginning of
his career. After 1905, however, he challenged this public opinion and turned
to the despised peasant nusic, which he cane to consider to be Hungarian in a
deeper and nore authentic sense. This led to an irreversible change not only
in his nusical, style but in his po1"i-tical attitudes as well-; he now rejected
preached in the country. Bart6krs turn
the type of nationalisn officially
toward folk music, therefore, was essentially not, as often cl"ained, a late
folklorisn.
ft was, on the contrary, a
resonance of Ronantic nationalistic
radical break with the Ronantic heritage of Hungarian nationalise.
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The Critlque of Tonality in the Early Experimental Music of Charles lves

J. Peter Burkholder, University of Wisconsin, Madison
In dozens of small pieces and sketches, Charles lves tried out new nusical
techniques that he often later used in larger compositions. But these works
ends
by achieving faniliar
side as well:
have a retrospective, critical
concePts and seeks to
through novel means, Ives connents on traditional
of nusical conventions.
deoonstrate the artificiality
The convention fves addressed first and nost often was the idea of key.
In a series of sna1l early works, fves offers a perceptive critique of tonality
and its basic concepts: tonaL hierarchy, tonic-doninant polarity, prolongation
and voice-leading, tertial chords, dissonance and resolutjon, cadential motion,
and relative degrees of closure in half and fu1l cadences. These include essays in polytonality, whole tones, symetrical chords, conpletion of 12-note
aggregates, and other techniques common in fvesis later music and early
twentieth-century nusie in general, but in every case fves establishes a piteh
center and deploys his naterial in ways that strongly parallel the structure of
simple tonal music. fhese pieces constitute a closely reasoned critique in
nusic itself of the very idea of being in a key.
Several such works are anaLyzed here, fron early fragnents through Psalm
Purpose'
67 and Processional. Tn these works, in harmony with his critical
novel techniques can be used to establish the Pitch cenF"s d"^IilIiEIE-Tlat
ters and tonal hierarchies typical of tonal musie: in his later exPeriments,
Ives went on to show that sinilar techniques could create coherent pieces that
do not minic tonality so closely.
Schoenbergrs Private Progran for the String Quartet in D Minor, Opus
Mark Benson, University of California,

7

Los Angeles

rrA Self-Analysisrr (1948), Arnold Schoenberg remarked:
In the article
tr...my First String Quartet, op. 7, whicb I dislike as little as any of my earlier works, is of an unusual Length--a great obstacle to the recognition of
whatever beauty may be found therein.rr on another occasion, he had confessed
that this unusual Length was due to the fact that the quartet was rra sort of
synphonic poem.tt Scheonberg never divulged his progran for the work, however,
and said only that it was |tvery definite--but private.ri
A detailed program for the quartet written by the composer hinself does
exist.
ft is glued to the back cover of Schoenbergrs 1904-1905 sketchbook' at
the Amold Schoenberg Institute, Los Angeles. By exanining sketch naterial-s
and other documents, f have established the sumer of 1904 as the date for the
progran. Thus the program influenced the conposition of the quartet fron its
earliest stages.
In this paper, f present the progran' provide the documentary evidence for
its dating, and assess its significance in Schoenbergrs conpositional process.
Once written, Schoenbergrs program provided inspiration for the inventj.on of
thenes, affected his conpositJ-ona1 choices in matters of instrumentatjon, and
provided a guide for the disposition of the quartetrs internal structural segnent

s.
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sone regions the tendency toward change and loss is still countered by the penchant for preservation; 2) that this presenation is primarily a conmunal act
resulting from and reciprocall-y assuring the sustained popularity of a melody
anong singers; and 3) that preservation, which rel"ies on awareness of scalar
and tune contour norms, has been aided within individual conmunities by close
fanilial and residential ties. The repertory surveyed includes tunes collected
by Cecil sharp (1916-1918), the author of the current study (1986), and others
during the intenening years. Ninety-two melodies from six sets. or families,
served as controls and tests in 2,010 nicroconputer-assisted conparisons. Illustrations include nusical examples, select test results, video displ-ays of
computer-generated contour graphs, and isoglosses. The last deviee. which is
shows separated and overl-apping geoborrowed from descriptive linguistics,
graphic areas within which particular types of nelodie behavior have oecurred.
Both the analytical procedure and the supportive computer software were developed by the present investigator in connection with his doctoral disserlation.
AllS Session: l{asters of the Early I\rentieth Century

llalter Frisch, Golunbia llniversity,

Chair

s61a gart6k and the Concept of Nation and Vol-k in Hungary

Judit L. Frigyesi, University of Pennsylvania
When, in 1905, B61a Bart6k started to collect peasant nusic, this act was
a surprising and unexpected turnaround on the part of the ardent Hungarian
patriot.
At that time, and throughout much of the first half of the 20th
century, the official politics as weLl as public opinion were stil-l saturated
with feudal ideas about nation and Volk, in spite of the fact that the feudal
systen of Estates had been abolished in the nid-nineteenth century. In this
ideology, the expression Ithistorical
Hungarian nationrr meant Hungarian
nobility.
Unlike other countries such as Germany, in Hungary peasant folklore
was not bel-ieved to be the onLy or the nost perfect enbodinent of the rrgenuine
Hungarian spirit.rr
Even at the turn of the century, the niddle and Lesser
nobility, or the rrgentry,rr as they were often ea11ed, were considered to be the
core of the nation, whereas peasants (the former serfs) had no status as a historical class. Consequently, national nusic was expecled to spring fron the
popular nusic of the gentry, as Bart6k had hinself believed at the beginning of
his career. After 1905, however, he challenged this public opinion and turned
to the despised peasant nusic, which he cane to consider to be Hungarian in a
deeper and nore authentic sense. This led to an irreversible change not only
in his nusical, style but in his po1"i-tical attitudes as well-; he now rejected
preached in the country. Bart6krs turn
the type of nationalisn officially
toward folk music, therefore, was essentially not, as often cl"ained, a late
folklorisn.
ft was, on the contrary, a
resonance of Ronantic nationalistic
radical break with the Ronantic heritage of Hungarian nationalise.
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The Critlque of Tonality in the Early Experimental Music of Charles lves

J. Peter Burkholder, University of Wisconsin, Madison
In dozens of small pieces and sketches, Charles lves tried out new nusical
techniques that he often later used in larger compositions. But these works
ends
by achieving faniliar
side as well:
have a retrospective, critical
concePts and seeks to
through novel means, Ives connents on traditional
of nusical conventions.
deoonstrate the artificiality
The convention fves addressed first and nost often was the idea of key.
In a series of sna1l early works, fves offers a perceptive critique of tonality
and its basic concepts: tonaL hierarchy, tonic-doninant polarity, prolongation
and voice-leading, tertial chords, dissonance and resolutjon, cadential motion,
and relative degrees of closure in half and fu1l cadences. These include essays in polytonality, whole tones, symetrical chords, conpletion of 12-note
aggregates, and other techniques common in fvesis later music and early
twentieth-century nusie in general, but in every case fves establishes a piteh
center and deploys his naterial in ways that strongly parallel the structure of
simple tonal music. fhese pieces constitute a closely reasoned critique in
nusic itself of the very idea of being in a key.
Several such works are anaLyzed here, fron early fragnents through Psalm
Purpose'
67 and Processional. Tn these works, in harmony with his critical
novel techniques can be used to establish the Pitch cenF"s d"^IilIiEIE-Tlat
ters and tonal hierarchies typical of tonal musie: in his later exPeriments,
Ives went on to show that sinilar techniques could create coherent pieces that
do not minic tonality so closely.
Schoenbergrs Private Progran for the String Quartet in D Minor, Opus
Mark Benson, University of California,

7

Los Angeles

rrA Self-Analysisrr (1948), Arnold Schoenberg remarked:
In the article
tr...my First String Quartet, op. 7, whicb I dislike as little as any of my earlier works, is of an unusual Length--a great obstacle to the recognition of
whatever beauty may be found therein.rr on another occasion, he had confessed
that this unusual Length was due to the fact that the quartet was rra sort of
synphonic poem.tt Scheonberg never divulged his progran for the work, however,
and said only that it was |tvery definite--but private.ri
A detailed program for the quartet written by the composer hinself does
exist.
ft is glued to the back cover of Schoenbergrs 1904-1905 sketchbook' at
the Amold Schoenberg Institute, Los Angeles. By exanining sketch naterial-s
and other documents, f have established the sumer of 1904 as the date for the
progran. Thus the program influenced the conposition of the quartet fron its
earliest stages.
In this paper, f present the progran' provide the documentary evidence for
its dating, and assess its significance in Schoenbergrs conpositional process.
Once written, Schoenbergrs program provided inspiration for the inventj.on of
thenes, affected his conpositJ-ona1 choices in matters of instrumentatjon, and
provided a guide for the disposition of the quartetrs internal structural segnent

s.
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fncreasing the Dissociation of Strata:
Sketches for Stravinsky's Violin Concerto

CilS

Very Speeial Collections in Nd Orleas

Laura Dankner, Loyola University, Moderator
Alfred E. LemBon, Historic l.Iew orLeans Collection, Presenter
Lester Su11ivan, Amistad Research Center' Presenter
Curtis D. Jerde, liillian Ranson llogan Jazz Archive, Presenter

Lynne Rogers, University of Texas, Austin

Stravinskyrs approaeh to counterpoint as the stratification
of the musical
texture into distinct, harmonically independent Layers of highly differentiated
musical naterials, asserts a compositional aesthetic at odd; ;ith that traditionally associated with counterpoint. Tonal or serial counterpoint, for examp1e' assumes the integration of the horizontal and vertical dinensions as a
goal; in a stratified passage' however, the projection of the individuality of
each of the simultaneously sounding strata takes precedenee.
The unorthodox nature of Stravinskyrs approach prompts questions regarding
the conpositional proeess behind the stratilied p.""rg.-. G investigatio. oi
sketches for such a passage fron his concerto in D for Violin and orchestra
(l.9Jl.)revealsthat'intheear].ierconpositionarstagl@
layers of the tri-layered texture appeared together, vertically
aJ-igned, in
short score format, and that these two layers were nuch nore simil,ar to each
other in construction and choice of nusicai naterials in these earlier versions
than they are in later versions, including the published score.
The sketches support the assertion that vertieal control over the superinposed strata exists, despite suspicions to the contrary frequently triggeied,
on a listenerrs first hearing, by the often highly dissonant iarnoiies of this
and of other such layered passages. fhe sketchls suggest that stravinsky began
with the conception of a stratified fornat, then worked to augnent the distinctiveness of the separate layers and to heighten their dissociltion, thereby increasing the audibility of the stratification
itseLf.

17 OCIOBER' 11:00 a.n. - 12:3O p.n.

Presentation:

Laura Dankner will noderate this progran, featuring rePlesenlalives fron
three unique New Orleans institutions wj-th music collections of interest to
aeademic researchers'
Alfred E. Lemon of the Historic New orleans collection, will discuss this
Musicind manuscript divisions'
nuseum/research centerrs library, o:ratorial
related holdings include collections of nineteenth-century Nev Orleans sheet
nusic, archival records of many 1oca1 perfoming arts organizations, extensive
material on nineteenth-eentury Geman singing societies of New ori-eans, and
menorabilia of such notables as Louis Moreau Gottschalk. The Historic New 0rsuch
leans Collection also offers music researchers a wide variety of sources
census records, and the curatorial" divisionr s rtartist
ailf ty
contains infomation on sone 12,000 artists associated with New Orfiletr which
"iretories,
1eans.

discuss the Amistad Research center, enphasizing
Anistad is a national collection specializtng in United States ethnic history, princi-pa11y Afro-Ameriean in scope.
Mr. Sullivan's renarks will focus on holdings in the field of opera and other
Itclassiealrr music, since the najority of Anistadts music-related holdings enphaSize Black AnrericanSt contributionS in the realn of rrconcert nusictr rather
tlran jazz or other popular genres. Recorded and visual exanples will conplement this presentation.
curtis D. Jerde, curator of the Hogan Jazz Archive at Tulane university,
wiLl be the final speaker. His remarks, "Presening the lfusical Heritage of
the Craille of Jazztt will present an overyiew of the Jazz Archive incl-uding the
and a review of its co11echistory of its development as a researeh facility
tion development. He will also discuss how the Archive functions as a resource
exampl-es will- ilcenter for public programing and exhibitions. EZ-i*i"ru1
lustrate the inportance of the Archivers coll,ection in docunenting the history
of New Orleans lazz.
Lester

sullivan

will

sources most useful to music scholars.

GI{S

Presentatioa:

}trsic il General stutlies--Accent on Anerican l{usic

Rationale for Using Country Music as the Basis for Non-Major fnstruction
Charles T. Brown, Saginaw Valley State College

one of the most perplexing problens facing colLege 1evel instructors of
non-najor music courses is how best to approach the problem of realistically
This paper
teaching musical analysis, without the basis of theory instruction.
Presents a realistjc rationale for using country music as the basis for the beginning non-najor course and describes a technique for teaching analysis to
technical amateurs.
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fhe basic premise of the system is that country music represents
naterial which is conoron knowledge to the general population of the nusical
United
states, especially in the south,
thut it theretorl ,"p..""rt"
the nusic of
"rd
the people (or folk style).
Training appreciation and ellments of nusic using
country nusic can be nore efficient than similar teaching strategies
European based music. The same logic can be appLied to rsiig sone jazz, using
blues
and rock and ro11 forms.
application
will
be
discussed,
using chart mod.els of early
_._ -Practical
hi1fbil1y
music, singing cowboy songs, Nashville Souniand ltr.g.ass.
ysis. system will be presented whiJn is easily within the gra-sf of An anal_
neophytes and which ultinately lays the foundation for furtier'rusieat technical
study.
Further, i.t is hypothesized that the likelihood of students choosirg to do
further musical- study is substantially higher using popular fork music like country nusic than tbe nore trad.i.tional Musical Apprecialion nusical choices.
Suroey of American Music: A General Studies Course
Jean Ferris, Arizona State University

survey of Anerican Music is an Arizona state university general studies
nusic course covering the history of Ameriean nusic from'the pilgrins
Puritans to recent mainstream and avant-garde dever-opments. The elementsand
of
muslc' forn' and basic music teminology -are taught as in a traditional
nusic
appreciation course, but all listening exanples are chosen fron American
ature. Stephen Fosterts songs, minstrel shows, Sousa narches, ragtime, literjazz,
Broadway musicals' country-western styles, rock, and ottr". irpo.t}t
American
nusics are considered within the i*e.l".n
setting which produced them.
References to music of the New orleans area include tte
character
pieces of Louis Gottschalk, early jazz, the influence tgtt-century
of Cajun Jayl""
certain country-western nusicians, and the crucial roLe prayed iy trrat city,po.
in
the nelding of black and white sounds which prod.uced rocL and ro1i,
The
course provides an effective supplenent to the traditional colrege
.
nusic
appreciation curriculum. conparison of American with European music at
given periods broadens the studentsi experience, and comparison of music
with
other arts enbances understanding of ariistie sty1e. The many and
varied eontributions of Americans to the field of experimental nusic in recent
years
challenge conventional concepts of art and nusic, broad"rirg
of and
expectations from these fields.
"*"..r"ss
This paper describes the content of the course and suggests certain teaching techniques and learning experiences effectively associa=t-ed with
it.
CMS

PresentatioD: MIDI Applications

MIDI Applications for Composers, perfomers and Teachers
Gerald J, Famer, West ceorgia College

Current developments in MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) conmunication systens has greatly enhanced tbe creative and operational potential
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the music educator' the unPrece€^r composers and performers. Likewise for has
created an opportunitv' even
hardware
and
software
vinr
ot
53X.J,i-i;;;;
at all 1eve1s'
students
nusic
to
educate
neet
approaches
for
ii"-a"rr"a,
of stu1n otd"t for the new technology to satisfy the educational -needs
a number of factors nust be considered:
d"r,ts It various learning ettitotteils,
of MlDl-equipped instrumentsi
capabilitj.es and llnitations
ii"-L"a"""aiona1
of software and hardware; appropriate class
and arfordability
iirl r.""iliiity
schedules; and the training of teachers in the various operation of
"i1""-r"a
instfuments. rn short, the whole nusie curriculun must be earefully
li""tro.i"
in order to assure that new educational tools effectively and sigi"]"".ri".a
student leaming.
enhance
nifieantly
the iurpose of this lecture/denonstration is to present a live demonstraetc')' to
tion of aeveraL MlDl-equipped instruments (computers, synthesize-rs'
for nusic stuJi""o"" the possibilities and limitations of the new technology
to clescribe classroon applications for perforners and conposers' An
a"it",
will be nade to clarify comple* principles of rhe technology which are
stten;t ".a
standatd' other aspects of
for this t." .ottt.i"ution/engineering
i""p"ir"ltf"
'h""co'p'.u'Assistedrnstructiontechnology(DACsynthesizerboerds'ArtifiIntelligence, sequencers, sanpling' etc') will also be discussed'
cial

----
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AUS Session: l{ozart
Steley Sadie, nre N* Grove Dictionsry of lfusic aad l.tlsicimq,

Mozartrs Constanzes and Der
Thomas

Schau

Chair

ieldirektor

enlist.u o" no"t.

ltozartts Requien has been surrounded by mystery' questions and,controvertine the composer received its comission. The appearsies virtually-i*Th.
on the authenticitv
;;;; ;; in" rir". edition (1800) stiired up a public debate
the death in
before
rest
to
be
not
would
that
work
Put
the
of
parts
Ii-r.:ot
never be
It
will
witness'
principal
last
the
Nissen,
Mozart
Constanze
;t
\842
problens of Mozartrs lasr work. but a
the
all
fully
resolve
ro
;;;"rb1"
substantial
iior*gr. examination of the suryiving source materials results X'in Siissnayr
was
nodifications of the prevailing and long-he1d view that F' Reqr]ien' rt can
or even sole1y' responsible for the eonpletion of the (J.
Eybler, ?'
"ii"iry,
dentnstrated that other Miozart students and close coll"eagues
be
elaboraJ. ir"y"aaaf"r, and M. Stadler) participated with Siissmayr in a rathermanuscript
te scheme to cooPerate in the froject of fi'nishing the work' Ttre procedures
sources reveal, iurthemore, "o*. l"pu"t" of Mozartrs compositionalpremises of the Reql:ien- as well -as on questhat shed light on the stylistic
tions related to the previlus existence of Mozartean sketch naterials for movements said to be newly conposed by Siissnayr'
AllS Session: NileteeDttsCentury Studies

University of Califomia,

Los Angeles' Ghair

Preluding by Pianists in the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries

Berkeley

Da Ponte claims in his nemoirs that he selected Don
Juan as subject for
l"lozart. rn his preliminary Extract fron then the truth emerges: aprague
Mozart to set Bertati's DonET6ifiii Tenorio o sia 11 convitato di pietra, asked
and

Mozart

Christoph Wo1ff, Haryard University

Robert llinter'

Giovanni: Conception and Creation

Daniel Heartz, University of California,

.-:^-+aA with Mozart. Simultaneous dances accompanied by different bands
ot11''i:;';,.known
at the time. Another musical practice, the serenade, is at
:::=^^;; of the block of nunbers that begins Act II (up to the graveyard scene.
MozarE wanted to increase the serious content of
is rejoined),
-t,ll.l"sirir.i
p-onte. This throws light on the division inro acts and also
Da
says
:;:';p;;;;
Ji-tt" "ft"t."ter Mozart chose Lo give the overture'
The Conposition and Conpletion of Mozartrs Requiem' !791-L792

Baunan, Stanford University

During the early 1780rs, the one great rivalry rhat existed among the per_
forners in the viennese National singspiel set the high, expressive voice of
Aloysia Lange against the strong tflexible throatrr ot citarina cavalieri.
until the production of Mozartrs Der schauspieldirektor (Schunbrunn palace 17g6),
the two sopranos had never appEaTEE-togeTtre. ii-ThJ sane stage. Beginning in
1782' however' they did share several of the same ro1es, the nost imporiant
be:'ng that of constanze in Die Entfi.ihrung aus den serail.
Evidence suqsests
that Mozart may even hare rrffi1f
of the oo.r.-'.iir.
Aloysia as nuch as Catarina in mind.
During his eleven years at vienna Mozart composed a series of arias that
explored the vocal strengths of each soprano and perfected his own connand of
the two-tenpo Rondo, His artistic involvenent with these two virtuose found
its sharpest focus in the characters of Madame Herz and rqra"r.i*rr"
s;ii".klang in Der schauspieldirektor.
The play and its nusic offered. both a connentary on Gernan opera and German theater in general at vienna, and.--through
Aloysia and catarina--a study in the nature of rivalry and its nearing for art.
Moreover' the aesthetic of opera enbodied in the pray;s denouenent elevated
the
ensenble to prime status at the very tine Mozart was working o'the operatic
ensenblers greatest practical expression, Le nozze di Eigaro.
Don
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Bertatits one act into a ful1-1enth opera and how to divide the new work into
acts. Dent argues that they opted at first for four acts, as in Figaro, citing
the show-stopping ef fect of 'or sai chi 1r onorer ara tne gr""t dt.t
as irdications that they were original1y conceived. as act endiigs. The opera
was
planned for the arrival in prague of the nmly wed Archduchess Maria Theresa
fron Florence' settled by the viennese court long in advance for 14 october
L787. A libretto was printed in vienna for the scrutiny of the imperial
censors. rt renaned the work 11 Dissoluto punito o sia 11 D. Giovanni in an
obvious attempt to put the test
oi
Act r after the quartet No. 11--fron Annars tale of attempted rape to theJf ball
scene with the attempted rape of zerlina.
The nultiple dances on stage
an eninently nusical coDception, suggest that this whole plot_line nay here,
have

Valerie i^Ioodring Goertzen, Minneapolis' Minnesota
Professional and amateur pianists in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries often introdueed pieces by playing preludes, designeC to prepare both
The prel-ude' tradito follow'
perforner and audience for the cotpo"itiot
iionally improvised, also al-lowed the pianist to display his creativity and individual playing style.
oescriptions of preludes actually performed are intriguing but often
vague. More precise infornation about the practjce is found in piano instruction books of the period, and in published collections of preludes designed to
Conbe nenorized o, ,"ud as nodels for constructing original introductions.
positions for which the comPoser hinself provided a prelude serye as conerete
iLlustrations of the relationship between preludes and the pieces they introduced.
Depending on clrcwPreluding flourished mainly in private settings'
stances, a prelude might corsisi of as 1itt1e as a few cbords establishing the
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the death in
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not
would
that
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Put
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of
parts
Ii-r.:ot
never be
It
will
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last
the
Nissen,
Mozart
Constanze
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problens of Mozartrs lasr work. but a
the
all
fully
resolve
ro
;;;"rb1"
substantial
iior*gr. examination of the suryiving source materials results X'in Siissnayr
was
nodifications of the prevailing and long-he1d view that F' Reqr]ien' rt can
or even sole1y' responsible for the eonpletion of the (J.
Eybler, ?'
"ii"iry,
dentnstrated that other Miozart students and close coll"eagues
be
elaboraJ. ir"y"aaaf"r, and M. Stadler) participated with Siissmayr in a rathermanuscript
te scheme to cooPerate in the froject of fi'nishing the work' Ttre procedures
sources reveal, iurthemore, "o*. l"pu"t" of Mozartrs compositionalpremises of the Reql:ien- as well -as on questhat shed light on the stylistic
tions related to the previlus existence of Mozartean sketch naterials for movements said to be newly conposed by Siissnayr'
AllS Session: NileteeDttsCentury Studies

University of Califomia,

Los Angeles' Ghair

Preluding by Pianists in the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries

Berkeley

Da Ponte claims in his nemoirs that he selected Don
Juan as subject for
l"lozart. rn his preliminary Extract fron then the truth emerges: aprague
Mozart to set Bertati's DonET6ifiii Tenorio o sia 11 convitato di pietra, asked
and

Mozart

Christoph Wo1ff, Haryard University

Robert llinter'

Giovanni: Conception and Creation

Daniel Heartz, University of California,

.-:^-+aA with Mozart. Simultaneous dances accompanied by different bands
ot11''i:;';,.known
at the time. Another musical practice, the serenade, is at
:::=^^;; of the block of nunbers that begins Act II (up to the graveyard scene.
MozarE wanted to increase the serious content of
is rejoined),
-t,ll.l"sirir.i
p-onte. This throws light on the division inro acts and also
Da
says
:;:';p;;;;
Ji-tt" "ft"t."ter Mozart chose Lo give the overture'
The Conposition and Conpletion of Mozartrs Requiem' !791-L792

Baunan, Stanford University
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forners in the viennese National singspiel set the high, expressive voice of
Aloysia Lange against the strong tflexible throatrr ot citarina cavalieri.
until the production of Mozartrs Der schauspieldirektor (Schunbrunn palace 17g6),
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of the oo.r.-'.iir.
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Aloysia and catarina--a study in the nature of rivalry and its nearing for art.
Moreover' the aesthetic of opera enbodied in the pray;s denouenent elevated
the
ensenble to prime status at the very tine Mozart was working o'the operatic
ensenblers greatest practical expression, Le nozze di Eigaro.
Don
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key or as nuch as an extended fantasy foreshadowing thenes ox notives of the
piece to fo110w. rn the second quarter of the nin-et..rth
gru"a"t
emphasis on melody and forn in preludes resur-ted in introd.ucto.y
""rtrry,
"
that
ro'rer"rts
approached the status of independent pi.eces. rndeecl, sone of c"hopints prerudes
seen to straddle the line between functional prel-udes and cbaracter pieces.
whiJ-e preluding continued into the twentieth century, its vitality
diminished
fron the earLy decades of the nineteenth century, as the perfornerrs role in
the act of nusical creation becane increasingly iimited.
rire trur.y improvised
prelude yielded to technical exercises and to character pieces caliecr preludes
that retained an improvisatory flavor.

rrinfinite melody,rr coined by wagner in his essay'
The tem ilendlesst'or
,,z,rkunltsnusik,tr of 1860, is anong the nost frequently cited in discussions of
writings and his music. There is still no concensus as to what
.ffi;;;'"
(if any) should be attached to the expression: does it denote
"t]"Lii""""" considerations (the tendency to avoid or weaken cadential caesuras
i.!i."i".f
(the status achieved by a coni", ifr. sake of continuity) or aesthetic ones
exnotivic texture, or sinply the cl-ain to'rinfinite.r'unlinited
ii"""""fy
The correlation of nel.ody with musical form in "Z!!93€!:gg!f!"
-*.ooi.iiv)?
laises fuither questions which have never been adequately addressed'
while this tem occurs only once in wagnerrs writings, one finds the word
rmelodyrr applied in other conbinations which thenselves seem alnost endless
nelody'
(ttverse-meiody,tr ttorchestral,rr rrabsolute,rr rroperatic,rrrrpatriarchalrt
and nany nore besides). Analysis of this profusi.on of usages' and of specific
adduced by Wagner in published writings and other sources--Bach'
shed sone light on Wag"*"*pf."
Uozart, the Eroica, BerLiozt s Rom6o et Julielti.--c.an
Itinfinite.rl
nerts understanding of ne1-ody, both finite and
and
critical,
A further contextual dinension exists in aesthetic,
pedagogical traditions reaching back to the l-ater eighteenth century. The disof melody in Oper und Drama echoes earlier aesthetic definitions (Rous"r""io" J. G. Sulzer, Herder, Hegel) which view nelody as the principal agent of
seau,
expression, netanorphically a11ied to speech (but also as para1le1 to drming
Arguing that melody was a legitinate branch of comor delineation in art).
positional theory, A. B. Man later sought to establish a hierarchical relationship between fornal schenes and nelodic phrase strueture' so that melody
mediates between architectonic and syntactic leve1s of form. Such background
sources, in addition to the context of his own writings, begin to illuinate
Idagnerrs seemingly elusive teminology and to suggest how nusical fom in
Tristan or the Ring might be construed in tems of its rrnelody.rl

The Prosodic Appoggiatura from the Tine of Mozart to the present Day

Will- Crutchfield,

New
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The existing literature
on appoggiatura conventions in vocal nusic,
thought it has peered under nany of the right rocks, is hampered by four problens of focus. one is that a Largely specious drstinction has arisen between
the applicatlon of these conventions to recitative and to measured nusic, A
second is the failure of some investigators to distinguish sufficiently
the
prosodic appoggiatura (a dissonance appLied to express the weight of an ac_
cented syllable) fron the ornamental or expressive appoggiatura (ite sane nusieal- value employed independently of any prosodie nandate)--with the result that
theoristsr discussions of the latter practice have been applied nisleadingly to
the forner. Third, the appoggiatura requires to be understood in the context
of a range of devices used to trleant on accented syllabLes, of which the familiar alteration of the first note in a pair is the sinpl-est exanple. Fina11y,
it is necessary to give sone chronological perspective to a eonvention that existed for over two centuries, and may or nay not have undergone significat

changes.

AHS Session: l,lodenism in the 1930s
Vivian Perlis, Yale University, Chair

The present paper enploys theoretieal
works, annotated. performance
naterials, instruneDtal transcriptions, intemal evidenee of scores, and sound
recordings to trace the appoggiatura fron Mozartrs tine fotrard.
The conclusions are: 1) The changes in appoggiatura eonventions in the century after
l{ozattt s death concerned notation far more than practice.
2) The prosodic appoggiatura was not' during that tine, understood as an optional .r"r..,
otr"ment' or expressive device, but rather as a simpLe principle of execution. 3)
This principl-e was systenatically altered during the decades around the first
worLd war. 4) Although there are sti11 sone passages in which it is open ro
question whether a prosodic appoggiatura would. have been required, they are
fewer than previous accounts have suggested, and almost always related to special factors that are readily identifiable.
The reasons for the appoggiatur;rs
elimination are considered, along with the question of whether and how far its
musical- salience Sustifies aLteration in established practices to effect its
restoration,

The Evolution of F.uth Crawfordrs String Qrartet 1931

Judith Tick, Northeastem University
Ruth Crawford'" Stti.g_Qt3r!t!_!931 is her best known and nost important
composition. ft,i" pup"-i*"tig.t*
it" evolution through a number of prinary
sources that deaonstrate the following issues: the fundanental notion of extended dissonance as a concept to be appl,ied to all aspects of a nusical language; the explicit
influence of Charles Seegerrs ideas about rrdissonanl:
counterpointr'; the technical and descriptive vocabulary tbat the composer used
in relation to the work; and finally, Crawfordrs relationshlps to other composers! particularly
rmre Wejsshaus, who was associated with the Berlin
Bauhaus.

rrUnendliche Melodierr:

The sources include holographs with annotations by the conPoser and her
analysis of the third and fourth novenents; letters fror 1930-1931 between
Crawford and Charles Seeger, her composition teacher whon she later married;
and,an unpublished typescript on dissonant counterpoint (1930) by Seeger, which
he described as a record of Crawfordrs studies with hin.

Aspects and Background of Wagnerrs Concept of Melody

Thonas S. Grey, University of California,

Berkeley
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The string Quartel 1931 exemplifies crawfordrs devel0pnent
of techniques
of- non-convergence. ttgr
rheterophony,rr a
concept she acquired from
seeger. For both crawfordlern_was
and seeger, dissonance
;l;
what they
ca1led rrour music'r: progressive nodernism, whose "r;artistl" "";;".";;
...-JlUiiiay in the
early 1930s was tenuous. For Crawford. .n" ,:l_r:g__Q3gl_g!_j;i-ffiotized
her
refusal to retrench in the face of what she Eescribed
as ,rsuch a dead thing as
neoclassicisn. rr
Musical and Dranatic Sources
for Marc Blitzstei-n,s The Cradle Will

carol J. or.,

u.;-;;.

Roek

b1

SaturdaY afternoon

rhe novenent in this eomunity fron enthusiastic suppolt of the Soviet Revoluiion to a disenchantment with Stalin and eventual"Ly with Marxisn as a whole-that is, the shift from Comunism to liberalisn--as chronicled in such influen*;o1 .iournals as the Partisan Review, set the stage for Babbittrs apparentl-y
aooliiical and internall-y self-regulated research progran. Put differently,
tire ideological shift fron (for exanpLe) the 1932 manifesto" Cul-ture and the
elitist The Liberal Inagination (1949) paralLels a
Crieis to Lionel- Trilling's
stature and authority from revolutionary nodernists, such as Ei.sler
IITfI-1"
in tbe thirties but dePorted
(who was lionized by the New York Intellectuals
for run-Anerican actjvitiest! in 1948) to fornalist nodernists, such as Babbitt.
These issues are discussed with reference to a series of inteniews, nany
of which have not yet been published, between Milton Babbitt and nyself.

-

Marc Blitzstein's
The Cradl.e Will- Rock renains
infamous work of the
1930s' but its relationsTT!-Ti-z'iTEiTi-?ev-elopments an
of the dec;de has yer to
be thoroughly docunented.daring experifi.ent in soeial,""fi"r,-nfitzsteinrs
rrpLay in musicti was banned -A
by rt" spor*., the wpA Federal theatre project, but
opened nonetheLess on 16 June 1937. This paper wilJexpLore the musical and
of rEe cra{_le _!ri1t Rock
their
socio_foiiii"rr 1."r._
1::l_":t" ::l:"""
ground'
"g"ir"t
varl.us versions of the score and libretto,
selectei exanples from
nusic and drana of the. period, and excerpts fron Blitzsteinrs
correspondence
(housed in the tr)isconsin Historical society)
will serve as a basis for this
analysis.
The Cradle Will Rock incorporates a sophisticated,
dissonance_inflected
parod]-ir-lffi6irEii--GfrZcu1ar
idioms, fron'jar"
pan A1r.ey
xo saccharine
tunes and.on to gospel hymnody. rts styre i's closely related Tin
songs, written by Blirzstein, Aaron copiand, charles seeger, to the workersl
-in .J oirr"r", trr"t
;:"';..:; 1to.l1?o.1?'oo"::::_.:t_t_:::i:: i"1were. p rhlishea two wJers, sone_
rrrcruue

Lne mass songs of

Hanns

ard Krrt Weil,l,s Three pennv opera. B-lit""teir,"
llit_:::^.11,t1T.1:-Brecht
d d^lr1-r_. i s t ructure .r. r.1...d-E-Effi;ff"r.."
* ;;;;:ri
1l-.0,::..:
:o
"works' such as clifford od.ets's waiting for Lefty (1935) aia H;;;1d"";Rone,s
pins
and
drru Needles
(1937). in
(t931).
Needlgs
rrecufes \LyJt).
rn tracang
r,
tracins--Bl;Iffil;-i:
tracing--BTTIilT
Blitzsteinrs
?o<nnn<a
r^
rl6ds^*^^^
:i-il
response to these forces, IET;
paper wrll nove towards a definition of the proletarian
style that was so prevalent in the 1930s.

dramatic and nusical
musicel

Seesion: Deconstruction aad lftrsic
Ruth So1ie, Snith Co11ege, Chair

Al,lS

How Can

Chopints A-Major Prelude be Deconstructed?

Rose Rosengard

Subotnik, Huntington'

New York

This paper will- attenpt to denonstrate how the Eethods of deconstruction,
developed by such figures as Jacques Derrida, Roland Barthes, and Paul De Man
It will first describe and explain some of
ean be applied to musical analysis.
the concems, terms, and procedures of deconstruction that seem most useful for

purposes of musical scholarship.
It will then present briefly two problens,
taken fron two articles on literary criticism,
by Paul- De Man and Fredric
Janeson, as specific nodels for a nusical analysis. Finally it will show some
of the ways in which nethods derived from the preceding material could be used
to derive from one particular elenent in Chopinrs A-najor prelude two intemally consistent yet eonflicting rrreadingsrt of that work.
What the Sorcerer Said

Carolyn Abbate, Princeton University

Milton Babbitt and the Rise of Formal-ist Modemism
Martin Brody, Wel1es1ey ColLege
fn a series of highly influential
articles that began to appear in the
mid-1950s. Milton Babbitt set the agend.a for fomalist nod.ernisn'in Anerica.
rn his articulation of the fornalist position, Babbitt fortbrightly identifi"ed
contenporary music theory and composition with the methods of current
analytic
philosophy and presented a complenentary and wide-ranging critique ot impxecise
and/or inaccurate discourse about nusic.
Despite its reductionist
implications,
the fomalist agenda in music
theory and conposition ean only be ful1y understood and evaluateJ in historical
context--especiaLly in relation to the shifting political affiliations
of the
New York rntellectual
comnunity from the 1930s through the 1950s. r argue that

Certain kinds of music rrnarraterr: that is a conmonplace. Late nineteenth
century tone poens evoke through a conbination of literary clues (tit1es, prograns) and sound a string of dranatic events, sonie-drmatic noments that work
like the nodal points of primitive naf,rative, wherein a story is captured by a
brief series of inages (trnight, a1one, weaponless, tiger.rr) But when we speak
in this respect of music's narrative capabilities,
we are speaking rather
loosely of musicts most familiar narrative device, the sign, the leitnotif.
3ut theories of nusical narrative can go far beyond the realm of semiotics, for music, of course, has otber ways of narrating, ways that do not
depend on signs.
fn searching for nusicrs other narrative devices, it would
seen natural to appeal first to literary theory for ways of describing musical
phenonena. For instance: the notion of rreardinal monentstr described by structutalist
crities such as Barthes-*critical
moments or events separated in
sophistieated narrative by rich but non-functional rrparadignatierr elaboration--
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what they
ca1led rrour music'r: progressive nodernism, whose "r;artistl" "";;".";;
...-JlUiiiay in the
early 1930s was tenuous. For Crawford. .n" ,:l_r:g__Q3gl_g!_j;i-ffiotized
her
refusal to retrench in the face of what she Eescribed
as ,rsuch a dead thing as
neoclassicisn. rr
Musical and Dranatic Sources
for Marc Blitzstei-n,s The Cradle Will

carol J. or.,

u.;-;;.

Roek
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rhe novenent in this eomunity fron enthusiastic suppolt of the Soviet Revoluiion to a disenchantment with Stalin and eventual"Ly with Marxisn as a whole-that is, the shift from Comunism to liberalisn--as chronicled in such influen*;o1 .iournals as the Partisan Review, set the stage for Babbittrs apparentl-y
aooliiical and internall-y self-regulated research progran. Put differently,
tire ideological shift fron (for exanpLe) the 1932 manifesto" Cul-ture and the
elitist The Liberal Inagination (1949) paralLels a
Crieis to Lionel- Trilling's
stature and authority from revolutionary nodernists, such as Ei.sler
IITfI-1"
in tbe thirties but dePorted
(who was lionized by the New York Intellectuals
for run-Anerican actjvitiest! in 1948) to fornalist nodernists, such as Babbitt.
These issues are discussed with reference to a series of inteniews, nany
of which have not yet been published, between Milton Babbitt and nyself.
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Marc Blitzstein's
The Cradl.e Will- Rock renains
infamous work of the
1930s' but its relationsTT!-Ti-z'iTEiTi-?ev-elopments an
of the dec;de has yer to
be thoroughly docunented.daring experifi.ent in soeial,""fi"r,-nfitzsteinrs
rrpLay in musicti was banned -A
by rt" spor*., the wpA Federal theatre project, but
opened nonetheLess on 16 June 1937. This paper wilJexpLore the musical and
of rEe cra{_le _!ri1t Rock
their
socio_foiiii"rr 1."r._
1::l_":t" ::l:"""
ground'
"g"ir"t
varl.us versions of the score and libretto,
selectei exanples from
nusic and drana of the. period, and excerpts fron Blitzsteinrs
correspondence
(housed in the tr)isconsin Historical society)
will serve as a basis for this
analysis.
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dissonance_inflected
parod]-ir-lffi6irEii--GfrZcu1ar
idioms, fron'jar"
pan A1r.ey
xo saccharine
tunes and.on to gospel hymnody. rts styre i's closely related Tin
songs, written by Blirzstein, Aaron copiand, charles seeger, to the workersl
-in .J oirr"r", trr"t
;:"';..:; 1to.l1?o.1?'oo"::::_.:t_t_:::i:: i"1were. p rhlishea two wJers, sone_
rrrcruue

Lne mass songs of

Hanns

ard Krrt Weil,l,s Three pennv opera. B-lit""teir,"
llit_:::^.11,t1T.1:-Brecht
d d^lr1-r_. i s t ructure .r. r.1...d-E-Effi;ff"r.."
* ;;;;:ri
1l-.0,::..:
:o
"works' such as clifford od.ets's waiting for Lefty (1935) aia H;;;1d"";Rone,s
pins
and
drru Needles
(1937). in
(t931).
Needlgs
rrecufes \LyJt).
rn tracang
r,
tracins--Bl;Iffil;-i:
tracing--BTTIilT
Blitzsteinrs
?o<nnn<a
r^
rl6ds^*^^^
:i-il
response to these forces, IET;
paper wrll nove towards a definition of the proletarian
style that was so prevalent in the 1930s.

dramatic and nusical
musicel

Seesion: Deconstruction aad lftrsic
Ruth So1ie, Snith Co11ege, Chair

Al,lS

How Can

Chopints A-Major Prelude be Deconstructed?

Rose Rosengard

Subotnik, Huntington'

New York

This paper will- attenpt to denonstrate how the Eethods of deconstruction,
developed by such figures as Jacques Derrida, Roland Barthes, and Paul De Man
It will first describe and explain some of
ean be applied to musical analysis.
the concems, terms, and procedures of deconstruction that seem most useful for

purposes of musical scholarship.
It will then present briefly two problens,
taken fron two articles on literary criticism,
by Paul- De Man and Fredric
Janeson, as specific nodels for a nusical analysis. Finally it will show some
of the ways in which nethods derived from the preceding material could be used
to derive from one particular elenent in Chopinrs A-najor prelude two intemally consistent yet eonflicting rrreadingsrt of that work.
What the Sorcerer Said

Carolyn Abbate, Princeton University

Milton Babbitt and the Rise of Formal-ist Modemism
Martin Brody, Wel1es1ey ColLege
fn a series of highly influential
articles that began to appear in the
mid-1950s. Milton Babbitt set the agend.a for fomalist nod.ernisn'in Anerica.
rn his articulation of the fornalist position, Babbitt fortbrightly identifi"ed
contenporary music theory and composition with the methods of current
analytic
philosophy and presented a complenentary and wide-ranging critique ot impxecise
and/or inaccurate discourse about nusic.
Despite its reductionist
implications,
the fomalist agenda in music
theory and conposition ean only be ful1y understood and evaluateJ in historical
context--especiaLly in relation to the shifting political affiliations
of the
New York rntellectual
comnunity from the 1930s through the 1950s. r argue that

Certain kinds of music rrnarraterr: that is a conmonplace. Late nineteenth
century tone poens evoke through a conbination of literary clues (tit1es, prograns) and sound a string of dranatic events, sonie-drmatic noments that work
like the nodal points of primitive naf,rative, wherein a story is captured by a
brief series of inages (trnight, a1one, weaponless, tiger.rr) But when we speak
in this respect of music's narrative capabilities,
we are speaking rather
loosely of musicts most familiar narrative device, the sign, the leitnotif.
3ut theories of nusical narrative can go far beyond the realm of semiotics, for music, of course, has otber ways of narrating, ways that do not
depend on signs.
fn searching for nusicrs other narrative devices, it would
seen natural to appeal first to literary theory for ways of describing musical
phenonena. For instance: the notion of rreardinal monentstr described by structutalist
crities such as Barthes-*critical
moments or events separated in
sophistieated narrative by rich but non-functional rrparadignatierr elaboration--
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seems one seductive point drappui for analysis of nusical
Yet narrative music--such as a S[iausllZn tone-poln__ean also be narrative.
said in the terns of
classic post-structuralist
criticisn to undermine its own discourse, to create
a convincing structute or thematic web that paradoxicalJ-y exposes f1aws, superfluous gestures, mustcally inexplicable elements.
So. half-whinsica11y, we can spin ana_logies between musical phenomena and
rrcardinal monents,rr or rthistoirerr and rtr6citrt (Genette),
or rintertexteir and
rrautotextett (OA1l-enbach)--specifically, by considering
certain fine details in
Dukasis The sorcere.'"-Apprg:!€
and proposing altlrnative
analyses that
ref1ectc@reticaidia1ects.Butwbi1etheexercisemay
welL illuninate
both theory and nusic, it nust also stand as waming to
musicians' in their fondness for borrowing critical orthodoxies from literary
reaLms. ff the Dukas anaLyses collapse upon themselves, they expose flaws, su_
perfluous gestures' and failures that sten fron attenpts to understand nusic as
if nusic spoke with languagers voice.

Boulez, Joyce, and Deconstruction
James McCalla, Bowdoin College

rn his writings of the 1950's, pierre Boulez repeatedly confronts the
problen of the continuity--even the conpatibility--of
contenpor;ry musical l-anguage and its received structures, and the necessity of rethinking the latter.
This was not a question Just of renewing the repertory of musical- forns, but
one nuch nore radical, reexamining the nature of musical structure (or structural-ity) itself.
More useful to Boulez than his nusical nentors (Messiaen,
tr{ebern' Debussy, stravinsky) were rhe writers st6phane Ma11am6 and James
Joyce' whose works displayed a rtmental organizationtt which Boulez found useful
for musicaL thinking. He does not trace his won path from the reading of Ma11arn5 and Joyce to the conposition of his Third piano sonata" the first work to
embody the structural principles he has folLowed since. But a reading of these
authors, especially in the light of the 1-iterary theory of deconstruction,
reveals highly interesting parallels.
This paper will deal with Joyce, specifically with his ulysses and Finnegans trlake. Each of these novels entails radicaL discontGilills
betilEEn
structural 1eve1s, from the textual- surface to deeper struetures. As a result
of this structural dissonance, each novel--and especialy the wake--is what has
since been called a rrllork-in-Progessrr: a text as labyrinth, iffi multiple internal interconnections and without any single overarching structure uniting
all textual elenents. I'his is also the case with Boulezts Third piano sonata;
for that reason, pitch and rhythnic analyses renain refractory.
Beginning with
the rrnental organizationrr of the sonata, however, its score as labyrinth and
the work as ttWork-in-Progresstt witbout ultimate, irreducible structurer a rliteraryrr analysis may nore closely approach the open form and musical nature of
the sonat€.
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rrthose disciplines...
Robert Scholes broadly defines the humanities as
orimarily engaged in the anal-ysis, interpretation, evaLuation, and production
of t.*t"it (Seniotics and fnterpretation, Yale, 1982). lJilliam Perry reninds us
that students learn best through different mediums and the post-structuralists
that all the worldrs a text, with nultiple sub-texts shaped by humans and in
their turn shaping what one is and will becone.
teaching and seholarship nust often leam
One engaged in interdisciplinary
to respond to a variety of |ttexts,rr written, aural' and visual, all primary,
fn turn, he or she also has to develand drawn fron a variety of disciplines.
op a nethodology for teaching students to locate and describe thenatic connections between and anong texts, first by responding to isolated texts and fjnalconneclllwinating
1y by selecting for el,aboration essential, holistically
Turgenev's IeIn this paper the author will address texts--literary,
tions.
icons from Rustherrs and !9q9; nusical, Mussorgskyts Boris Godunov; artistic'
they illminate the there oi tradition and change'
A;;;ifilo-)--as
involvement as instructor in a reBecause of the authorrs institutional
quired interdisciplinary
course, she and several, colleagues have cone to a
nethodology inductively and of necessity. As students begin to connect texts'
and, just as imPortant, to locate
they learn to essay neaning in nultiplicity
troubled intersti.ces. The process has been salutary because it calls upon students to become active interpreters of the experience of the past, practicing
hunanists in Scholesr definition.
The focus of the paper is on understanding one text in the light of another. Thus the epistemological system is always open. The idea that texts invite interpretation seens foreign to nany students, who expect fuLl closure
within the text. By presenting texts in various mediums under a single rubric
(here Tsarist Russia), one opens a clear space for interPretation.
Closure
nust be provided by the rrreader.rr The heuristic model, textual connections,
pronotes the heuristic aim, understanding Tsarist Russia, without dietating
outcones.

Using Mastery Leaming in Co1-lege Music Teaching
Janeen J. Larsen, Black Hills

State College

Mastery learning is an educational theory which contends that all students
can learn anything, if provided with appropriate prior and current conditions
of leaming. Applying this theory to the planning and implenentation of classroom instruction can orovide teachers with a means to individualize instruction
within a group-based classroon. Although nastery leaming has traditionally
been used in basic elementary scbool subjects, there is evideree to suggest
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that it nay be used for teaehing artistic,
creative subject natter as well.
of the literature on creativity suggests that a carefilly planned sequence
of highly structured activities nay enhance, rather then inrriiii,
creativity.
This investigator systematicalLy developed and designed a course in basic
jazz piano ski11s for classicaLly-trained adult pianists.
I'he use of nastery
learning procedures enabled students in the field test of the course to absorb
a great deal of naterial in a short tine. The specific eourse and unit objectives provided the eourse with direction and focus, and the mastery criterion
levels gave students a sense of acconplishment and closure.
college music teachers can effectively use this approach if they a) estabI'ish the specific entry ski11s required for each course; b) set elear,
measurabl-e course objectives which can be reached by students who pass the
entry criteria;
c) inform students of the course objeetives as welL as the
nastery criterion Leve1s; d) provide constant feedback to students; s) use
alternate teaehing approaches and naterials for slower students! f) provide enrichment activities for faster students, or use then as peer teachers; g) teach
with the course objectives constantly in mind.
Much

Teaching Structural Analogs in Music, Art, and Literature
David Ward-Steinnan, San Diego State Universi-ty

This paper is an extrapolation fron the authorrs forthconing

monog

CUS

SATIRDAY, 17 OCIOBBR, 2:t5 - 3245 p.m.
Presentation: Jazz Analysis and Perfomaace Practice

Count Basie As Autobiographer

Geoffrey B1ock, University of Puget

Sound

Too often in his posthumously published an imensely popular autobiography
,,." toia to Albert Murray,r! Good Morning Blues (New York: Randon House. 1985),
Count Basie fails to set the record straight on what nusicians most uant to
between the
r."or, r.. eanple, the evolution of his inimitable piano style (1933-35)
and
Moten
band
Bennie
the
years
with
the
finalof
silenee
,""".a1"g
ii. tirsl recordings of his own band in 1937. But Basie does reveal his invaluable insights on the evolution of his fanous two-lenof battles' a strong
sensitivity to ensenble contasts and balance, and a seldon acknowledged connection to the nnsical thought of EllingtonThe paper assesses how this autobiography eontributes to our knowledge of
ft also offels
Basiets developnent as an artist and his place in lazz histoty.
critical procedures to help college students get between the cracks of other
principal- stylistic points are denonstrated by recordjarz altoiiographies.
ings of Basie and other bands of the late 1920s and early 1930s

raph,

Iowar4 a-C-oqpargtive Strugtural Theory of the Arts (San Diego State Unive rs ity
Press) which, in turn, is an outgrowth of a course he introduced in 1980,
rrAnal,ogs

in l"lusic , Art, and Literature. rl
This approach to interart analogs is structuralist
rather than impressinistic, and is based on a trcomnon elenentsn approach.
Apart from historicaL and contextual backgrounds, no attempts are made in
comparing rrneaning,rr trcontent,rr or rrvaluerr anong artworks in different nedia,
principally because these attributes are generally either extrinsic to the art
work itself or highly subjective. Nor are one-to-one equj.valents postulated in
conparing specific works in different media.
rnstead' eomparisons are linited to object.ive (or at 1east, denonstrable)
aspects of structure, texture, craft, and sty1e.
For example, certain nusical processes can often be demonstrated more
readily through graphic or literary analogs than through music examples aLone.
when coupled with analogs in other media the nusical point is more effectively
reinforced (e.g.:
Paul Kleers rtFugue in Red,rr an excellent graphic analog oi
the fugal process, conplete with subject, countersubject, initation, transpositions, and linear counterpoint).
The basic developnental procedures--contrast, repetition, and variation-exist in all nedia, as does the coneept of texture, though the forns they generate are described with different vocabularies, according to nediun.
Meaningful conparisons, therefore, nust address these underlying universal
principles, with appropriate translation of teminology as neeessary from one
ned:',um to another.
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Holidayrs Rubato: Toward an Analysis of Rhythnic Expressivity
Hao and Rachel Huang, Converse College

The authors examine and analyze a specific technique of rhythmic expressivity enployed in perfornance by Bil1ie Holiday. The classic jazz combination
of a single soloist accompanied by a sma1l ensenble involves a grid of frequent, regular beats in the accompaniment, upon which the soloist Projects a
the
line which may or may not partake of that regul,arity. To be intelligible'
soloistrs line nust exist within a metric franeworkl hence some regular subdivision of time nust be implied. But the suggested meter of the solo is often
at odds with the sinultaneous meter of the accompaninent.
The authors present transcrJptions of Cole Porterts lrWhat Is This Thing
Ca11ed Love?rr, as performed by Billie
Holiday (N.Y.C., April 14' L945) and El1a
Fitzgetald (L.A., February, 1956). The process of transcriPtion suggests the
questioni what is the metric relationship between the vocal line and the acconPaninent? Specifically, how often does a beat, or subdivision of a beat' in
a given solo coincide wjth a beat, or subdivision of a beat, in the accompanioent?

The authors compare three written versions of Col-e Porterrs song in the
analysis of each performance. One is the printed score; the second is a conventional transcription of the perfornance. The third schenatizes the convergences and divergences of solo and band, establishing the solors own inplied
neter. This approach offers insight into the expressive tension created by
orssynchrony of simultaneous neters.
Concomnittently, the authors discuss a
second technique of rhythmic nanipulation.
This one, akin to syncopation, relntorces the dependence of the solo on the neter of the accompaniment.
. Recorded excerpts fron the performances will be played at the presentataon.
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of a single soloist accompanied by a sma1l ensenble involves a grid of frequent, regular beats in the accompaniment, upon which the soloist Projects a
the
line which may or may not partake of that regul,arity. To be intelligible'
soloistrs line nust exist within a metric franeworkl hence some regular subdivision of time nust be implied. But the suggested meter of the solo is often
at odds with the sinultaneous meter of the accompaninent.
The authors present transcrJptions of Cole Porterts lrWhat Is This Thing
Ca11ed Love?rr, as performed by Billie
Holiday (N.Y.C., April 14' L945) and El1a
Fitzgetald (L.A., February, 1956). The process of transcriPtion suggests the
questioni what is the metric relationship between the vocal line and the acconPaninent? Specifically, how often does a beat, or subdivision of a beat' in
a given solo coincide wjth a beat, or subdivision of a beat, in the accompanioent?

The authors compare three written versions of Col-e Porterrs song in the
analysis of each performance. One is the printed score; the second is a conventional transcription of the perfornance. The third schenatizes the convergences and divergences of solo and band, establishing the solors own inplied
neter. This approach offers insight into the expressive tension created by
orssynchrony of simultaneous neters.
Concomnittently, the authors discuss a
second technique of rhythmic nanipulation.
This one, akin to syncopation, relntorces the dependence of the solo on the neter of the accompaniment.
. Recorded excerpts fron the performances will be played at the presentataon.
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Pre6entation: Ragtine: Perspectives and Influences
The Early Novelty Piano Solos of Zez Qonftey and
Their Relation to Ragtine and Jazz of the 1920s

rnprovised jazz has been analyzed using several diffemt approches. one
nethod focuses on the relationship between inprovised nelody and underlying
harmonic progression.
A second quite different approach seeks out melodic
pattems--notives or formulae--as a way to understand a single improvisation, a
particular improvisorts sty1e, or even stylistic
coherence in a given era of
jazz history.
A third approach attempts to find large-sea1e pi.tch relationships in an
i-nprovised phrase, chorus, or even in the solo as a whole using schenkerian
reductive procedures.
A fourth metbod of lazz anal-ysis applies the
inplication-realization
theories of Leonard Meyer. Following this approach,
various sna11 nelodic gestures imply probable consequences. A fifth approach,
assming xhat jazz improvisation is in nany ways analogous to spoken language,
applies techniques of linguistics to find rrneaningrr in an improvised solo,
There are variations on the above five approaches as well as other techniques for anaLyzing improvised jazz. Before choosing a method it is important
to ask two related questions too often ignored by theorists anaLyzing music of
all sorts: rrWhy anaLyze this nusic?rr and rrFor whon is the analysis ind.ended?i.
fn addition the analyst must be aware that the aesthetic criteria
for appreciating and evaluating a Tazz improvisation nay not be the sane criteria one
applies to non-inprovised nusic and that appropriate analytical techniques nay
differ accordingly.
An anal-ysis fomat is demonstrated which is a hybrid or synthesis of
several more focused approaches. lntended to be accessible and informative to
jazz and, non-jazz listeners,/readers, it presents the solo in
nusically-literate
readab1e transcription and, by neans of musical notation and few words, explicates the solors important features.
A.s appropriate, it rel-ates nelody to
harnony, highlights recurrent pattems, points our Large-sca1e relationships,
and indicates other aspects of the nusic as we1l. The format is ecl-ectic, borrowing selectively fron many approaches in an attenpt to communicate undertanding of both the improviserts procedures and the effect of the solo on the nusical listener.

James Richard Dossa, Evanston,

Illinois

1920' it followed two
As ragtine grew in popularity between 1895 andjazz'
tlne other a highly
path;l one being the development of earl-y
.rof*lo..t"y
form of popular music. During the 1910s, piano ro11" arrangers'
]"i,i"r"l"f1r"i
fu11-ieitured piano ro11, arrangenents of rags and ragtime
lr"lii"u-lr"shy,
responsible for ragrime,s commercial success. Ilovelty
Lirgel"y
;.r.
;;;;;;
by these craftsmen when they began publishing sheet
created
was
oi.io"tyf.
using the sane figures and devices which
compositions
and
;;;;;;r;rrg"ments
successful'
rolls
piano
nake
''--- their
Zez Confrey (1895-1971), the best-known Proponent of novelty piano style'
1918 and 1959
eomposed or.. or. hundred novelty piano solos and songs between
using teehniques and figures found in ragtime, eatLy jazz, piano roll arrangefeatures of his early piano
Major stylistic
,"a ciassical repertory.
,.itl,
solos include fornal design, polymetric devices, syncopation, melodic structures, breaks and fi11s, tritone-ornanented thirds, characteristic harnonic
progressions, color hamony, and jazz devices. confreyts early novelty style
and- its relation to ragtime and jazz is exanined through nusical analysis of
selected eompositions and discussion of various novelty devices which were
characteristic features of his piano so1os.
Hoagy Camichael, Ragtime' and Jazz' 1915-1935
John Edward Hasse' Smithsonian fnstitution

one of Americars greatest songwriters, Hoagy camichael sPent the first
twenty years of his career as a jazzman. This paper wil-1 attenpt to
reconstruct the early influence of ragtine and jazz on Camichael (1899-1981)'
and to assess something of his contributions to early jazz' as he moved fron
the milieu of nidwestern eollege jazz bands, to the all-inPortant jazz center
of New York City, to the commercial show-business world of Hollywood.
theater
Carmichaei studied ragtine with his mother, a silent-novie
pianist, and ragtime and jazz wjth Reginald DuValle' a black fndianapolis
pianist.
While Lttendirg high school- and Indiana University' he led a snall
jazzband. In !924 Cami&ael composed Riverboat Shuffle and Bix Beiderbeckers
band gave it the first of many recordii!!.
Arup-io-date composition in the
New Orleans jazz tradition,
this piece, with its multi-strain form' set the
pattern for nost of Camichael's compositions for the next four years (March of
the Hoodlums, llashboard Blues, Manhattan Rag). Most of his early works' iniazz pieces' not as popular
"1"d@t.Z-Ii-li!Ii*-"ataL
songs. SlLrU"st (originally a fast, rather raggy piece) reflected influerrces
fron both-TElTTi-e and tat*jchael's experience playing with Bejderbecke.
In 1929, Cami.cbael moved to New York, where he perforned and recorded
with Louis Arnstrong, Mi.ldred Bailey, the Dorsey brothers, Benny Goodnar, Bubber Miley, Jack Teagarden, and others. Leading jazzmen took up and recorded
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in contemporary works for this in-^+t1ta ro a degree seldon achieved as
tinate_rr4L*or nicrocosn, of
a distillation,
al1v. the Nocturnal is viewed
wJth its penchant for variation form.
:t111"1'j;".oroo"ltjona-I-E-chnjque,
BtltL--'lr"^. -bv' dranatie or quasi-progrmatic
exigencies, and deParture f ron'
practice wirhout recourse ro twelve-tone techniques.
h-iro,onic
::;Hi;;;

Carmichael works such as RoSki-nr-- chair, Georgia, Lazy River, and Lazybones.
These and others became t'standardsrr of jazz, and, tafei, p;;:;.g
,.pE?I6iIE".
G{S pmel: preparing for College Teachilg:
fdeas for Current and Future College Faeulty

4:o0 - 5:30 p'n'
Session: ComPuters' ttusicology' aail
l{usic Instruction--Curent Projects

SAIIIRDAY' 17 ogtOBER,

Terry Kuhn, Kent State University
University of Missouri, Colunbia
Albert LeBlanc, Miehigan State University
Robert Cutietta, Kent State Universr:ty
Jan McCrary, Michigan State University

AI{S/CMS

Wendy Sims,

Conputer-Assisted Production of Sixteenth-Century Music
Maureen Buja, Garland Publishing

This panel presentation deals with salient theoretical and practical isfhis overview of instructional- practices
is intendec for current and future college teachers. Topics include generic
instructional concepts and procedures deened pertinent t; instruction in alL
curricular areas. Terry Kuhn, professor of music and assistant vice president
fo acadenic and student affairs at Kent state university, provides an introduction covering aeadenic freedom, institutional expectatitns, and 1,ega1 considerations. Jan l4ccrary, a doctoral student at Michigan state university, shares
ideas on how graduate students can prepare to teaeh eollege courses. lfendy
sins, assistant professor at the university of Missouri at colunbia, discusses
record keeping and grading systens. Albert LeBlanc, associate professor at
Michigan state universi.ty, describes the purposes and uses or syrtlbi.
Robert
cutietta' assistant professor at Kent state university, elucidates J-eaming and
teaching styles.
rnteraction between the panel and the attend.ees followes
these five presentations.
sues confronting the college teacher.

SATURDAY,

Cl{S

17

OCTOBER, 4:OO

DespitetheenormousscholarlyattentiondevotedtomusicoftheRenais"Garland Publishing has announced four series, each on one of the
".."",_.greatdealoftheperiodlsfinestmusichasneveraPPearedinmodern
;il;;;r.
genres of sixteenth-century nusic: chanson' madrigal' motet' and inrrl".i""f
A11 four projects will present expeditiously a va.st
music,
I.."r""ari
has heretofore been unavailable'
that
music
of
repertory
--'!'or"th."e projects, we are transcribing the nusic directly fron partbooks
into a microcomputer, using a forn of desktop publishing' We are able to play
ih. ,o"ic direcily into the conputer and then transforn this data inro a modem
score.Theabilitytoplaybackthenusicgivesusimmediateinfornationabout
problens in the parts and the ability to read the score on screen makes correciion simple. If this nusic had to be transcribed, sent out to an engraver' and
then printed, the production time and the cost would be substantially higher.
Instead, we are able to do all steps in the process in-bouse, thereby greatly
reducing costs. vJithout the computer, these Projects would not othetrise be
commercially viable.
I'he nusic for eaeh of the four series survives only in the original partbooks. Many sources are unica. Although the parts sene for certain types of
stucly, wid.er currency and broader use come with commercially available nodem
scores. The music in all four projects has been mentioned throughout the fiterature' yet not easily avail,able for study- The chansons of Crecquillon' tbe
four and five voice nadrigals of Verdelot, and the second and third bood of
ricercars of Merulo are a1l exanples of this type of material. Their value to
in
the study of music history cannot be underestimated, but the difficulties
presenting this naterial has held up formal study. By offering transcriptions
of single sources we hope to fill in these lacunae and enable scholars to deal
with musie, not with transcribing.

- 5:00 p,n.

Presentation: Analysis of Threntieth-Century l,Iusic I
Benjamin Brittenrs

Nocturnal, Op.

69

afternoon

70

Timothy J. Bue11, Laurentian University

This paper presents a detailed discussion of Benjanin Brittenrs Nocturnal,
op. 70' a work wbich Julian Bream has described as the greatest G."ri"thcentury work written for the guitar. I,Ihen Britten turned his attention to instrumental writing, it was often a literary or dramatic exigency which stinulated a flow of ideas in instrunental terms. rn the case of the Nocturnal, the
initjal
stinulus came fron Dowlandrs ayre: 'come Heavy sleep,"GfiiE-Iierges
j.n the closing neasures of the Noqturnal, after
ten variations have elaborated
only the fj.rst strain.
using tf,Jl?i-grmatic
exigencies as a point of departure' the paper exanines in detail the tonal language and formal structure of
the Nocturnal. Particular attention is paid to the nanner in which Britten app.oaiIEF-l6illosing for rhe guitar.
The richness of nusical materiaL in the
Nocturnal is matched only by the trenendous facility
displayed by Britten in
writti.ng id:'omatically for a very difficult
instrunent; and breadth of nusical
design will be seen to be conflated with the guitarrs introspective and in-

Publishing Possibilities Arising fron the Gxford Music Processor'
with Special Reference to Schol-arship
Julian Elloway' oxford University Press
as are
Oxford Music Processor (OMP) is a nethod of nusic origination'
engraving, transfer, stencjls, etc. At present, nost publishers send out their
origination to specialist originators, and only do rrtouching uprr of artwork in-
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house. A few pubrishers do their own origination.
oup originates no music in-,oe
house' and does not intend this to changl significantly.
have however the
OMP software plus the necessary hardware to make any
final corrections or
alteration.
Where we may use OMp to originate music ourselves is for such
things as short music exar-pres for books where ninimal nusic rayout skiJ-1 is
needed and the task is a short one. oxford university pressr ow-n involvenent
with oMP is nainly in terns of marketing and distributing the software. use of
it will be no different fron that of lrany other publisheis who purchase it.
whereas publishers we expect to see a difflrence is in the subnission of
ftanuscripts to us in OMp originated form.
Many books are printed fron the work proeessed copy supplied by the au_
thor' which the publisher anends to conforn to house styte and then converts
for typesetting. This improves accuracy, and nay also nake possibl-e the publi_
cation of short*run specialist titles which othemise would be comnerciarly unviable.
oMP will enable scholars to provide the publisher with camera-ready
copy of a quality conparable to much professional origination so that the publ
lisher has no further costs than if a facsimile edition were being printeci. rn
nany cases this will make a significant differenee to the alility
of a pub_
lisher to produce a new scholarly edition at an acceptable price. Additionarly, it will enable easy extraction of separate parts fron a fu11 0rchestral
score on disk which will reduce the tine and effort in rneeting perfornance
deadlines.

A further inplication which we are exploring is the use as a database of
the increasing anount of music which wilr be encoded by oMp and by any other
computer origination facility.
ftalian

Music and Lyric poetry of the Renaissance
Michael Ke11er, Yale University

This project is developing a very large d.atabase incorporating both fur-1
text transcriptions of rtalian lyric poetry and associated nusic from ca. 14501650 and bibli.ographic record of the sources. A sinultaneous and pararrel
aspect of the project will pursue sinilar goals using sinilar, and in nany
cases the sane hardware and software, but with abstracted, untexted. instrunenl
ta1 music: entire nusical texts will be entered. rn both aspects of the project the 1oca1 goal is to establish bibliographic control over the poens
or
pieees in their various appearances. rn both also, the longer term goal is to
explore by analogous methods of database searching, the wide range and the various techniques of imitati.on in the Renaissance. Thus the seaieh for various
types of internal connections and various topoi in the poens is paralleled by
the exploration of various thenatic fani-IJm in the textless instrunental
nusic. The American branch of this rtalian-Anerican endeavor will broaden its
focus fron the poetry in the Raccolte di rine d.iverse of the prototype phase,
deve1opapoenana1ysis'et@ndcontinueworkonthe
repertory of late Renaissance rtalian initative instrunental nusic, adding canzonas to the ricercars already entering the database. These activities are
closely linked to and supportive of other research projects.
Materials acquired for use in the project will be catalogued in the Research Libraries rnformation Network (RLIN) and ultinately available on inter-library
1oan. The
rtali.an branch of the project has finished preparing a collated first-line
in-
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E 1.-+;. noetrv made fron about a dozen snaller such incipitari
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dating fron
d:" :t--:'r'--"".'"-"--^ria bevond. The Ttalian branch has t1"J-EI?iied contributing
the Kerar"'*..rJonrrptl" records to the d.atebase. BITNET is used as tbe interP::T:-:i".;i;;o,n"rrni""tio."
link and SPIRES has been chosen as the database
althorgt it is anticipated rhat the dara itself nay be inserted inro
;il;;;;:
^.A.rdatebasenanagers,includingmicloconPuterbasedsystems'andinterintelfigence prograns later'
iitri"a using artificial
A Database for Archival Research: A Scholarrs Solution

Giulio M. Ongaro, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Every scholar working on a project involving a large numbet of documents
or of a concreates; database, whether in the sinple form of a card file
fi1e, in order to nanipul-ate the data in his or her possession and to
ori"rt.a
"."arl-"r. as quickly as possible the information needed. The growing
availability of personal conputers is making them a standard
"ooiilti".tion-and
i"lf
of research in the humanities, but sone of the problems encountered in
buildi.ng a conputerized database renain the sane as those facing the compiLer
of a ca-rd file; fail"ure to think carefully about these basic problems' such as
name-authority control, nigbt result in poor access to the data and inadequate
perfomance. fn addition, the growing conplexity of software is often a stuniling block for beginner users and prevents then from util-izing all the dazzling features pronised by the instruction manuals.
The solution proposed here is to employ a progran extrenely easy to leam
and use, operating on a rel-atively basic personal conputer, to neet the needs
The sanple database indexes over 1,500 entlies on
of an average user.
nusicians anJ singers in 16th-century Venice, while giving fairl,y sophisticated
control of the nat.erial. Familiarity with databases and cataloging problens is
helpful in focusing on sone crucia1 questions prior to creating a database.
Solutions to some of these problems, and suggestions for further imProvenents!
are presented, showing that even a basjc computelized database can greatly facilitate our work.
Videodiscs and Conputers: A New Dinensjon for the Music classroon
and Self-Djrected Study
Ann M. !{oodward,

Lhiversity of }lorth Carolina, Chapel Hill

Linking interactive vj.deodisc to computer can bring to the general college
student opportunity for study jn nusic listening tbat provides visual aids to
assist in the perception of auditory phenomena. The structure for study is
provided through leciures, written naterjals includi.ng nusic scores, and an interactive computer progran for self-directed study.
The use of videodiscs ln lectures adds an important auxiliary dinension
for student and instructor alike.
Musical performances can be heard and seel
or heard while a score is scrolled across tbe screen. Random access--accurate
to one thirtieth of a second and flexible enough to Bove instantly from point
to point on the videodisc--means that inportant elenents of nusic can be isolated or compared and that the vicleo of performances or scoreg can be frozen fc'r
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house. A few pubrishers do their own origination.
oup originates no music in-,oe
house' and does not intend this to changl significantly.
have however the
OMP software plus the necessary hardware to make any
final corrections or
alteration.
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Music and Lyric poetry of the Renaissance
Michael Ke11er, Yale University
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1oan. The
rtali.an branch of the project has finished preparing a collated first-line
in-
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illustration
or dlscussion. Ilistorical and cultural slides on the videodisc
help provide a context for the nusic,
The courseware' cal1ed x9rx1, provides study naterials thar are linked to
videodiscs produced at thE-Ti-iversity
of Delaware. NorE! consists of a
presentation framework into wbich instructional modules arrim-inserted for fourteen pieces of music. T},e student, using the computer and videodisc, can study
by hearing and seeing a performance or score, stop to repeat any given section
of a conposition, request information about musical elenents, structure, and
meaning within the section in question, and access a dictionary of nusical
tems fron the text. Texts are illustrated from slides on the videodiscs. An
editing program a11ows the teacher to add to the instructional text.

SI'NDAY,

CUS

18

OGDoBER,

8:30 - 1O:00 a.n.

Presentation: lAe Black Rural Heritage in Ns

Orleans

The Role of the Violin in Rural Zydeco Music

Jacqueline Cogdell DjeDje' Lrniversity of Califomia.

Los Angeles

illustrate with nusical selecThe purpose of this paper is to discuss and
role ot the violin in rural zydeco nusic. Although urban zydeco
.r^-"".1i
include violins, j.n rural areas of Louisiana the instrument senes
iJil" **fy
in performance groups'
'--io, inoortant function
-. -o"r
exa*p1e, in its prirrary role as lead instrument, tbe nai.n nelody with
,a.iatior" arl all played on the v1olin! the accordion, guitar, nandolin' trio-o1e or washboard are nerely used as accompaniment'
*""--o""u"iora1ly
the viol jn and another inst rumental medjun--voice or
In this caser the
accordion--wi1l- have an equal role in the ensenble,
nusicians play the instrunents in unison or one hamonizes with the other.
As an-accompanying instrunent' the violin :'s nost commonly used to do the
trbassingrr--that js, when a repetitive Pattern is played thloughout the piece.
On othei occasions, the sane nelody or a counter-mel-ody is p1-ayed on the violin
There have also
interchangeably with that of the voice or another instlunent.
serves as inproviser while another inbeen insiances when the violinist
strunentalist or singer perfoms the main melody. When this happens the
violinist may develop the nelody or introduce new naterial.
Not only will I provide socio-cu1tura1 background r'-nformation about the
history and developnent of zydeco in Louisiana, but selected exanples of zydeco
nusic fron recordi,ngs by canray Fontenot and Joseph ttBebett carriere will be
played to denonstrate the various ways in wbich the i.nstrument can be used as a
solo and accompanying mediun.
Gl'lS

Pmel:

The Pilot Resiilency Progrm of the National Endovnent
for the Arts: Establishing a Ns Ensenble

Sara Lambert Bloon, University of Cincinnati
Antionette Handy, Acting Director, Music Program,
National Rndowment for the Arts
Maria Stadtnueller, Progran Director of Chanber Music America
Robert J. Werner, University of Cincj.nnati

Panelists Robert J. Werner, Dean of the Cincinnati College/Consenatory of
Music, Antionette Handy, Acting Director of the }fusic Progran of the NEA, and
Maria Stad.tmueller, Prtgran Diiector of Chamber Music America will join ne in
presenting the procedure for establjshing a season of concerts within the connunity for an energing ensenble. The prograr links the music school with its
eonnunity' provides a model for all students aspiring to a career in chambet
uusic, and acts as a bridge to future professional engagements for the ensemble.
1987-88

---.

The Three-Year Tinetable

Establishing the ensenble: selecting, training' establishing
eligi5ilify,
naking audition tapes, building credentials
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Sunday morning

Spring,1988
Fa11,1988
1988-89

June,1989
1 9

1.

89-90

9etting up thg prqposed engagements: ccntacting rhe sponsors
in the community (librarieElEhooTs,
museums, etc, )
Conpleting the NEA application: assenbling the proposed
schedule and financial andlre, tapes, programs, biographies,
repertoire 1ist, letters of interest from the sponsors
Pursuing r'atching funds: makins prooosals to citvunlverslty, corporate, and private sponsors; continued
nusical training of the ensenble and expansion of repertiore
and activities
Receiving notification fron the NEA
Completing the residency: perforning the engagements,
replacing nembers as necessary, working with the group on
professional opportunities now available to theo

Additional Discussion
other methods of birtbing an ensembel: life without the pilot

progran

2.

Prograns available

re s idency
3. How to

to the professional

ensenble:

handle a proposed residency rejected by ttre
Cl{S

Presentation:

life

residency

after pilot

NEA

Analysis of 1\rentieth-Century l{usic II

The Tenporal Structure of Nonteleological Music

Jonathan D, Kraner, University of Cincinnati
The twentieth century has given birth to nusical conpositions that lack
such traditional elenents as phrases, progressions, goal direction, novenent,
and contrasting rates of notion.
Such nusic seens to deny the progress of
time; perhaps it tri.es to negate tine itself.
It offers a single present
stretched out into an enormous duration, a potentially infinite tnowr that nonetheless feels like an instant.
rn music without phrases, without tenporaL
articulation, with total consistency, whatever structure is in the nusic exists
between sinultaneous layers of sound, not between successive gestures. Leonard
Meyer has ca11ed such music rrnonteleological.tr
rn his forthconing book The
Time of Musi.c (Sehirmer Books), the author of
paper cal1s the tine sense
creaiailTy rcnteleological music'tvertical.rt
A vertically conceived piece does not exhibit large-scale closure.
It
does not begin but merely starts.
Tt does .ot build to a clinax, does not
puposefully set up internal implicatioDs, does not seek to fu1fi11 any expectations that nay arise accidentally, does not build or release tension, and does
not end but simply ceases, \To event depends on any other event. 0r, to put it
a.other way, an entire composition is just one large event. A vertical piece
defines its bounded sound-wor1d early in its perfornance and stays within the
limits it chooses.
Most descriptions, including that given above, focus on features vertical
musjc lacks:
no phrases, no orogression, no contrast, no beginnings, no
endings, no goa1s, no referential meanings, no climaxes, no inplications, no
resolutions, no surprises.
such charact€rizations are curiously negative for

SundaY

75

norninC

qn art that celebrates the now. fn its attempt to focus on what vertical musiI.r tire is, not on what it is not, this paper draws para11e1s between the ex6? vertical time and certain nental states associated with dreams,
il.l"n""
and sensory deprivairypro.i", meditation, schizophrenia' drug intoxicatior,
t

ion.

pedagogy

of Conbinatoriality:

A rrVisual!' Approach to Source Hexachord Symetry

Paul !J. Metz, Colorado State University

prior to the actual creation of their music, serial composers have historica11y labored at a rrpre-conpositional stage,rr during whjch certain elements
(particularly pitch) are ordered at varying 1eve1s of complexity. A "preanalytical stagelrtherefore seems appropriate for the student of analysis, duris carefully examined for various
:'-ng which the pitch row in particular
One of the nost significant of these properties is hexachordal
properties.
conbinatorial itY.
This paper presents a sinple, unified nethod for detemining the hexachorda1 conbinatorial properties of a given twelve-tone row. It requires no knowledge of set theory; students need not understand 'rnormal orderrr or interval
The unifying concept for this method is that all concontent analysis.
binatorial hexachords 3sg symetrical in some way.
Synmetry can be defined as the property of renaining invariant under
certain operations. Since the most conmon examples of symmetry are visual,
synnetric pitch structures are nost recognizable when they are represented ir
an effective visual nanner, The rrclockrr diagram espoused by certain theori.sts
is particularly effective since it is a nost accurate representation of the mod
12 equal-tenpered pitch-c1ass systen.
Al1 source hexachords of hexachordally-combinatorial rows wiil exhibit one
or more of four symnetry types. Each of these relates directly to a conbinatorial relationship between one of the four types of row transformation and
the original row.
Unquestionably, hexachordal conbinatorjality is a somewhat conplex property. An examinatjon of the symmetries of the source hexachord, however, is a
very sinple and relatively
quick nethod for Ceter.m:ining the combjnatorial
properties of a given twelve-tone row.
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presentation: Fifteenth_Ceatury Studiea
paula il. Eiggins, Duke llniversity, Ghair

Al,tS

The Origin and Early History of proportion Signs
Anna Maria Busse

ever' a detailed study of late fourteenth- and fifteenth-century theoretical
and practical
sources- sh.ows that proportion signs had otiginally a nore
specific function of substituting for nensuration signs. rt is-striking
that
early murces use 9g!y those proportions which could be indicated by a conbina_
tion of various mensuration signs with the assumption of breve equivalence:
3:2 shown.by O:C or 6:C; 4:3 by O:O or J:C; 9:4 byO:C; 9:g by O:gl i:f ty C:$;
3:1 by c:Q. (other proportion signs re.e introduted only in ine rate fifteenth
century by Tlnctoris and Gaffurius.)
Similarly, it is striking that propor_
tions were originall-y not cumulative, just as nensuratioo Jigr" were not
cunulat ive.
These findings become intelligible
when one recalls that the rtalian notational systen, being based on breve equaLity, a1-1owed a1l- of the proportions
listed above, whiLe the French syste. aia rot.
The introduction of fractions
was therefore necessary to provide the eomposer using the French systen with an
unambiguous nettrod of indicating proportions naturaiy
inherent ii the ttalian
systen.
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Berger, Stanford University

. It has long been thought that proportion signs came into existence around
1400 to override the minim equivaience which g-ovemed rer-ationships between
note values under different mensurations in the !'rench notational system. How-

Classification in the Mid-Fifteenth Century:
Evidence fron the Binchois Fragnent
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manuscript and to attribute"'.t-Yu";-"tl?

The Manuscript Trent 91:

A New Assessment

Adelyn N. Peck, Princeton University

Trent 91 is the latest of the seven Large vol,umes of fifteenth-century
nusicknownastheTrentCodices.Usuallydatedca.1465-7475.ithasoften
than the chronological
i'."i a."ra"a as a postscript to the Trent series in more
. hopeless miseellany made up alnost entirely of anonynous unica. As a
;;;;.,
little of its contents has been published or studied. fn this paper, I
,""rfi,
,iif propo". a new view of the manuscript, based on paleograpbical anal-ysis, as
.onsisti"g of several independent colLections bound together well after their
conpletion, When these smaller manuscriPts are examined separately' their internal repertorial organization becomes much clearer, as does the chronological
relationship between them. More amPortantly, sone take on previousl-y unlbo collections, for instance' were planned
suspected historical significance.
as anthologies of works by Martini and vincenet respectively; a number of
anonynous pieces included there nay be traceable to these coEposers' or to cu1tural centlrs where they were active. Another portion of the manuscript contains Marian antiphons possibly of English origin, and elucidates the role of
have speEnglish music on the Continent after Bid-century. Othel collections rrimitationrl
cial relevance to the history of the poLyphonic liass Proper, the
Ordinary cycl-e, and also sone conparatively rare genres, such as polyphonic
settings of rhe Old Testament readings for Christmas. This paper will define
and examine the subdivisions of Trent 91, creating a new place for the manuscript in the context ot fifteenth-century music.

Dennis Slavin, Baruch College
Four bifolios are aL1 that remain of a nanuscript in black notation, most
1ike1y conprled i.n the I44Ots. wholly devoted to songs by Binchois. fn aildition to its unusual emphasis on nusic by one conposer, the Binchois fragment
(Munich. B. *q. MS Ga7l. 902; olin MS 3L92) is clistinguished fron conremporary
chansonniers because songs of dr-fferent genres are kepi separate: rondeaux
appear first, followed by the unique exanple of a Binchois bergerette, then two

ba1 1ades.

of the manuscript reveals an unexpected organizing principle
- _ -rnvestigation
within
the rondeau section: the songs are grouped-accordinf to final.
Moreover, when pieces share a iinal their ord.er is determined by -the system (cantus
durus or cantus no1lis) and anbitus of the Tenor. Harold S. powers has-lE6ii
that conventional cmbinatioiF-iT-these
three features (system, ambitus and
final) defined the rrtonal typesr rhat represented nodes in
i.ir#a;;m-"ai.r"
that were nodalLy ordered. such corlections clid rot rpp""r
untir the midsixteenth century,
cannot say that- the order of pieces in M902 is determined by node, or
. v{'e
that
the nunber of suniving chansons provides an ideal sample, but tle patlern

The MedievaL

Obituary and the Rise of Sacred Polyphony in the Low Countries
Barbara Helen Haggh, Tufts University

or
No religious
servi-ce has been nore neglected by nusicologists
li.turgists than the obituary, also known as the anniversary or obit, a memorial
for the deceased consisting of Vigl1s, the reading of comendatory prayers' and
a Requiem nass. Archival documents fron the Low Couf,tries testify to the wide1y varying frequency and ceremony of the obit, and even record the incl'usion of
a, polyphonic Requiem nass by the nid-fifteenth
century. However' it is not the
obit itself which is of greatest interest, but rather the endownents for it and
for associated devotions: votive offices and nasses, the rrloventt or Salve' and
various interpolations in the daily cursus, all events known for including
sacred polyphony.

. Following a sumary history of obit celebrations in collegiate and parish
churches
of tle Low countries and at the court of Burgundy during its Nortbern
residence, enphasizing their growing ceremonial diversification,
and a discus-
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The Origin and Early History of proportion Signs
Anna Maria Busse

ever' a detailed study of late fourteenth- and fifteenth-century theoretical
and practical
sources- sh.ows that proportion signs had otiginally a nore
specific function of substituting for nensuration signs. rt is-striking
that
early murces use 9g!y those proportions which could be indicated by a conbina_
tion of various mensuration signs with the assumption of breve equivalence:
3:2 shown.by O:C or 6:C; 4:3 by O:O or J:C; 9:4 byO:C; 9:g by O:gl i:f ty C:$;
3:1 by c:Q. (other proportion signs re.e introduted only in ine rate fifteenth
century by Tlnctoris and Gaffurius.)
Similarly, it is striking that propor_
tions were originall-y not cumulative, just as nensuratioo Jigr" were not
cunulat ive.
These findings become intelligible
when one recalls that the rtalian notational systen, being based on breve equaLity, a1-1owed a1l- of the proportions
listed above, whiLe the French syste. aia rot.
The introduction of fractions
was therefore necessary to provide the eomposer using the French systen with an
unambiguous nettrod of indicating proportions naturaiy
inherent ii the ttalian
systen.
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sion of liturgical
connections between obits and votive services, r sha1l
denonstrate that the endownents associated with obits were responsible for the
rise of sacred polyphony in the Low Countries and the widespread establishment
of resident professional singers of polyphony in most larger churches. As obit
endowments proliferated,
nore occasions requiring polyf,nony were introduced
while larger suns to pay musicians were correcie.l. --ny irre mid-fifteenrh
century these endownecnts had become so nunerous that iesident rather than
itinerart nusicians were needed to perforn the inereasing number of seryices
requested by donors' surviving compositions and paynents -to scribes also suggest that the nost intricate polyphony was performed during votive senices associated with the obit rather than during the nass and office.
This
pretation of the role of the obit in the history of sacred music notinteronly
demonstrates the importance of the endowment as a vehicle for musicar^
patronage, but also clarifies the fu.ction of most so_calLed rparaliturgicaLrr
sacred polyphony--in the r-ate Middle Ages, it was servirg u" r. ostentatious
and personal intercessory p1ea.

of the complex source probl-en: the problen of which Philidor
Aiffetent aspect {tuaLly
reproduces Lullyrs original nusic. No longer is it
any,
if
::;;;",
r-question of variant readings: now the essential but vexing probl"ens of
";i;
nust be solved'
l'tL*iv
Lully's Motets in the Seventeenth and Tbentieth Centuries:
Royal and Conmercial Copies as a Basis for Edition and Performance
Lionel Sawkins,

Session: Lu1ly Sources: problens and Solutions
Jmes R. Anthony, University of Arizona, Ghair

An Edition of Lullyrs Bal1et des Arts Based on
Three Manuscripts Which are No Longer Extant

recordings.

University of Arizona

The major sources of the Ba11et des Arts (1663) consist of fifteen manu_
scripts which fa11 into three-riEdlTl6iFlFEilidor,
Foucaurt and an unnaned
third tradition.
During the editing process, r reconstructed. a rost
'nasterrl
for each of the traditions, drawing fron the existing nanuscripts of eaeh
tradition; I then conposed the edition fron these three rnaster;r.
This paper
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of using this proeedure for the
Bal1et des Arts and for other early ballets of Lul1y.
Berkeley MS 454 and the philidor

London

Although many of the nore celebrated works of Lu11y were printed in bis
lifetine, the najority were eirculated or sold in the form of nanuscripts after
his death. Philidor and Foucault apparently enployed sone 30 scribes in their
ateliers, some working in both undertakings. The dj.fferentiation and dating of
the rrhandrr nay present significantly different versions. These and other facis inappropriate in
tors shm that the usual concept of a principal- source
editing nany of Lullyrs works. UP to four copying rrtraditionsrr (incLuding two
tlifferent ones from Phil-idorrs workshop) may be postulated for some motets,
suggesting that hthen the scribes were required to produce new copies, they nay
6onetines have only had other copyistst realizations, or the composerts dictated sketehes, or even inperfect copies of the latter, fron which to work.
Sone of the late grands motets and the nine extant reeueils of petits notets
will serve as the basis of this study, which wilL be illustrated with recent

AHS

Meredith Little,

79

norning

Ballard and 3eyond: Problerns in Establ,ishing Lullyrs Text for Armide
Lois Rosow, Ohio State University
Amide, like the other operas dating from L679 or later, was printed in
furthermore, we have two manuscript violin
parts lt€ed by members of Lullyts orchestra. These sources pose their own problens: the print exists in variant states, and the parts and print disagree in
6ome \days. The Philidor/Foucault issue is less crucial- here than for the ballets since the manuscripts of Armicle nade in both shops seen to sten fron the
priatsS sti11, i-nconsistent.i-r*
ra.iurts among the nany manuscript copies
raise questions about the lines of transnission within (and beyond) the individual ateliers--and make it difficult
to discount many of these apparently
Petipheral sources.
fu11 score under Lullyts direction:

Tradition

Carl B. Schmidt, philadelphia Colleges of the Arts
Philidor is justLy renembered for his nonumental effort (through his
atelier) to copy the nusic of Lul1y for the library of Louis Xrv and thus to
preserye it for posterity.
!i-q g.ti..,
however, are not limited to the superb
folio volumes (partitions g6ndrales) now predoninantly in the collections of
Paris and versailles
io ihE-serFof paris belonging fornerly to the comte d.e
". provided
Toulouse. Philidor also
music to other patrons, sometines in the forn
of suites, and copied a series of rtVieux EalLets iu Roytt as partitions reduites
insma11ob1ongvo1unes.onesuchvo1ume,Berke1.eyui+sa,ffi
six Lu1ly ballets premiered between 165g and 7662 prus an addi-tional ballet not
by Lu11y. Because this nanuscript includes nunerous runiea,r the editor nust
deternine if such numbers actually belong to the authentic Lully canon or are
later additions by another conposer. The study of Berkeley MS 454 focuses on a

The Evidence

of Separate Transmission i.n the Copying of Lullyrs Court Bal-l-ets
Rebecca

Harris-Warrick, Comel1 University

None of the nanuscript sources for Lullyts court balLets were copied at
the tine of the original
productions; all date fron years, if not decades,
Study of the surviving sources suggests that during the years between
::^t""'
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had independent transmissions.
For exanple, vocal and instrumental pieces
often were transmitted separately' and the pieces that Lu11y used in other
works often show contanination fron rate copies of those works. Thus, sone of
the pieces nay have followed different routes and passed through the hands of a
different number of copyists before ending up in the
This paper
will examine the evidence of individual transmission "a."
seen "o,ir"".
in the sources for
Les Noces de Village (1663) and discuss the inplications of chis source situa_
tion for the new edition of the work.

sunday morning

nol contemporary reports sug-^-.-- af his Versuch. Nejther letters
But
the last*cno"i"-rrrl
f acil iry 'Ln this sort of improvisation.
Fa?ti-rr
"",
C."t :i:.:^:::ir.,
do give an idea of rhe ains and circmstances of
the. o,o:":;:;;ieren, "ouri""and consultation of the musical sources supplies sone
HAydn' b Y"""r-=
'
miising detalrspaper,
r will- take as ny focus the earliest entries in Haydn's
In this
that those entries mirrored the direction that the
arguing
drafts,
.ortirilty
CLoser study will indicate the nethod
phantasieret'tt
tooK
conposerts work
.0""1'j]^j"ii";J
,-:_s +tair Dlacement or--z-pug", a"d the persuasive and profound logic that
cortett and furtler usage; this logic influenced the wo'k that
9""::"=^:-:;;;"
which was unified through transformations of the
ih".ot".unt,
jerivation and diversifj.carion.
It will then be possible to
:::i:
;;;;;;
"i:i-'
o.,en farther to notat ions tenporal 1y closest to phantasieren.
"---;
tor ttaydn can be seen to forn a decisive contrast to the Baroque
:;*;;;;""
the
rnstead of being directed outward to the audience'
qg*gEl3tggglg:
#-u." o,
in the trinspiraand
Geniith,
the.
eomposer's
of
.rri."i"-f.r;-;f.*pression
(Griesinger)
.Iil .f the inner spirit."

-

Essential Dissonance in Lu11y's Ba11et Music: Copyists' Error or
Composerrs Intention?
Erich Schwandt, University of Victoria
The nanuscript sources for Lullyts Hercule anoureux (1662)__the rrgrand
balletrr composed to celebrare the marr.iage E Lout" xI\/-transnjt
a surprising
nunber of suspicious dissonances. strains begin and end with 4ths, Tths and
9ths, and sinuLtaneous cross relations as well as other harsh intervals occur
frequentlyl moreover, the thirteen fu1l scores of this ballet seen to be in
agreement that these tcruditiesr are indeed part of the text of the music.
rt seems unlikely that thirteen independent professional copyists who were
working fron rlauthenti-ctt copies coul,d have a1l nade that same birtr.t
copying
errors. rs it possible that their copies transnit the musical text that illly
actual,ly wrote?
The object of this paper is to examine two paoblematic entr6es fron Herculg.amgurgux to determine whether such ,errors' can be l""tlrTEE-iiiically-En-d
stylistically,
and to determine whether they should be al1owed to stand in the
main text of the new Lu11y Complete l,Jorks.
AMS

Haydnts Creation Mass and the Creation of Beethovenrs Mass in c
Jeremiab W. McGrann, Hanard University

Seethoven, when writing his Mass in C for the 1807 name day of Princess
Haydn.
Esterhazy, was ful1y aware that he was following in the footstePs of (AndetBeethoven expressed his feel-ings in a famous letter to Frince Esterhazy
son 150): tt...I sha1l hand you the Mass with considerable apprehension, since
you, most excellent Prince, are accustomed to have the inimitable trasterPieces
of th" g."rt Haydn perforned for you.r' How this awareness affected the conposition of the Mass is the topic of this paper.
While the relationship oi Beethoven's op. 86 to ihe late masses of Haydn
has been a repeated concern of scholars, the sketches' the logical repository
for evidence of Beethovenrs conpositional apprehensions, have not yet been incorporated into our understanding of this re1-ationship. lrlew evidence from the
sketchbook for the Mass (Paris, BibliothAque Nationale Beethoven aut' ns' 60
no. 2) shows that Beethoven saw Haydnrs Schdpfungsnesse and even copied out
fragments fron it.
This study focuses on beethovenrs Kyrie, places his conpositional choices of structure and content within the framework of Haydnrs
late Kyries, and finally concentrates on the question of nelodic and procedural
connections to the Sch8pfungsnesse based on evidence from the sketches' The
6tudy presents a ,ar!-EiFi[iEfllE
of the sketches as a vehiele for funneling
outside influences and for dealing with, by both assinilation and rejection,
the ttinimitable masterpiecesir of Haydn.

Session: Studies il Classical l,ftrsic

Jane Perry-Carp, Floriila State University,
Haydnr

Ghair

s Phantasieren

Hollace A. Schafer, Brandies University
Botb of Haydnrs earliest biographers used the word "lbglj3g:glglr
in anecdotes about the beginning of his compositional process, as-Til-TIE-T6Ilowing:
Haydn always devised his works at the keyboard. rr sat down, began to
improvise (phantasieren) depending on whether ny nood (Genijth) was sad or
happy, serious or playful." (Griesinger)
At eight orclock, Haydn had breakfast. Then he sat down at the keyboard
and improvised (phantasieren) until he found ideas serving his purpose,
which he innediately put on paper: That is how the first sketches for his
conpositions came into being.... (nies)
hlhat occurred during liaydnrs phantasieren? Though essentially aura1" was any
of this work saved in a tecogrTirbTE-ic-iilon paper?
There is no indication that tphantasierenr should be understood simply as
"improvise", i.e., the sort of p.rbliclEt?o-?ilince rhat c.p.E. Bach outlined in

The Gustavian Opera: Gluckian Reforn and Synthesis

Bertil van Boer Jr., Wiehita State University
Perhaps the most innovative and, at present' relatively unknown musical
establishnent during the eighteenth century vas that in Stockholm. rn this
northern capital, xire Grstat IIl of Sweden gathered together artists fron all
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in the sources for
Les Noces de Village (1663) and discuss the inplications of chis source situa_
tion for the new edition of the work.
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Essential Dissonance in Lu11y's Ba11et Music: Copyists' Error or
Composerrs Intention?
Erich Schwandt, University of Victoria
The nanuscript sources for Lullyts Hercule anoureux (1662)__the rrgrand
balletrr composed to celebrare the marr.iage E Lout" xI\/-transnjt
a surprising
nunber of suspicious dissonances. strains begin and end with 4ths, Tths and
9ths, and sinuLtaneous cross relations as well as other harsh intervals occur
frequentlyl moreover, the thirteen fu1l scores of this ballet seen to be in
agreement that these tcruditiesr are indeed part of the text of the music.
rt seems unlikely that thirteen independent professional copyists who were
working fron rlauthenti-ctt copies coul,d have a1l nade that same birtr.t
copying
errors. rs it possible that their copies transnit the musical text that illly
actual,ly wrote?
The object of this paper is to examine two paoblematic entr6es fron Herculg.amgurgux to determine whether such ,errors' can be l""tlrTEE-iiiically-En-d
stylistically,
and to determine whether they should be al1owed to stand in the
main text of the new Lu11y Complete l,Jorks.
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Haydnts Creation Mass and the Creation of Beethovenrs Mass in c
Jeremiab W. McGrann, Hanard University

Seethoven, when writing his Mass in C for the 1807 name day of Princess
Haydn.
Esterhazy, was ful1y aware that he was following in the footstePs of (AndetBeethoven expressed his feel-ings in a famous letter to Frince Esterhazy
son 150): tt...I sha1l hand you the Mass with considerable apprehension, since
you, most excellent Prince, are accustomed to have the inimitable trasterPieces
of th" g."rt Haydn perforned for you.r' How this awareness affected the conposition of the Mass is the topic of this paper.
While the relationship oi Beethoven's op. 86 to ihe late masses of Haydn
has been a repeated concern of scholars, the sketches' the logical repository
for evidence of Beethovenrs conpositional apprehensions, have not yet been incorporated into our understanding of this re1-ationship. lrlew evidence from the
sketchbook for the Mass (Paris, BibliothAque Nationale Beethoven aut' ns' 60
no. 2) shows that Beethoven saw Haydnrs Schdpfungsnesse and even copied out
fragments fron it.
This study focuses on beethovenrs Kyrie, places his conpositional choices of structure and content within the framework of Haydnrs
late Kyries, and finally concentrates on the question of nelodic and procedural
connections to the Sch8pfungsnesse based on evidence from the sketches' The
6tudy presents a ,ar!-EiFi[iEfllE
of the sketches as a vehiele for funneling
outside influences and for dealing with, by both assinilation and rejection,
the ttinimitable masterpiecesir of Haydn.
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Jane Perry-Carp, Floriila State University,
Haydnr

Ghair

s Phantasieren

Hollace A. Schafer, Brandies University
Botb of Haydnrs earliest biographers used the word "lbglj3g:glglr
in anecdotes about the beginning of his compositional process, as-Til-TIE-T6Ilowing:
Haydn always devised his works at the keyboard. rr sat down, began to
improvise (phantasieren) depending on whether ny nood (Genijth) was sad or
happy, serious or playful." (Griesinger)
At eight orclock, Haydn had breakfast. Then he sat down at the keyboard
and improvised (phantasieren) until he found ideas serving his purpose,
which he innediately put on paper: That is how the first sketches for his
conpositions came into being.... (nies)
hlhat occurred during liaydnrs phantasieren? Though essentially aura1" was any
of this work saved in a tecogrTirbTE-ic-iilon paper?
There is no indication that tphantasierenr should be understood simply as
"improvise", i.e., the sort of p.rbliclEt?o-?ilince rhat c.p.E. Bach outlined in

The Gustavian Opera: Gluckian Reforn and Synthesis

Bertil van Boer Jr., Wiehita State University
Perhaps the most innovative and, at present' relatively unknown musical
establishnent during the eighteenth century vas that in Stockholm. rn this
northern capital, xire Grstat IIl of Sweden gathered together artists fron all
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disciplines--art,
music, stage design, architecture, literature, and dance--for
the purpose of foming a fertile cultural milieu, the prinary function of whieh
was the conposition of opera. Gustar hinGETT-?irected the adninistration and
genesis of the various productions. He financed the nost modern opera house in
Europe at that time, wrote the drafts (and occasionally final libretti)
for the
stage works, and even directed the day-to-day operations of the theater. Further, he encouraged leading figures in the arts to emigrate to Sweden, such as
Jean Desprez, Anton Bournonville, and Abbe Vogler. Unlike other rulers of that
tine, however, Gustav meant his theater to be for the edification and entertainment of the publ-ic at-large.
As the Gustavian opera devel-oped, three najor trends emerged; the Classical, the historical, and the comic. fhe first was based upon Greek and Roman
nythology, the seeond on nationalist subjects like Gustav Wasa or Sr=eLJar1,
and the third on translations and adaptations of t6;pE;noniqu6-Eid-3Tng-spiel.
Virtually fron its inception in 1772, the Gustavian opera was almost
fanatically devoted to the operas of G1uck. Gustav encouraged his stabLe of
composers to surpass Gluck by synthesizing the latest trends and styles from
But Gustav was.ot an absolute dictator of taste, for he acthe continert.
tively required his conposers like Joseph Martin Kraus and Francesco Uttini to
pursue their own individuaL styles, unfettered by considerations of public or
private tastes.
Though the Gustavian opera practically ceased to exist folLowing Gustavrs
untimely assasination in L792, nany of the innovations he promoted--the interdependence of text and music, the intense collaboration between balletmaster,
stage director, librettist
and conposer, the creation of the nodern ballet,
modern conducting techniques, ete.--1-ived on and were exported back to the continent, where they formed the foundation for much of modern opera.
The Keyboard Concerto in the Eighteenth Centuryl
Continuities of Genre in a Tine of Stylistic Change

Jane R. Stevens, Yale University

While protesting the inportance of a suniving ritornel-lo-form frmework
in the first movements of Mozartrs piano concertos, nodern writers as diverse
as Charl-es Rosen, Robert Levin, and Arthur Hutchings neverthel-ess continue to
view those works through the fiLter of some version of rrsonata-concertorr forn.
The nost extrene application of that principle, the rldoubLe exposition,rr has
now been largely rejected as a result of our increased awareness both of
llozartrs predecessors and espeeially of theoretieal deseri-ptions of the concerto written by his contenporariesl yet no alternative analytic model adequate
for Mozartts concertos has been proposed that effectively frees the historian
Such a nodel
froo the assumptions of a nineteenth-century formal construct.
can energe only fron a study of the variety of fornal conventions inherited by
the late-eighteenth-century composer of keyboard concertos. An analysis of the
harpsichord concertos written by Carl Philipp Enanuel Bach in the 1740rs and
form was exPanded and in sone
1750rs reveals the ways in which ritornello
instances--particularly
a nodern
toward the end of incorporating
recapitulation--even disrupted, in order better to serve the nusical aims of a
mid-century generation, The resulting trnodel,!r particui,arLy when understood in
conjunction with the concertos written in the 1760's by Johann Christian Baeh,
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providesanessentialkeytounderstandi'ngl4ozatt|sfirstnovementswithina
an analysis of Mozartts movenents from this point of view
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Session: Nineteenth-@ntury Song CYcles

Jurgen Thyn' EastEa School of tfusic. Ghair

rrln der Fernett: Schubertts Rellstab
Ricbard Kramer, State University of New York' Stony Brook
rHad Schubert lived longer, he would have eured himse1f of this paroxysm.rr
trln der Femerr were too nuch
In L829, the brazen para11e1 fifths in Schubertts
for rhe critic in the Allgeneine Musikalische Zejtung' who otheruise found nucb
to adnire in the SchwaiEiEEsng. t?re offending Passage was captured as well in
and octaves from the master
Johannes Brahns'l--splendid bestiary of fifths
repertory. Brahns noted the passage, tested an alternative, and wondered aloud
tbe renedy didntt obLiterate the power of Schubertrs message. And
"heth.r
Heinrich schenker, in his probing gloss on the Brahns nanuscript, argued eharthat the fifths fa11 away when we set these neasures in a propaeteristically
erly distant perspective.
It will not do to construe the passage as a sol,ecisnr nor to patronize a
negligent schubert for indulging in text-expressive 1leense. Trhe issue suga theoretical one, in pursuit of the neaning of
g"sts tro lines of inquiry:
the passage as a tonal, construct; and a linear one that seeks to hear its significance in the context of richer narratives extending beyond the song itself
to the entire group of Rellstab settings.
Ttrat sone cyclic proeess is at play here seems evident enough in those
cognate areas which tie one song to another nore persuasi-vely than might be inplied in RelJ-stabrs poens. itln der Fernetr is the dark mirror of the group' its
ponderous fifths both inage and reflection of issues deeper than the words to
whieh they are set.
The Unknown Gounod of La Biondina
Kenneth Langevin, Knox College

Although the naoe of Charles Gounod is faniliar enough, primarily due to
the contjnued popularity of Faust and the Ave l"laria, the bulk of his work
renaj,ns in obscurity. Faust im
more typical of his operatic style than the
Ave }laria is of his sttlking-ty varied song writing, not to nention a considerable number of instrumental works. rronically, Gounod the celebrated conposer
has renajned a relative unknown for almost a century.
The so-called trlondon periodrt of L87O-I874 (sensationalized at ttre tire)
was by all accounts tbe most disnal, troubled, and bi-zarre of Gounodrs 1ife.
Tt was at this tjrLe that he began regularly produci.ng works in exactly that
sweetish Vjctorian style which has done the nost harn to hj-s reputation, and by
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which he is often stereotyped. Remarkabl-y, it was at this, the nadir of his
career' both psychologicaLLy and aesthetically, that Gounod produced Biondina,
his only song cycLe. unique in a production of over 2oo songs, Biord5i-EEd-a
curious and limited print.ing, has seldon been perforned ard al*liT-lEier
tecorded, is virtually unknown today, and shows us a Gounod very different fron
the one we know.
This paper exanines the f-i.terary and stylistic
relation of the twelve
Biondina songs to the corpus of Gounodrs songs in general, describes the multinational wartime refugee community in the context of which Biondina was conceived, and traces the composerr s I inks to the German, French,-IiT-dItalian traditions in the genre.
In The Shadows of Les nuits dt6t6
Peter 81oon, Smith College
This paper concerns the original- version, for voice and piano, of Berliozts song cycle Les nuits d'6t6. After a consideration of the possible reasons for Berliozt6 attention to song in 1840--was it for a particular singer?
for a particular concert? for purely pecuniary reasons? for the purpose of
demonstrating his essential 'tnormal-cyrt?--the paper concludes with a view of
sone of the literary and pietorial sources, and an analysis, of the expressive
scenario of one of the six songs of the collection, rrsur 1es lagunes,rr and an
implicit reevaluation of the aesthetic worth of the original version of the
cycle as a who1e, so wideLy overshadowed by the 1ater, revised version for
voice and orchestra.
The paper is based on close readings of the available letters and docunents that provide evidence of the precise date of the composition and publieation of the six songs for voice and piano. The picture of the chronology ot
the conpositional process is clarified by the discovery in a private collection
of the autograph nanuscript of trsur 1es lagunesrt--the one autograph ttmissingrl
from the collection of Nuits d'6t6 manuscripts at the Bibliothique Nationale,
And jt is cla.if ied uy thE mry-piblished
correspondance g6n5ra1e of rh6ophile
Gautie1,fromwhoseco11ectionentit]ear,@83a)sertioz
selected the poens for his musi.cal rettirgll--Gi6i{a-JfTITiE-letters
we learn
little
about the collaboration with Berlioz, but muctr about the poetrs way of
working with musicians.) Final1y, it is cLarified by a look at the reviews of
the collection that appeared in the daily and weekly press.
Edvard Griegrs Haugtussa: A Study of the Sources

Judith Haber tlickstr6n, University of Chicago
Haugtussa, op. 67, a cycle of eight songs for voice and piano to poens by
A. Garborg, is regarded as one of GrJ,egrs finest works. That the poetry, which
is written in Nomegian landsnril (the language based on dialects of the conmon
people, as opposed to the Dano-Noruegian riksmil, the Language of the estabf.ishmert), inspired Grieg (who spoke tikJilEfll-we know from the speed with
which he began conposing the cycle*-probably all- eight songs were conposed
within ore nonth of publ,ication of Garborg's book--and fron conments in his
letters fron this period.
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pLans for a larger work for orchestra and
These letters al,so reveal
of such a work'
Grieg expressed doubts about the formal structure
became increasingly pronounced' After
uncertainty
this
".""fi"i".
tine
Passed'
;;-;;
trp. 67 ,f inaLLy was published, wirhour trace of the orchestral work
il;."';";;,
consjdered'
had
Griee
",-=.riJ*p"uiic
Library in Bergen, Nonay (Bergen offentlige bibliotek) posextensive collection of Grieg nanuscripts' sketches, letters. and
"."".-""-"*
including ranuscript sources fot tg!€!g!rg'- Sketches and com.ai.r"a"""t."ts,
I
son€s., not included in op' 67' have been known to exist'
tt.tgtt"",
fi"t.d
additio,al- sketehes in very varying degrees of conpleteness.
i""" fa6;iTEa
variant versions of single songs occur; in some, orchestral and
ii'ior.-".""",
gain insight into
ciorat indications are noted. This makes it possible to
and ideas he considered and rejected'
composition
of
method
;;;;;;"
-----fi.
expaper provides an introduction to Grieg sketch studies through
nanuscripts'
Haugtussa
these
of
anination
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Music from Japan: Eclecticism and the Emergence of rrJikken Kobori

E. Michael Richards, HamiLron College
llestern art nusic has been a parr of widespread cultural life for a relatively short tine in Japan; it has reaL1y only becone rJapaneserr since the end
of viorld triar Tr, when many !trestern custons were zealously adopted and initated.
Much music in the western tradition written by Japanese composers has al-so been
created through stylistic initation and adaptation of nineteenth-century styles
from Europe' in addition to twentierh-century serialisn.
rt is only in the
last thirty years that some Japanese conposers of avant-garde nusic have becone
more individualistic;
concerned with reflecting philosophical and musical e1ements fron their own culture, they have begun to discover and develop their own
music. The most successful of this t'hybri6" nusic has escaped
and represents a powerful synthesis of aesthetics and musical "op..fi"i"rity,
characteristies
fron both East and West,
The influence of Eastern aesthetics (including Taoism, zennism, and other
philosophical roots of Japanese traditional music), as well as influences of
traditional
Japanese instrunents (shakuhachi), are clearly apparent in the
nusic of roru Takenitsu and Joji Yuasa, two founding nenbers o] trre rJikken
Koborr. movenent (ttexperimental workshoprt) in music, poetry and visuaL arts
(1951). These composers are he1-ping to leaat younger
lenerations of Japanese
composers towards a new international styl-e of music.
18, 11:OO a.n. - 12:30 p.n.
lte Black Urban Heritage in No Orleaas

SUNDAY. OCITOBBR
CUS

Presentati@:

Continuity and Creativity:
Cultural Dynanics of Style Developnent
in the Black Quartet Tradition
Joyce M. Jackson, Louisiana State University, Baton

Rouge

This study focuses upon continuity, change and creativity in the cleveJ-opnent of the black sacred quartet tradition in order to explain how and why
participants dynanieally create and naintain musical and non-nusical per:
formance practices.
More specifically,
the study exanines perfornance practices as they are enployed by performers during different periods of quartet
development. This examination also assists in deternining how and to what extent cultural values and aesthetics change over a period of years,
In order to grasp the complex nature of black quartet style it is inportant to examine not onLy performance practices, but also the interrelationship
of socio-cu1tura1 and historical factors of the different periods under which
the styles appeared. The cu1tura1, soeial, and contextual conditions during
these historical periods influenced and changed the characreristics of qr..t.i
sty1e.
fn addition, the perspective of the cultural bearer is important;
therefore, the study also rel"ies on accounts and ideas held by perforners and
other participants in the tradition.
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In conclusion, the prinary factors that govern the developnent of quartet
o.oto ,.e socio-cultural value, aesthetic, ideology' function and contextual
that the continuity,
The study illustrates
of the black comunity.
;;i;i"*
creativity of the sacred quartet styLe has been a multidinensional
"ir"*.-."a of shifting enphasis and re-emphasizing specific traditional loyalties
;;;;;""
allowing certain new traits to permeate the existing
iiif.
sty1e. "1r"faaneously
Gl{S

preseatatioo:

lfrrsic anil f,igher Edueatioa-Broadening the Gurticular

Baee

Mainstreaming 31ack Music into Music History and Appreciation Courses
Daniel- A. Binder, Lewis University

This paper will demonstrate that black nusic has been and is largely ignored in the teaching of music history and appreciation courses. This paper
will survey many of the standard nusic history and appreciation textbooks currently available, as well as sone of the standard joumals in the fieLd in order to clearly show that this lacunae exists.
fhis paper will then challenge the exclusive study of Western nusic by
white, European, male conposers by first presenting suggestions, including bibliographies and d{scographies, for ineorporating black nusie naterials into
music history and appreciation courses. Second, it will challenge authors and
publishers to include some of this material in new and tevised texts that will
be forthconing. A third challenge wiLl be issued to graduate institutions in
their preparation of future teacher-scholars.
If every generation must rewrite its history and if history is an interpretive art, then our task must be to write and to teach a history of Westem
nusic that includes the significant aceonplishments of all:
American as well
as European; black as well as white; female as well as na1e. The rrgreattr man
rrnasterpieee"
and his
approach will no longer suffice.
Indeed, we will find
that the canon of great composers and nasterpieees wj11 be enlarged.
Dalcroze Eurhythmics in the College Curriculm
Elayne Metz, Arizona State University

Enile Jaques-Dalcroze (1865-1950), Swiss musician and educator, coined the
(t'good rhythm'r), which focuses on body novenent as a vital
Y?*
fanK +f!tyttti"=
between hearing music and feeling music. Dalcrozets principles involve
listening and respor-ding to nusic through the coordination of the body, nind,
and spirit.
The synthesis of the cogniiive, psychonotor, and affective dinenslons of learning creates a conplete learning experience where perceptions may
occur at a higher leve1.
Sone aestheticians state that movement is an essential elenent of meaning
.
in
nusic (..g., L"ng.r,7957).
copland (1952) described this movemenr not as
the, actuaL sound waves transmitted through space to the listener, but as virtual novenent such as tension and release, or density and transparency.
In this session participants will exanine the concepts of iJre,
and
energy that apply to both novenent and nusic, providing an example of"p""e,
the I ink

r
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between virtual

movenent in music and actual movements of the body. An improvised piano piece alternating between two neasures of 6/g neter with two
measures of 3,/4 mete' will
be the focus for listening.
By stepping the beats
or their subdivislons while sinultaneously conducting, it i" po""itie to associate the beats with their function within each netei, resulti.ng in the shifting of accent.
After experiencing the physical time, and energy involved in executing
time values which are in the relationship of 3;2, the concept of heniola is
translated to a specific musjcal context.
Iiow might a keyboardiil--EIEiute
these affects in Bachrs Minuet from the fifth partita?
other exanples of
heoiola will be examined in the context of application of Dalcroze Eurhythmics
in theory, conducting, performance, and nusic ed.ucation classes.
I,Jorld Music Infusion Curricular projeet

Patricia K, Shehan, Butler University
rn keeping with a contenporary perspective of music in a multicur-tura1
society, Butler university has initiated. a strategic plan for the restructuring
of the current music curriculum. The principal aim of the tr^lor1d Music rnfusion
curricular Project is the provision of a solid foundation among music najors
for the acceptance, through understanding, of non-western nusics. Through the
support of the Li11y Endownent Fund, the project was established (a) to provide
specialized training in non-western musics for the faculty of applied, history,
theory, and educat:lon programs; (b) to infuse current nusic history, theory,
and music education courses with a greater emphasis on the cross-cultura1
similarities
among musical styles worldwide; (c) to contribute to a growing
conmunity awareness in the nature of music as a world phenomenon.
fhis report will discuss the presentations of visiting ethnomusicologists
in a special seninar (spring, 1987) tor Butler faculty: th- participatory node
of their presentations, their suggestions for the infusion of non-western
musics into traditional history, theory, and education classes, and the interactions of the consultants with the fu11 faculty.
The acquisition of books,
tecordings, videotapes, and the collected handouts of the consultants in ethnonusicology will be briefly addressed as critical to the inplementarion of the
project. The developnent of specialized courses in non-western musics, and the
continuj-ng fu11 faculty workshop session planned for the project year
(ta11lspring, 7987-88) will be highlighted.
F1na1ly, the report wiil p.esent
plans for the concert series, which will feature perfornances by artists of
various world music traditjons fot the purposes of curricular enrichment and
comrunity outreach.
i,trith tbe developrrent of a broader perspective on nusic as a nanifestation
of cuLture tbrough the infusion of non-wesLern music into the traditional curriculum, universities nay draw closer to realizing an ideal in liberal arts education: development of human understanding in the contenporary world of the
g1oba1 vil1age.
The Butler university project may sene as a nodel for other
venturesr so that music students will know broader musical perspectives, to be
evi.denced in their future roles as teacbers, performers, conposers, and intelligent listeners.
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Relationships Between Aural and Visual Analytic Ski11s
Helen Brown, Purdue University

those who teach nusic theory is to impart to students
Although a goaL of trhear
what they seerr and to rrsee what they trear'rr there
to
the nusicaiability
research that addresses comparisons between theoretical asserfittf.
It seems
"ri"t" about and listenersr interPretations of tonal relationships.
tions
that often the ability is assmed to be a part of the musical behavior of those
who have managed to energe SuCCessfully fron the core curriculuil in music
theory anil to be ful1y operational without explicit attention to refinement.
This assumption does flot reflect differences that nay exist between anaLytic
techniques we rely on when we listen to nusic without scores in hand and those
we use when we study nusical scores.
our analytie traditions inply, for instance, that l-isteners can and will
features of a musical work an analyst asserts, that
hear the relational
listeners routinely track changes of key and their relationship to the tonality
of a conposition, and that a musical event heard at a given monent of tine may
be reinterpreted of rtheard retrospectivelyrr as a result of a later nusical
event .

that has addressed conIn this presentation, experimental literature
parisons between aural and visual analyses of tonal nusic is surveyed. Discussion is focused upon issues that have arisen in this literature, such as differences in analytic strategies, effects of nusical menory, and effects of constraints of |treal musieal- tine.rt Attention is given to issues nissing from the
literature, questions such as how related the two conponents of the ski11 might
or might not be, how the conplexity of the musical passage in question might
affect the ski11, and how development of rrtonality sense" (the ability of a
listener to track tonal centers in a conposition) relates to the skill.
The Interpretation

of Nondiatonic Tones in a Tonal Context

walLlan E. Lake, University of California,

Davis

who grow up in Western cuLture acquire an intuitive understanding
- _People
of_the
language of tonal nusic at a young age seeningly with little
conscious
effort. much the same as they Leam iheii native language. Based on this intuitive knowled.ge, predictions regard.ing what nay appear next ean be nade with
varyang degrees of confidence depending on what has already occured, Such
predictions are nade regularly by iisten-ers, based on the ioplications of musicar events and inducing expectancies for certain continuations.
p-retations' as either a raised
or lowered version of a diatonic neighbor.
Y::111":.the former resolves up and the latter down a semitone. However, rhe
for resolution
-aEpracations
qurte clear when heard (that of nondiatonic tones in a tonal nelody are often
hrtrat facLUrs' contextual or otherwise, is, without the benefit of notation).
affect whether one expects a nondiatonic tone to
resolve up or down?
This is explored with respect to a body of data generated
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by an experiment designed to tap into rhe nusiciants intuitive understandirg of
tho systen of tonality.
The experinent investigated the influence of tonality on the melodic expectancies of a group of co11-ege nusic najors. participants were instructed to
sing a nusically sensible conti.nuatic'n, given a tonic-establishing context and
various two-tone melodic fragments consisting of a diatonic tone followed by a
nondiatonic tone. The responses were analyzed to discover the rules appearing
to govern mel-odic continuation of the tone-pairs, revea1ing subtle variances
dependent upon intervaL patterns, inplied harmonies, tonal hier.archy, and key
distance along the circle of fifths.
The results provide a perspective of the
conplexity of the tonal system and the sophistication of the cognitive processes that underlie it.
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FRIDAY, l6 OCTOBER' 9:00-10:30 A.M.
Tracking the Tradition: New Orleans Sacred Music
Horace Boyer, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

quiet but significant
IJntil recently the missing link in the history of black music in New Orleans was its
jon. Yet, Afro-American religious music has held a strong position in black New C)rleans
relisious music tradit
from the brass bands ofthe nineteenth century to zydeco
.in.-" th. 1ggos, influencing all black music in that city
failure of the black religious music of New Orleans to estahlish a
music of the late twentieth century. The
reoutation and tradition, despite its influence, presents a paradox not easily untangled.
Black American religious mu.ic. or the Africanization of white religiou' music. made it. appearance in
performances
New Orleans as early as the 1880s. It was during this time that the trend toward extemporaneous
by brass bands was established. Some of the music played and improvised upon-principally through
embellishment-were Negro spirituals and white Protestant hymns. At the same time a group of black Catholics were composing and performing religious music, and though their influence was small, they ultimately
came to play a significant part in the city's music history. These included Samuel Snadr (c1832 c1880), Edmond D6d6 (1,827 -L903), and Basile Bards ( 1845 -1902). This group was augmented by William J. Nickerson
(1865-1928) in the first quarter of the twentieth century.
During the first decade of the twentieth century, religious music gained substantial recognition through
its use both as mournful music, played by marching bands on the way to the grave, and as lively, swinging
music on the return from the grave. The latter was taken up and developed in a different direction by the
holiness churches that were introduced into New Orleans between 1900 and 1910. This was the music that first
inspired gospel singer Mahalia Jackson. The music of the street meetings of holiness congregations and traveling evangelists had a strong impact on the musical preferences of the inhabitants, moving their interests away
from the music of the Catholic church.
By the 1950s New Orleans was a major gospel music city, though it never became a gospelm\sic center,
producing such gospel singers as Bessie Griffin (b.1927), Linda Hopkins ("Baby Helen," b. 1925), and the
queen of gospel, Mahalia Jackson (1911-1972). None of these gospel music figures gained fame in their home
town, partially because New Orleans had not yet become a gospel music center. For the first time in its history,
New Orleans is attempting to establish itself as a gospel music center through the diligent work of the New
Orleans Humming Four and the Soprano Spiritual Singers, both of whom follow the quartet tradition established by male quarters of Alabama and Virginia in the early 1920s.
There is, however, information on the quiet and somewhat obscure Afro-American religious music
tradition in New Orleans, though a circuitous route is the only path to its discovery. This presentation will be
concerned with the few history books, novels, biographies, newspapers, religious denominational histories
and minutes, and personal interviews, tools, and methodologies for researching gospel music in New Orleans.

FRIDAY,

16

OCTOBER, l0:30 A.M.-12:00 P.M.

Typology of Sources for the History of New Orleans Jazz
Lawrence Gushee, University of Illinois

t*o O.incipal

sources for

jazz have been interviews and record-

writing the history ofNew Orleans
,--^ -3nt
lngs
lhereareagreatmanyothersourcesthathavebeenneglected,oftenbecauseresearchersareunawareof

because they are difficult of access. This paper will pass in review some sources that have
in expanding or iorrecting the historical record, with instances of the kind of information to be

l1l*
Irroved ll]":::.or
useful
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New Orleans is attempting to establish itself as a gospel music center through the diligent work of the New
Orleans Humming Four and the Soprano Spiritual Singers, both of whom follow the quartet tradition established by male quarters of Alabama and Virginia in the early 1920s.
There is, however, information on the quiet and somewhat obscure Afro-American religious music
tradition in New Orleans, though a circuitous route is the only path to its discovery. This presentation will be
concerned with the few history books, novels, biographies, newspapers, religious denominational histories
and minutes, and personal interviews, tools, and methodologies for researching gospel music in New Orleans.
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Typology of Sources for the History of New Orleans Jazz
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gained from them and a few caveats regarding their use. Distinctions will be made between their use in confirming information gleaned from interviews and theirpowerto open new windows on the past. The sources to
be discussed include: photographic evidence (snapshots, studio portraits, publicity photos, and newsreels),
newspapers and periodicals (local New Orleans papers, national theatrical press, general periodicals),
ephemeral advertising (handbills, business cards, etc.), vital statistics, burial records, census information,
military records, police and court records, licenses, published and unpublished music, copyright records, contracts, artifacts, letters, diaries, and address books.
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Composers of Color in Nineteenth-Century
Lester Sullivan, Amistad Research Center
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Tools and Methods for Researching the Chicago Migration

Richard Wang, University of Illinois, Chicago
When researching the New Orleans-Chicago connection, the researcher of jazz music must confront
two sacred legends that bar entry to the temple of responsible scholarship. First, there is the legend that it was
the closing of fabled Storyville (New Orleans's "red-light district") by the Navy Department in 1917 that
caused a major exodus of musicians from the city; second, that this great migration was solely directed north
along the Mississippi River toward Chicago. In fact, the migration of well-known New Orleans jazzmen began
as early as 1904-1905 and continued until after the closing of Storyville. Furthermore, the economic impact of
Storyville's closing upon musicians has been greatly exaggerated; they continued to find steady employment in
New Orleans after 1917. Although the exodus eventually included a significant number of New Orleans's most
important musicians, many stayed behind and found work. Likewise, according to the legend, jazz came up
the Mississippi River to Chicago from New Orleans. That may be an attractive odyssey, but it is bad geography
and worse history. The Mississippi River does not flow through Chicago; about the closest one could get to it
on a riverboat would be Moline, Illinois, across the state from Chicago. The best way to get to Chicago from
New Orleans was to go north on the "green diamond"-the symbol appearing on the rolling stock of the Illinois Central Railroad.
Chicago's black-owned newspapers played a critical role in making southern blacks aware of the economic, educational, and social opportunities awaiting them in the North. This was especially the case during
the "Great Black Migration" of 1916 to 1920 when approximately fifty thousand southern blacks immigrated
to Chicago, creating the South-Side Black Belt so essential to black culture in Chicago.
What can we learn about the New Orleans-Chicago connection from oral histories, and how reliable
are they? There are, of course, obvious problems in attempting to obtain accurate information from the testimony of a memorist. But careful planning and appropriate methodology can and do elicit reliable reports.
This paper will address the question of what happened to New Orleans musical traditions and styles
when they reached Chicago during and after the migrations of the early decades of the century. Given the fact
that the earliest known recordings of jazz were made in New York, Los Angeles, and, most importantly, Chicago (and not in New Orleans), can we extrapolate backwards from these documents to postulate an earlier or
even contemporaneous New Orleans style? What can we learn about the New Orleans-Chicago connections
from the music itself? Finally, this paper will discuss the tools, methodology, and resources required for the
research of the modes, methods, and relationships of the migration of jazz musicians from New Orleans to
Chicago.
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;;;'";." ofin unusually large black population, the members of which were allowed to participate in the
this music. By mastering performance on European instruments and composition in European
i..",-"
Roman Catholic, Frenchforln. "f styles, protestant, English-speaking Anglo-American blacks and

"nd
Cr"ol". of color in New Orleans ultimately transmitted European influences to the development of
,p""ting
jazz. Lliewise, the presence of classically-trained black musicians may have influenced other Creole commusic. This paper will
posers, such as Louis Moreau Gottschalk, to incorporate African characteristics in their
(2) identify the city's
attempt to (1) explore the historical background of the unique black ethnicity of the city,
majoinineteenth-century black composers, (3) treat the phenomenon of expatriate black New Orleanians in
Europe, (4) survey resources for the study of the composers and their work, and (5) pose some questions
about the significance of this little-known history.

SATURDAY, l7 OCTOBER' 9:00-10:30 A.M.
Sources for the Study of Creole and Cajun Music and Their Influence on New Orleans Music

Florence Borders, Amistad Research Center

The search for sources of information about Creole and Cajun music begins at home and spreads
abroad. Although both Creoles and Cajuns are French-language groups that settled in colonial Louisiana,
they developed distinct types of music. The Creoles preceded the Cajuns by several decades and considered
them nore in the vein ofcountry cousins. When the Acadians, or Cajuns, were exiled from what is now Nova
Scotia by the British, they sought a new homeland. They began arriving in Louisiana between 1755 and 1765
and settled in the southwestern part of the state.
Black Creoles came to Louisiana as early as other immigrant groups. Most of them, however, came as
slaves, the first cargo having been shipped one year after the founding of New Orleans in 1718. Very soon after
their arrival, they were permitted to engage in Sunday recreations in a large square where they could sing and
dance. They performed familiar dances coupled with lyrics that they themselves composed in their Frenchbased language, accompanying themselves on instruments that they fashioned from materials at hand. Survivals of these songs and dances became
known as Creole slave songs. The contributions of these black Creoles to
themusical heritage ofLouisiana
and the United Stgtes were witnessed by nineteenth century observers, documented by nineteenth and twentieth
century scholars, and perpetuated by musicians.
The Cajuns produced rural French folk music. Their geographic isolation, combined with their desire
ro,protect
their way of life from outside forces, enabled them to cling to their cultural heritage for many decades' Eventually, the
music became known to a wider audience, influencrng and being influenced by that of
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caused a major exodus of musicians from the city; second, that this great migration was solely directed north
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as early as 1904-1905 and continued until after the closing of Storyville. Furthermore, the economic impact of
Storyville's closing upon musicians has been greatly exaggerated; they continued to find steady employment in
New Orleans after 1917. Although the exodus eventually included a significant number of New Orleans's most
important musicians, many stayed behind and found work. Likewise, according to the legend, jazz came up
the Mississippi River to Chicago from New Orleans. That may be an attractive odyssey, but it is bad geography
and worse history. The Mississippi River does not flow through Chicago; about the closest one could get to it
on a riverboat would be Moline, Illinois, across the state from Chicago. The best way to get to Chicago from
New Orleans was to go north on the "green diamond"-the symbol appearing on the rolling stock of the Illinois Central Railroad.
Chicago's black-owned newspapers played a critical role in making southern blacks aware of the economic, educational, and social opportunities awaiting them in the North. This was especially the case during
the "Great Black Migration" of 1916 to 1920 when approximately fifty thousand southern blacks immigrated
to Chicago, creating the South-Side Black Belt so essential to black culture in Chicago.
What can we learn about the New Orleans-Chicago connection from oral histories, and how reliable
are they? There are, of course, obvious problems in attempting to obtain accurate information from the testimony of a memorist. But careful planning and appropriate methodology can and do elicit reliable reports.
This paper will address the question of what happened to New Orleans musical traditions and styles
when they reached Chicago during and after the migrations of the early decades of the century. Given the fact
that the earliest known recordings of jazz were made in New York, Los Angeles, and, most importantly, Chicago (and not in New Orleans), can we extrapolate backwards from these documents to postulate an earlier or
even contemporaneous New Orleans style? What can we learn about the New Orleans-Chicago connections
from the music itself? Finally, this paper will discuss the tools, methodology, and resources required for the
research of the modes, methods, and relationships of the migration of jazz musicians from New Orleans to
Chicago.
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other groups, notably white English-speaking people and southern blacks. Today
black Cajun music enjoys
international attention, and its instrumentation has broadened from the fiddle and accordian duo to include
electric and steel guitars and drums. Lyrics are sung in Cajun French, but may also
be sung in English, reflecting the impact ol commercialila(ion.
Far from being isolated ethnic groups with minuscule impact on mainstream culture, Creole and Cajun
musicians have been major contributors to the musical heritage of the state and the nation.
Bibliographies and
discographies will increase our information about these influences. Autobiographies and biographies
of musicians who came from both backgrounds will demonstrate the truth of the uoug. tirut
music sf,eaks a universal
language The geographic distribution of the collections of sources for researching Creole and Cajun music
will indicate the importance of the music in the total spectrum of our culturar heritage.

SATURDAY, l7 OCTOBER, l0:30 A.M._12:00 p.M.
Zarico fZydecol: Beans, Blues, and Beyond
Barry Jean Ancelet, University of Southwestern Louisiana
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SATURDAY, l7 OCTOBER, 2:00-3:30 P.M.
Researching New Orleans Rhythm and Blues: Identifving the Sources

Mark McKnight, Loyola University
Although New Orleans is most often defined as the birthplace ofjazz, it is a city whose musical heritage
rich and varied as its justly famous cuisine. It is the very complexity of New Orleans's musical life.
both
past and present, that has interested music researchers in cxploring the city's cultural
and musical roots.
Whereas most serious musical scholarship concerning New Orleans music has in the past focused
on early
jazz, a few studies in the last clecade have concentrated on the area's non-jazz musical
culture, principally.
rhythm and blues.
While New Orleans's inlluence on post-World War II popular music is often overlooked by popular
music scholars. even a cursory examination of the musicians who flourished in New Orleans in the twenty
years between World War II and the British invasion of the rnid-1960s confirms the importance
of New Orleans rhythm and blues in the rock-and-roll revolution.
For the serious researchet, attempts at finding sources of information on post-war music in New Orleans, especially that of Iesser known musicians. can be frustrating. Some of these problems stem from the
fact
that those interested in this field have not always possessed the necessary rcsearch skills. As a result. manv
of
the tools currently available are less than ideal. This paper will focus on resourccs available to rcsearchers.
both traditional ancl non-traditional kinds of sources, and iacunae in existing materials. The paper will also
shed light on potential new areas of invcstigation for popular music scholars.
is as

17

OCTOBER, 3:30-5:00 P.M.

The CBMR Database and the CBMR Bulletin Board

CBMR Staff , Columbia College
consists of two complimentary parts. The Union Catalog of Black M usic Materials
The CBMR Database
is designed for the purpose of providing local and visiting scholars with a
Libruries
,. c,h)r;iZ:hirogo-Arro
topic are held in which of the
ur.."r,uining what materials pertinent to a particular black music
;";;;;i",
The establishment of the Union Catalog will facilitate and stimutate research
libraries.
,J""j*Jant.ur.-area
with easy access to lists of materials pertinent to various topics of interest
l" ii""L *"ri", p.oviding scholars
provide scholars with an unprecedented level of extensive and detailed
to
designed
is
ii" if"rrn* irsten
vertical file materials.
io,ouna recordings, sheet music. music manuscripts, and
^.."* The CBMR Bulletin Board is a forum for individuals interested in black music research. It is useful to
or occasionally need: 1) information about out-of-print books. printed
scholars and musicians who frequently
current research activity; 3) bibliographical
music. recordings, films, and videotapes;2) information about
authority information relating to black musicians and black
and discographical information;4) name/subject
research and
music research; 5) computer programs useful to scholars;6) and other information pertinent to

writing.
Like the blues, rock, 1azz, and reggae, zarico is the result of a blend of European (primarily French)
and Afro-Caribbean music traditions. South Louisiana folk etymology explains that the woid
comes from the
line "Les haricots sont pas sales" (The beans aren't salty), used in many of the tradition,s songs; but a look
at
Creole traditions and the languages of Africa's west coast shows zarico involves more than beans. tn the
earli,,blues',
est Alan Lomax recordings (1934) as well as in contemporary music, "zarico" functions
like
in American English, referring to hard times and the music that eased the pain of harrl times. Zarico also
has a sexual
connotation related to its likely origins in African fertility ritual music and dance. It has a broad social application, referring to dances and dancers, as well as music and musicians.
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The usefulness to scholars of the CBMR Database, with its Union Catalog and Reference System, and
the CBMR Bulletin Board will be demonstrated through searches and retrievals on microcomputers.
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